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LONERGAN AND PROTESTANT THOUGHT:
INTRODUCING A SPECIAL ISSUE

R. l. Snell

Th e Witherspoo n lnst i tu t e

Princeton, Nao lersey

I /f y ELEMENTARv scnoor forbade the observance of Halloween. We

I l, / I were not entirely forlorn, however, since candy was supplied
I Y If i. abundance) for the annual Reformation Day party, also held

on October 31't to commemorate that autumn day in 1517 when Luther is
thought to have nailed the Ninety-five Theses on the church door.

We sang "Ein t'este Burg ist unser Gott" - in the vernacular - munched

sweets, and (somewhat falsely, it turns out) imagined the dramatic moments

as each hammer blow pounded home the theses. It was exciting.
For many, 2017 is as exciting, with the 500th anniversary of the

Reformation a backdrop to celebrations, studies, conferences, publications,
and journal issues sponsored by various organizations, Protestant or
otherwise. Bernard Lonergan, who as a priest belonged to the same Society

ofJesus famed for its energetic role in the Counter-Reformation, nonetheless

makes a good conversation partner for those who read Protestant theology.

Of course, Lonergan was familiar with the thought of notable Protestant

thinl<ers such as Kant, RudolI Otto, Friedrich Schleiermacher, and Paul

Tillich, among others, even as influential Protestants such as George

Lindbeck and N. T. Wright gleaned much from his thought, sometimes

critically. More than scholarly conversation, however, Lonergan's insights
into conversion, faith, beliei hermeneutics, grace, sin, atonement, and the

Trinity are not only of interest but resonate with ways that (at least some)

Protestants frame questions and structure experience. Or at least it seemed

to me when as a young Protestant scholar I first encountered Lonergan, and
others articulate similar responses.

@ 2017 R. J. Snell
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As a major thinker, Lonergan's reading of Protestant theology is worth
consideration. Interesting, also, is his limited but nonetheless real influence

within contemporary Protestant circles, particularly in scriptural studies.

Further, whether by accident or something more, not a fe\/ Protestant

scholars have taken to Lonergan, choosing his work as a focal point and

source of their own. Thus, this special issue on the 500th anniversary of
the Reformation.

Steven D. Cone begins with a survey of issues central to Protestant

theology for which Lonergan may be an especially productive partner. These

include biblical studies, faith and conversion, inter-reliSious dialogue, grace,

salvation, the Trinity, theological anthroPology, method, and objectivity.

Karen Petersen Finch next examines the reiection of natural theology

prevalent in certain forms of Protestant thought, particularly within the

Reformed tradition. Not only natural theology, but the thought of Aquinas

in particular, is sometimes presented in dialectical oPposition, but Petersen

Finch explores the possibility of a natural theology stirring up wonder

rather than pride.
The two following pieces, the first by joseph K. Gordon and the second,

a reprint of Ben F. Meyer's influential essay, "The Primacy of the Intended

Sense of Texts," give evidence of the fruitful reception of Lonergan's critical

realism, often mediated by Meyer, to notable biblical scholars such as N.

T. Wright and James D. G. Dunn. Gordon further explores Lonergan's

contribution of historical consciousness as relating to how Christians

understand the truthfulness of Scripture.

Lonergan's turn to the subject has parallels in Protestant theology.

Richard Sherlock argues that the subiect is foundational in Kant, Ritschl,

Hamack, Bultmann, and even Barth, although Lonergan, states Sherlock,

provides a substantive critique of these versions and a more coherent

understanding of knowing.
Finally, Carl Trueman, noting an interest within Reformed thought

of the historical heritage of doctrine, turns to )ohn Henry Newman's

understanding of doctrine's development, one offering challenging

questions for Protestants. According to Tiueman, while Lonergan self-

consciously builds upon Newman, his account of doctrinal development

may be particularly helpful.

On behalf of the editors, I offer my gratitude to the authors for their

contributions to this special issue on "Lonergan and Protestant Thought."
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THE VIEW FROM OUTSIDE:

WHYAPROTESTANT WOULD
CARE ABOUT LONERCAN

Steoen D. Cone

Lin c ol n Chr i st ia n Un iu e rsi t y

Lincoln, Illinois

T oru enceN Srunrrs rs a largely Roman Catholic field that has a number

I of interested Protestants within it. Given the questions Protestant

Lscholar" tend to have and the discussions they generally pursue,

why would the heirs of the Reformation study this Jesuit philosopher and

theologian? This is a different question, of course, from why Protestants

should read Lonergan; his thought is foundational and not easily absorbed

within existing forms of Protestantism (nor, I would say, within existing
forms of Catholicism).

This essay gives a bird's-eye survey of issues endemic to Protestant

theology for which Lonergan's work may be especially helpful. I also

indicate the basic direction of Lonergan's contribution. In honor of the 500th

anniversary of Luther's Ninety-fiveTheses,l structure my comments roughly
to follow the doctrinal slogans that typified the Protestant Reformation.

Presenting Lonergan's contribution according to Protestant common-
places risks, at the least, making it more about Protestants than about
Lonergan. On the other hand, Lonergan emphasized that questions arise

spontaneously and that one must be authentic to the process of inquiry one

actually has. What we will see below, then, is an interplay between the logic

of the Protestant mottos and the trajectory of Lonergan's thought. At the

least, it should show a significant intersection between these topoi, and many
fruitful avenues that can be or have been pursued.

@ 2017 Steven D. Cone
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SoLq ScnrpruR4

Ironically, no academic field shows more widespread discussion of an

aspect of Lonergan's thought than biblical studies.r Lonergan was not a
biblical scholar; his use of scripture is sporadic and follows the norms of
Catholic systematic theology, not biblical studies. However, Lonergan's life-
Iong interest in history bore fruit in the crihcal realism championed by New
Testament scholar Ben Meyer and his students, most notably N. T. Wright
and James Dunn.2 Because of Meyer, Dunn, and Wright's prominence,

bibLical scholars have both embraced and excoriated critical realism as an

intellectual stance and as an approach to reading scripture.
In Lonergan, "critical realism" sums up the cognitional, epistemological,

and metaphysical burden of lnsight: A Study of Human Understanding.3 lts
application to historical study centers on the character of the world we
are trying to discover through historical research and the role we have

as inquiring subjects who perform this research. Many forms of modem
historical scholarship view interpretation as something alien to the reality we
are trying to know; witness the interest in peeling back the redactions of the

synoptic gospels, applying "criteria of authenticity" to reach an unvarnished
and unelaborated reality, or conversely, the rejection that the gospels contain
interpretation at all.a Critical realism, by contrast, emphasizes that we know
reality precisely through its interpretation. The real world is the world

rJoseph Cordon's article in thisvolume willgivea much more expansive examination than
is possible here of Lonergan and biblical scholarship.

'?See Ben Meyer, C/ifi.al Realisfi and the Ne:dJ Tesfamszf (Princeton Theological Monograph
lEugene, OR: Pickwick Publications, 1989D; Reality and Illusion in New Testament Scholarship:
A Ptirnet in Critical Realist Hermdte lics (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 194); a d The Airns ol
/es&s (Princeton Theological Monograph lEugene, OR: Pick\Mick Publications, 1989]). See also
N. T. Wright, The Nra, Teslanent anil lhe People ol God, I Minneapolis, MN: Fortess, 1992). See

also Iames Dunn, /esrs Renenbercd: Chtbtianity in lhe Making,l (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans,
2003), 110-11. N.8., the "critical realism" of Roy Bhaskar and the Routledge series on critical
realism are not connected with t onergan's thought.

3h Insighlt A Sludy of Hunun Understanding, vol. 3 of the Collected works of Bemard
Lonergan, ed. kederick E. Crcwe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University of ToDnto
Press, 1992), Lonergan tmds to refer to cfitical realism as generalized empirical method. For
Lonergan's post-InsEr, elaboration of critical realism, see 'The World Mediated by Meaning,"
"Is It Real?" and "What Are Judgments of Value." For a discussion of critical realism and trends
of knowled8e in analytic philosophy, s€€ Joseph Fitzpatdck, Pftilosophical Eficoufilels: l-ofiet$an
and lhe Analytic Trudilion (Toronto: Univercity of Toronto hess, 2005), 13-36.

€ee Chris Keith and Anthony la Donne, /esrs, Citeria, and the Demise of Authefiticily
(London: Bloomsbury T & T Clark, 201 2).
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mediated by meanings, and we know realiry not when we have some kind
of unimpeded contact with it, but when we rightly understand it.

ln The Aims of lesus, Meyer lays out a programmatic account of how

critical realism provides a coherent basis for the historical study of the

gospels.5 He there explains a rich interplay between questions, hypotheses,

and attempts at verification. This process includes, (1) basic exegesis that

seeks authorial intention by interpreting the semantic significance of the

text, (2) a further level of interpretation that asks about the aims the author

intended to achieve through the text, (3) an even more expansive level of
historical explanation that seeks to grasp what was going forward in the

author's time, and (4) beyond all these, the question of our aims and our
horizons as readers of history The process works as a spiraling whole in
which we move back and forth from one issue to another, seeking to follow
the questions we have and the data we possess.

The reason that Meyer finds critical realism so imPortant for historical

research is that some but not all interpretations ofan event are valid; and, the

process of verification we go through in trying to assess which interPretations

may be valid is different from the process we go through to find out whether

there are interpretations present at all. The methodical skepticism of much

modem history starts out with a mistrust of interpretations, for what it is
seeking is direct access to the unmediated world of the Past. Or, if it cannot

achieve this, it wants to calculate the ways that the layers of interpretation

havedistorted the original event. Forthis reason, itwants to isolate any asPect

of a text that shows the authors hand in interPreting the realities of which
he or she writes. Meyer, conversely, argues that genuine interPretations are

exactly the access we have to reality. We are therefore most authentic to

"what happened" by working through the different interPretations, testing

them methodically and trying to gain a coherent picture of the whole.

Sot,t F,De

'lsee especially Meyer, Airns of lesus,7e"110.
6Bemard Lonergan, "Faith and Beliefs," in Philosophical anrl Theological Papers, 1965-1980,

vol. l7 of the Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Robert C. Croken and Rober M. Doran
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press,2004). "Faith and Beliefs," 3M8.

Lonergan held a noteworthy conversation about the nature of faith with
comparative religion scholar Wilfred Cantwell Smith.6 In this conversation,

as we[[ as in later works, Lonergan articulated an understanding of faith that

5
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has a significant intersection with Protestant understandings of faith that
have a central role for trust.7 Rather than seeing faith as an intellectual as-

sent that could possibly be divorced from personal commitment, Lonergan
understood faith to be "the knowledge born of religious love."3 This knowl-
edge is existential, for it flows from the u/ay we relate to and are changed by
God in the entirety of who we are.e

Faith and Conaersion

The specific truths affumed by religious belief live within the horizon
provided by faith. They are authentic to the extent that they cohere with
the work of God in the believer's heart. Rather than seeing the religious
beliefs as the "husk" wrapped around faith's "kernel," though, Lonergan
saw both the outer word of religious belief and the inner word of faith as

constitutive of our persons. just as much as Gadamer, Lonergan saw our
identities as enmeshed within our traditions.l0 The rationality given to us by
our communities is just as real for us as the Logos's work inside of us. It is
possible, though, for these factors ofour identity either to support each other
or to conflict. And, it is further possible for us to be falsely or inconsistently
related to either - or both - of them.rl

Lonergan understands religion, then, and human personhood, to have
a key role for conversion. For Lonergan, "conversion" means a radical
setting right of the principal ways that our identities have gone wrong. He
identified three conversions of greatest importance: religious, moral, and
intellectual.l'? Some Lonergan scholars have proposed including a fourth
conversion: psychic.r3

TBemard Lonergan, Method in Theology, 2nd ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press.
2003), ll$24. See Steven D. Cone, "Aquinas' Sanctifying Crace and Lonergan's Religious
Conversion: Exceptions that Prove the Rule," in Grace afid Ftiefidship: Theologi.tl Essays in Hofiot
of Frcd bu@lce, fron His Ctot4ul Students, ed.. M. S. Copeland and J. Wilkins (Milwaukee, WI:
Marquette University Press, 2076), 234a.

sMethod in Theolw,115.

"'Horlzons," n PhilBaphical and Theological Papers, 1965-1980, 19-23.
to Methd in Theology, 57 -1W.
tt Method in Theology, 79{n.
tzMelhod in Theology, 23745; "Self-Transcendmce: Intellectual, Moral, Religious," in

Philosophical and Thmlogical Poryrs, 1965- 1980, 31?31 .

t'I)omlr, Theology ond the Diolectics of History,42{3. See also Bemard Lonergan, "Reality,
Myth, Sfmbol," in Mylh, Symhol, and Realty, ed. A. Olsen (NoEe Dame, lN: University of Noue
Dame Presg 1980), 39O.
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Religious conversion is the operative grace by which we come to be

in love with God. It provides our basic horizon of faith. Moral conversion

means accepting an ultimate source of value outside of ourselves. Instead of
pursuing the proximate goods that satisfy our own interests and the interests

of our groups, we become committed to what is really worthwhile from an

overall point of view. lntellectual conversion is the process by which we

realize that objective knowledge results from a grasp of sufficient reason for
believing something, not from some kind of unimpeded or detached view of
the thing. It is the ground for the critical realism discussed above.ra Psychic

conversion means setting right the processes oPerative in our subconscious

motivations so that they support our religious, intellectual, and moral lives

instead of subverting them.rs Whereas moral and intellectual conversions

tend to operate within our focal awareness (and religious conversion

partially does), psychic conversion works from the bottom uP, setting right
the bases within our consciousness for conversion.

lnterreligious Dialogue and Comparatioe Theology

The lines of thought that can be connected to Lonergan's notion of
conversion are nearly endless. However, if we focus on religious conversion

and faith, there are potential resources for advance in interreligious dialogue

and comparative theology. While some Protestants involved in interreligious

dialogue have embraced Smith's prominent notion of faith, others have been

concerned that it relativizes the importance of truth commitments and of
specific faith traditions in favor of a pan-religious homogenization.t6 On the

other hand, interreligious dialogue does not get very far without willingness

to acknowledge God's work in the other person.

But, for Lonergan, the commitments of religious belief, including the

voice of our religious tradition, are a locus of grace, and they constitute

our persons alongside the interior horizon of faith.l7 While Lonergan did
intend his notion of faith to be something that could apply across religions,

'asee R. ). Snell and Steven D. Cone, Authefitic Cosnlopolilanism: Inoe, Sin, and Gnce in lhe

Christian Cornrnunily (Eugme, OR: Pickwick Publications, 2013).
tE€e Robert Dorai, Psyciic Con@rsion and Theological Foundatiofis (Milwaukee, WI:

Marquette Univercity Press, 2006).
t6For this, one need only make a short perusal of the varying reviews Ior Wilfred Cantwell

S$ilh's Faith and Beli4 (Princeton, NIr: Princeton University Press, 1979).

' 
? Method in Theolofy, 11&20.

7
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one cannot therefore disregard the various religious beliefs, traditions, and
practices. Adverting to the particularities of each religious tradition is of
vital importance for interreligious dialogue and comparative theology, iust
as much as analyzing the character of God's inner work of grace.r8 And,
such discussions can proceed on the basis of the commitment to faith, and

to one's own particular faith tradition, even as it expects God's grace to be

operative in the wider world.te

Sotq Cx,ant

The relation of human freedom and divine grace has preoccupied

Protestantism since its inception. While some streams of Protestant thought
flatly deny the importance of human freedom in conversion to Christ, others

make human freedom integral to the salvific economy. Concem with the

doctrine of grace is a legacy the Western Church has from Augustine's

battles against the Pelagians.

Crace and Freedom

Lonergan was no stranger to this struggle. His doctoral dissertation
dealt with Thomas Aquinas's doctrine of operative grace relative to human

freedom, and Lonergan's first theological publications were articles based

on his dissertation.2o He also wrote a textbook on grace, now translated into
English as, "The Supernatural Order"

In many ways, the Baflezian conflict with the Molinists during the late

1500s mirrored the Calvinist versus Arminian dispute, though transposed

within a Thomist theological setting.2r Lonergan started out his research a

Molinist partisan but soon came to the conviction that both sides distorted

rqsee Francis Cloone, Comryralil'e Theolow: Deep lpatning acrcss Relig,-,r s Bolders (Malderr
MA: Wiley-BlackweU, 2010).

'lSee Francis Clooney, Theology aflet Vedonto: All Exryinenl in Com?arutioe Theolory SUNI
S€ries, Toward a Comparative Philosophy of Religions (Albany, l.IY: State University of New
York Press, 1993).

DThese works are now published as vol. 1 of the Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan as

Cruce and Frcedom: Orystioe Gfice in the Thought of Sl. Thomas Aquii@s, ed. Frederick E. Crcwe
and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992).

'?rsee Michael J. Stebbins, The Di.,ine lnitiatioe: Ctuce, l\Wld-Order, and Humafi Freedoit ifi the

Early Wrilings of Benard lrfietgan (Torcnlo l)niversity of Toronto Press, 1996), 183-211 -
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Thomas's thought. Lonergan's careful historical study of Aquinas, looking
beyond the standard Thomist positions, participated in the twentieth-
centtry ressourcemen I of Aquinas.2

Lonergan's conclusion, and his analysis of Thomas, depends on
distinguishing the varying natures of divine and created causality. Our
salvation must be caused by God, and this must be by operative grace: in
us but not of us. But, because divine causality establishes the created order
instead of being an element within it, God's causation does not compete

with human freedom or rule it out.ts Rather, God works through human
freedom - which remains real and contingent - healing and elevating us and

establishing us as part of an order of supematural relations.

Salaation

The first two generations of Protestant theology continued the ancient

and medieval legacy of understanding salvation in terms of divinization.'?a

In many ways, Reformed theology still sustains this emphasis by stressing

union with Christ. Some parts of current Protestant tradition would also

seek to recover this soteriology.2s While Thomas is sometimes overlooked
as a resource for understanding divinization, Lonergan's constructive work
drawing on Thomas provides a significant source for this retrieval.

In the "The Supernatural Order," Lonergan provides a careful analysis

of divinization in terms of our receiving a relationship with God in which
the way we know and the way we love come to be like God's own knowing

zFor other voices in this twentieth-century renewal of Catholicism, see Cabriel Flynn and
Paul Murray, eds., Rsssourcefient: A Mozrernent t'or Reflaoal in Twehtieth-Cefitruy Tradilion (New
York: Oxford Univemity PPss, 2014).

aFor a reading of Thomas shongly consonant with Lonergan's on this point, see Harm
Coris, Free Creatwes of an Eternol Cod: Thomos Aquinas on God's Infallible Foreknouletlge anil
lrresistible Wl. Thofias Instituut Utrccht 4 (t€uven/Louvain: Peeters Publishing, 1996).

'?€ee Jonathan Linman, "Ma*in Luther: 'Little Chdsts for the World': Faith and Sacraments
as Means to Theosis," in Partnkcrs of the Divine Noture: The History afid Deaelopment of Deification in
the Christiitu Tradilions, ed. M. Christensen and J. Wittung (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic,
2007), 17!EE; I. Todd Billings, 'John Calvin: United to tu through Chn*," in Pa akqs of the
Divine Nature, lS9-99; and Michael Christensen, "John Wesley: Christian Perfection as Faith
Filled with the Energy of ltr&e, " i^ Partakers of the Di.)ine Nalure,279-32.

EFor example, Roger Olson, "Deification in Contemporary Theology," Theolory Today 64,
no. 2 (July 2007): 186-200." See also Steven D. Cone, An Ocean Vasl of Blessitlg: ATheolog! ot' Crace
(Kalos, 1.) (Eugene, OR: Cascade Books, 2014r,763-214.

9
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and loving (as far as is possible for a created being).26 In other words, being
made like God means a change in our operations, not our substance. God

saves us by making us able to live in a different way - a way that is like
him, because we know him - not by changing us into a different kind of
being. God does this through the grace brought about by Jesus Christ and

communicated to us through his Spirit. He thereby brings about in us the

kind of ftiendship with God that initiates etemal life in us.

Sorus Csrrsrus

Karl Rahner famously intimated that Lonergan was ever "sharpening the

knife" of theology, by concentrating on theological method, without trying
lo "cut," by contributing to theology's substance.2T Lonergan did return to
his early interest on economics after the publication of Method in Theology,

not to extensive writing of theology.'?3 However, as we have already seen

with grace, Lonergan wrote several works on core theological topics, such

as the Trinity and Christology, for use in teaching his classes. These works
were until recently available only in Latin, and sometimes they existed

only in unpublished archival material. With the most recent editions of
the Complete Works of Bernard Lonergan (University of Toronto Press),

however, Lonergan's Latin theology is now available in English translation,
with facing Latin original and copious explanatory notes.D

Lonergan's contributions to Christology include doctrinal and sys-

tematic thought both on Christ's person and his work. In terms of Christ's
person, Lonergan extends the logic of the Council of Chalcedon and the

Third Council of Constantinople to include contemporary reflection on the

consciousness(es) of Christ.r In terms of Christ's work, Lonergan produced
a multifaceted understanding of the cross; he examined satisfaction, moral
communication, and sacrifice, among other analogies for Christ's accom-

zBemard Lonergary "The Supematural Otder," in Early latin Theolow, ed. Robert M.
Doran and H. Daniel Monsour (Toronto: University of Toronto Press , 2011) , 65-78.

'David Tracy, "God, Dialogue, and Solidarity: A Theologian's Retuan," The Christitn
Cenlury 107, 

^o.2 
(Mob€r I990): 90Gc04.

aBemard Lonergan, Fot a NerD Political Econorry, vol. 21 oI the Collected Works of Bemard
Lonergan, ed. Philip Mdhane (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1998).

'Bernard Lonergan, Ea y lutin Theolou; The In.arnote ,/btd; The Tri ne God: Doclrines;The
Triune God: Syslelrufics; The Ontological and Psychological Constilution ol Christ.

*The Onlological and Psychological Constitutioh ol Ch*t.
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plishment of our salvation, and steadfastly refused to reduce any of them to
equivalence with or subservience of the others.3r

Episcopal theologian Charles Hefling has produced a substantial
volume of work analyzing and drawing upon Lonergan's contributions
to systematic theology. Hefling's work spans a number of topics. He has,

though, concentrated many of his efforts on Christology.3'? In that vein,
he has carried out a long and fruitful consideration of the non-penal,

substitutionary thought and legacy of Anselm of Canterbury Hefling
has also produced significant articles conversing with the Christological
thought of Friedrich Schleiermacher, Ren6 Girard, Marilyn Mdord Adams,

|ohn Macquarrie, James Alison, and Austin Farrer. Movingbeyond. personae

to issues, Hefling works to flesh out the meaning of Chalcedon, exploring
Christ's self-knowledge, the relation of his person and work, the nature(s)

of Christ's work, the relation of Christology and Pneumatology, and the

implications of different approaches to Christology for Christian doctrine.

3'See 'The Notion of Sacrifice," in Early Lath Theologyl' and Bemard lonergan, Irls
Diuine Redeemer: A Suqlement lo De Verbo Incarnato, trdns. Michael Shields lrorn De bono et

rnaio (Toronto: Irnergan Resea(h Institute, 2000); see also Doran, "The Nonviolent Crcss/
Joh\Volk,Ioeryan on lfu Historical Causality ol Christ: An lnleryrelation ol "The Redenplion:
A Sudefiefit lo Deyerbo lncamato." PhD diss., Manquette University, 2012; and Mark Millet
'"why the Passion?" W! lhe Passion?: Benaftl lnfietgafi ofi the Crcss as Connunication." PhD
diss., Boston College, 2008.

3<harles Hefling, "About What Might a 'Girard-t neBan 'Con\rcrsalio " Be?," Lonergan
I/*rlshop loumal, vol. lZ d. Fred t wrence (Chestnut Hill, MA: Boston College, 2002): 9t
123; Charles Hefling, "Another Perhaps Permanently Valid Achievemenl Lonergan on Christ's
(Self, Knowledge," Lonergan l&rkshop lounai, vol. 2O ed. Fred Lawrence (Chestnut Hill, MA:
Boston College,2008): 127{4; Charles Hefling, "Cralia: Grace and Gratitude: Fifty Unmodem
Theses as Prolegomena to Pneumatology, Anglicafi Theological Retrieu E3, 

^o.3 
(2001):47f

91; Charles Hefling, "How Wide Is C,od's Mercy?: The Holy Spirit in Other Religions," Ifte
Chtistian Century 132, no. 23 (2015): 22-27; Charles Hefling, "The Meaning of God Incamate
According to Friedrich Schleiermacher: Or, Whether Lonergan Is Appropriately Regarded as
'A Schleiermacher for Our Time,' and Why Not," lnnergan t/brkshop lourfial, vol. Z ed. Fred
t^awrence (Chestnut Hill, MA: l98A: 105-Z; Charles Heflin8, "Redemption and Intellectual
Conversion: Notes on Lonergan's 'Christology Todat'," lnnergan l&rkshop loumal, vol. 5, ed.
Fred Lawrence (Chestnut Hill MA: Boston College, 1985): 219-61; Charles Hefling, "RevivinS
Adamic Adoptionism: The Example ofJohn M acqtafiie." Theological Studi?s 52, no. 3 (September
1991): 47G94; " lved by Sacrifice: Austin Farret Fideism, and the Evidence of Faith; Charles
Heflin& "A View ftom the Stem: James Alison's Theology (So Far)," Afiglican Theological Reoiew
81, no. 4 (September 1999): 689-710; Charles Hefling, "Christ and Evils: Assessing an Aspect of
Marilyn Mccord Adams's Theodicy," Anglicon Theological Rs{rie?, 83, no. 4 (September 2001):
869-82; Charles Hefling, "A Perhaps Pemanently Valid Achievement Lonergan on Christ's
Satisfaction," MrroD: Iournal of lnnergan Studies 10, no. 1 (1992): 51.
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Sou Deo Grcrut

"Glory to God Alone" was the byline of Johann Sebastian Bach,

Protestantism's greatest composet and it is as good a spot as any to consider
contributions Protestants might be interested in from Lonergan's theology
proper Lonergan wrote two Latin textbooks on The Triune God, noted above.

The first of them ( Doctrirues) Eaced the historical development of the doctrine
of the Trinity; the second (Systematics) recast the psychological analogy
for the Trinity. Lonergan also wrote a series of articles analyzing Thomas
Aquinas's cognihonal thmry and showing how Thomas sarar the procession

of understanding (Verbum) in the human intellect to shed light on the real
relations of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.

The Trinity

Originally translated into English and published as The Road to Nicaea,

Lonergan's examination of how the church came to articulate the doctrine
of the Trinity is not a mere historical survey. Rather, Lonergan is making an
argument about how doctrines develop and what this means for the identity
of the church. In the particular case of Nicaea - of great importance for all
subsequent Christian theology - one might say that the doctrine itself is the
development. In other words, in Nicaea and its aftermath, the church had to
come to terms with its need to do something new in stating its teachings. Its

ability to do so constituted Nicaea's development of doctrhe just as much
as did the word. "homoousios;" through the process of articulating a deeper
understanding of God, the church came to a fuller and more comprehensive
understanding of itself.s

Composed for his classes on the Trinity at the Gregorian Institute in
Rome, Lonergan's systematic examination of the doctrine of the Trinity
goes far beyond elaborating the classical formulations of the psychological
analogy in Augustine and Thomas Aquinas. On the contrary, it examines

all of the terms and relations of classical trinitarian teachhg in light of the
cognitional theory epistemology, and metaphysics that Lonergan explained
in Insight. While the psychological analogy has lagged behind the social

lrFor an approach to Nicea having resonances with Lonergan's approach, see Anatolios,
Rettieoing Nicaeai The Deoeloryent and Medfting of Trinitainn DocLtine (Crand Rapids, MI: Baker
Academic,20ll).
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The ol o g i c a I An thro po I o gy

Certain strains of Protestant thought, of course, take the glory of God

as their dominant theme. Lonergan believed in the glory of God, of course,

but his understanding of it resonates with Irenaeus's great affirmation, "For

the glory of God is a living man; and the life of man consists in beholding
God."$ Human beings are made in the image of the Trinity, and their final
perfection to be like the God they have received.

To say that God created the world for his glory is to say that he created

it not for his sake but for ours. He made us in his image, for our
authenticity consists in being like him, in self-transcending, in being
origins of value, in true love.37

God's glory then, is his outward focused life in which the fullness of the

divine sharing in wisdom and love does not lead God to rest in self-absorbed

narcissism; freely and creatively he wills to give his life away. In a real sense,

lsee theologians as disparate as Thomas F. Torrance, Ttinitarian Faith: The Elanselical
Theolow of the Ancient Cotholic Chutch,2d ed.ll ,J.ndon: Bloomsbury T & T Clark, 2016); Stanley
Crcrlz, Theology for the Community of Cod lcrand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2000), Michael Reeves,

Delighting in the Tinit!: An Intnduction lo lhe Chtistian Failh lDow ers Crove,IL: IvPAcademic,
2012); and Donald Fairbairr., Lile in the Trinity: An lnlroduclion to Theolow with thc Help of the

Chutch Fathers (Dow ers Grove, [L: [\? Academic, 2009)..
3tRobert M. Doran, Whal Is Systefiatic Theology? (Toronlo: University of Toronto Press,

2005),61-77; Charles Hefling, "On the (Economic) Trinity: An Argument in Conversation with
Robert Doran," fieologica, Sfudies 68, no. 3 (Septembet 2007): ('0.

{lrcnaeus, A/.,Prsrs H4cftsis, N. 20. 7.

37 Met hod in Theology,'11G17.

analogy for the Trinity in recent Protestant (and Catholic) thought, Lonergan

offers a seminal, extended, and careful explication of this classic model.
Protestant theologians commonly affirm the Trinity as the widest and

most fundamental framework for theological reflection.s Yet, it is a good
question as lo how one is to construct a systematic theology based on the

Trinity. In this vein, one of the most intriguing current conversations taking
place in Lonergan Studies concerns Robert Doran's articulation ofLonergan's
"Four Point Hypothesis."s Following the logic of the Trinitarian Missions

and of the supematural life they create in the redeemed, Doran constructs

a persuasive framework for how the topics of systematic theology rightly
proceed from and relate to each other.
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then, God's glory becomes the excellence of his creatures as those creatures

come to mirror God's self-giving life.

Lonergan's theological anthropology has ample place for the reality
of sin, as do many historic and current streams of Protestantism. He
examines it in terms of the many biases that distort our rational being,
our alienation from God and from our own true selves, the absurdity
that we come to believe and accept as normal, and the inauthenticity
we practice - and become - relative to who we are and who we are

called to be. Sin, for Lonergan, is not mere moral failing; it is a moral
impotence that has roots in our unconscious motivations, and it bears

foul fruit in a "radical dimension of lovelessness" in which our whole
beings come to be distorted.$

Lonergan's understanding of how Cod works to save us includes the

conversions mentioned above. The purpose of the conversions, though, is to
heal our brokenness and establish us in a life that reaches the full potential
of human personhood. Here, Lonergan is following Augustine's seminal
insight of Corlessiofls, Book X, that finding God and becoming reconciled to
our own true selves are part and parcel of each other. Human life involves
a destiny, and being authentic to ourselves means to receive eternal life in
friendship with God.3'g

Eccrrsla Sr,raprn Rr ronu,qNo,q Esr

Although Lonergan submitted to the dogmatically defined Catholic
magisterium and Vatican I's teaching about the permanence of doctrine, he

did not believe that the church would be a completed proiect until the Iife of
the world to come.

Theological Method

Countless Protestant systematic theologies begin with comment on
theological prolegomena or theological method. One can often guess the

sMethod in Theology , 242-43; see also Cone, Tra nsforrning Desirc, 18*220.
$For Lonergan's widest-ranging statement of this position, see "Finality, lrve, Marriage,"

in Collecfion, ed. Frcderick E- Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Ibronto: University of Toronto Press,

198a),17-52.
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traiectory Protestant systematics pursues by which it places first: the section

on God, or the section on the Bible. As Lonergan's theological anthropology
shows above, though, he found the division between whether one begins

with God's work or with the inquiring subject to be a false dichotomy.
What Lonergan sought in his theological method is a "framework for

collaborative creativity."40As explai ned in Method inTheolo3y, this framework
has two complementary aspects. First, it helps us understand the enduring
bases of the differences among thmlogians by clarifying the processes that
we pursue in doing thmlogy. Second, it helps us understand ourselves

better as those called together by God to build meaningful thmlogies for the

healing of the world.al
Method in Theology presupposes the philosophical base provided

by lnsight but moves beyond it. That is, in Method in Theology, Lonergan

enlarges and extends Iflsisftt's critical realism to provide a better account

of theologians and of the functions we perform in receiving and producing

theology.a2 What does it mean for us to be authentic? How does theology
move from the past into the present, looking toward a future? How do we,

and how does this process, Bet derailed? What does it take to set us right
again? What does it mean that in faith, hope, and love we know both the real

world and the call of God?13

One problem such an endeavor faces is that we have no way outside of
the human process that we Iive in and are. Protestant theology faces this issue

as much as any other. Sometimes Protestant theology has solved the issue by
treating revelation as a brick that God throws, crashing from outside into our
realiry Sometimes Protestants have simply accepted relativism as a conse-

quence of human finitude; here, the rcvelation becomes "the word of God in
the words of human beings," and who knows what happened to God's word
once we got hold of it. Sometimes we have just ignored the problem.

aMethod in Theology , 18.
{rFor somewhat dated but wide-ranging comment on l,onergan's method, see Patrick

Corcora , Lottking al lanogan's Method lEr1ene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2007).
usee Donna Teevan, Innergan, Herrneneutics, & Theologicol Met rod (Milwaukee, wI:

Marquette University Prest 2005).
{lsee Neil Ormerod, Method, Meaning, and RetBlation: The Meaning an l Ftnctiolt of ReDelatiofi

in Betfinrd lanetgan's Method in Theology 0rnham, MD: University Press of America, 2000).

15

Relat iaism a nd Obj ect iztity
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Lonergan was no relativist. Yet, he also believed that we have no way

outside of human history no "God's eye vieu/' by which we could exorcise

the specter of relativism.a Lonergan, further, did not believe there was

any Golden Age of history that would provide a sure reference for us to

base subsequent cultures on.a5 His conviction was that God works inside

human history by healing and elevating us, not by invading us.6 "Genuine

obiectiviry then, is the fruit of authentic subiectivity."aT

Authentic subiectivity exists when our experience of the world is
attentive, when we understand our exPerience intelliSently, when we assess

it reasonably, when we deliberate responsibly, and when, in all things, we

love.43 Attentiveness, intelligence, reasonableness, responsibility, and love

characterize the way the processes of our conscious being operate when

they are achieving their full potential, and the fruit of this well-regulated
process is a life that knows, chooses, and loves what is good and true. There

is, of course, ample opportunity for these processes to go wrong; Lonergan

was a fallibilist.ae But, it is in exactly these processes - that is, in terms of

the beings that we are - that we receive the work of God; and, it should

reassure Protestant theology that, throughout and in the end, Lonergan's

work depends on the reality of God's grace.

Et N S,qrcu-c SAecutonuu

Lonergan's works, then, contain fruitful intersections with the concerns

typical of Protestant theology in the areas of the doctrines of scripture,

faith, conversion, interreligious dialogue and comparative theology,

grace, salvation, Christology, theology Propet thmlogical anthroPology,

theological method, and theological obiectiviry While there is much more

aFor an excellent statement of this problem, and of Lonergan's resPonse to it, see R J. Snell,

Through a Glass Darkly: The Meaning and Function of Re.)elation ifl Betnaril lanerSan's Method i^
Theology [-anham, MD: University Press of America, 2000).

rs'The Transition from a Classicist World-View to Historical-Mindedness," rn A Second

Collection.
&lnsight,71*25,741; "Healing and Creating n History," n AThird Collecli'rn (New York:

Paulist Press, 1998), 10G109.
a7 Met hod in Th.olow, 202.

'€ee Patrick Byme's comprehensive analysis of l-onergan's ethics in Ifu Elrlics ol

Disiefinent: Ionergan's Fo\ndalions t'or Ethics (Toronto: Unive6ity of Toronto Press, 2016).

$Method in Theology , 110-12.
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both to Protestant theology and to Lonergan, I think that these discussions

provide ample place - and reason - to start.

This examination has but scratched the surface of Lonergan's work.
Lonergan was as much of a philosopher as he was a theologian, and his

works have as many fruitful intersections with philosophy as they do
with theology. In fact, Lonergan did not believe that there was a complete

division between philosophy and theology; the ability to receive revelation
is intrinsic to human reason, and although the reception of revelation
is historically conditioned, so are all of our other thought processes.s

Lonergan's work, from his viewpoint then, stretches across the fields as one

great multifaceted exploration of who we are, the world we live in, the God

who calls us, and who we are called to be.

e"I€cture 1: Philosophy ol God," i^ Philosophical and Theological Papers,1965-1980,"162-78.
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rIREDERTCK L,rwnsrcr }IAs written that rn Method in Theology, Bernard.

fi Lonergan "consummated" his profound interest in meaning "by
I emphasizing the absolutely central role of the constitutive function
of meaning."l Lonergan argued that a constitutive act of meaning occurs
when the process of asking and answering questions generates a new social
reality.z This identification of constitutive meaning is partly why Lonergan's
theological method brings so much light to the complexities of ecumenical
dialogue. When Christian theologians gather to construct bridges of
meaning between separated communities, their conversation - even before
they have captured it in a written report - reflects constitutive acts of
meanirg. Common meanings may be solid or shaky, fleeting or permanent,
reflective of Christian conversion or insufficiently grounded in it. But they
are meaning nonetheless and have potential to reshape the communities'
future relationships with one another

Yet constitutive meaning can also work against ecumenical relationships.
Lonergan describes the darker side of the formation of meaning in Method

in Theology:

For it is in the field where meaning is constitutive that man's freedom
reaches its highest point. There too his responsibility is greatest. There
occurs the emergence of the existential subject, finding out for himself

lFrederick G lawrence, "lrnergan's Search for a Hermeneutics of Authenticity: Re-
OriginatinS Augustine's Hermeneutics of Love," in Lc'netgan's AnthfiWloU Reoisited: The Next
Fifty Years of Vatican II, ed. Gerald Whelan (Rome, Italy: Gregorian & Biblical Press, 2015).

'zBemard Lonergan, Method in Theology (Totonto: University of Torcnto Press, l97l ), 76ff.

@ 2017 Karen Petersen Finch
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that he has to decide for himself what he is to make of himself. It is there

that individuals become alienated from communiry that communities

split into factions, that cultures flower and decline, that historical

causality exerts its sway.3

In other words, separated Christians have had years to develoP their unique

systems of meaning, resulting in artifacts that have hardened as they have

aged. ("It is there . . . that communities split into factions . . .") When

they incarnate their meanings into these cultural and intellectual artifacts,

adding sinew and skin to the living bones of their central convictions,

Christian communities are only doing what they are supposed to do. After

all, the gospel is always culturally embodied. When, however, opPosition to

another community becomes a scale on which embodiments are measured -
when opposition itself is considered theologically valuable, even

normative - then we have arrived at horizons which Lonergan described as

"dialectically" opposed. 'nvhat for one is true, for another is false. What for
one is good, for another is evil."a The result is alienation, which threatens

our common embodiment of Christ and, in turn, our effective witness to the

unbelieving world.
In this article, I will examine a product of constitutive meaning in my

own (Presbyterian and Reformed) community which has evolved in overt

opposition to Roman Catholic theology. That artifact is therejection of natural

theology as an appropriate tool of Christian witness. It is not always clear

where the Reformed opprobrium [ies: on classical proofs of the existence

of God, or on any exercise of the natural mind that claims to apprehend

God apart from scripture. But dialectical opposition to natural theology as

we understand if is very much alive in my Reformed, Presbyterian context,

and appears to be fueled by caricatures of the Thomist tradition. Arvin Vos

described a version of this mind-set thirty years ago in Aquinas, Caktin, and

Co n t emporary P ro t estan t Thought I

For many [Aquinas] serves primarily as an example of how not to
do theology. After all, does the Summa Theologiae not begin with

3Bemard Lonelgan, "Dimensions of Meanin&" in Collecfirn, vol. 4 of the Collected Works

of Bemard lrnergan, ed. Fr€derick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doan (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1993), 235.

lMethod in Theology, 247 .



arguments for the existence of God? No Christian theologians worth
their salt call God's existence into question. Theology must begin with
Scripture. The method Aquinas uses is precisely the method Calvin
and the other Reformers rejected - and if the Reformers shunned it,
we cannot do betters

Recently, this writer attended a Reformed History and Theology session at
theAmericanAcademy of Religion, in which scholars were critiquing the first
volume of Kathryn Sonderegger's Sys tematic Theology.Professor Sonderegger

spent considerable time and effort defending the "radical course change"

that led her to establish her doctrine of God on a substance metaphysics

that acknowledged its debt to Thomas Aquinas, rather than beginning as

her Barthian colleagues do with Christ as the Word of God. Sonderegger

claimed that "epistemic questions have held Trinitarian theology captive
to Christology" - in other words, a fear of relying on natural knowledge
has precluded Reformed theologians from thinking philosophically about
the triune God ir se. Her struggle to persuade an audience of Protestant

academics that she did not intend to "spum Christology," and that "Scripture
itself has led me this way," suggested to me that the mentality Vos described
in 1985 still has its influence.6

What is the remedy for constitutive meanings that have become

frozen into place over time? As Lonergan wrote, "Not every viewpoint is

coherent, and those that are not can be invited to advance to a consistent

position."T If Lonergan's theological method can serve as scaffolding
for the creation of common meaning, then it can also provide a platform
for de-calcifying intellectual artifacts and making space for fresh acts of
theological understanding. Two of the eight functional specialties - dialectic
and foundations - spring immediately to mind. In the spirit of dialectic,
this article will articulate as irenically as possible some horizontal "roots"
of the Reformed distrust in natural theology.s Behind the "No" response

to natural knowledge and the polemical language in which that "No" has

sAt],in yos, A4uifias, Anoin, anil Contemporary Protestant Thol.tght A Critique ol Protestafit
Vieus ofi the Thought of momas Aquinas (Washington, DC: Eerdmant 1985), xii.

€hristian Systematic Theology Section and Reformed Theology and History Croup,
"Engaging Katherine Sonderegger's Systematic Theology: The Doctrine of Cod, Volume I,"
American Academy of Religion Annual Meeting (San Antonio, Texas), November 21,2016.

? Methd in Theolo gy,'|fi .

3 Method in Theology, 271.
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often sounded, there is a "Yes": a series of classically Christian affirmations
that have been difficult for Catholic believers to perceive. Clarifying these

affirmations allows us to identify the same values furctioning within a

Roman Catholic horizon, therefore making space for shared Christian
proclamation. Engagement in dialectic also provides an opportunity to

highlight Lonergan's approach to natural theology, which is a better fit for
the Reformed "Yes" than caricatures of Aquinas might lead one to believe.

Ideally, this article would gather the fruit of dialectic and move
immediately into foundations. Dialectic and foundations are never

completely distinct from one another; therefore reference to intellectual,
moral, and religious conversion will be inevitable as we go along. But a
major exploration of natural theology from the perspective of conversion is

beyond the scope of this article. What we can do is recommend next steps. I
will conclude therefore witha proposal: ananalogy between natural theology
and preaching on the level of experience. Reformed Christians treasure the

preaching of scripture as a locus for encounter with the persuasive power
of the Holy Spirit. They may not realize that natural theology can function
in a similar way. Could it be that there are phenomenological parallels

between preaching and natural theology, since they are both opportunities
for believers and non-believers to be "transformed by the renewal of [the]
mind" (Romans 1,2:2)? lf lhe goal is to build bridges between dialectically
opposed horizons, probing differences "to the roots" is not enough. One

must also attend to the presence and work of the Holy Spirit.

TrrE REJECTToN rN Dr,c.rrcrrc-AL Focus

One of the greatest challenges to ecumenists who work within the Reformed

tradition is to identify and amplify the catholic "Yes" that is hiding behind
the historically contingent "No." It is easy to list the teachings of the Westem

Church that Calvin and others rejected, such as the authority of tradition,
the pope's standing as universal bishop, the infallibility of church councils,

and the distinction between bishops and other pastors.e Seen in this light,
the Reformed attitude toward natural theology appears to be just another
reiection among many. Yet what gives the attitude staying power is its
connection to a series ofpositive affirmations that are dear to my community

ePontifical Council for Prcmoting Christian Unity World Alliance of Reformed Churches,

"Iowards a Common Underctanding of the Chuch," 1990 (http:,//www.prounione.urbe.itl
dia-il].t / r-rc/ doc/ e r-rc 2-menu.html), paragraph 20.
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and are tightly intertwined. The fust is that God wants to be known (which

I will call epistemic gratuity). The second is that God is the best witness to
himself (which I will call epistemic sufficiency). A furnace of polemic has

transmuted these affirmations into denunciation of natural theology. Yet

it is still possible to separate the theological "Yes" in these affirmations
from what Lonergan referred to as "stereotypes that body forth suspicions,
resentments, hatreds, malice." ro

Significantly, John Calvin began his Institutes of the Christian Religion

with a discussion of how we know God. "By the knowledge of God," he

wrote, "I understand that by which we not only conceive that there is some

Cod, but also apprehend what it is for our interest, and conducive to his

glory . . . to know concerning him."rr In other words, to know God is good

for human behgs. Therefore God "has been pleased in order that none

might be excluded from the means of obtaining felicity, not only to deposit
in our minds that seed of religion of which we have already spoken, but
so to manifest his perfections in the whole structure of the universe, and

daily place himself in our view, that we cannot open our eyes without being
compelled to behold him."12 Out of sheer benevolence, God gratuitously
desires our highest good, which is to know Cod - a concept which is also

integral to Thomist theology. What might be surprising to Catholic readers

is how this concept involved Calvin in a version of natural theology.

In this section of the Institutes, Calvin identifies at least two ways in
which God has graciously revealed himself apart from scripture. The first he

calls a diainitatis sensum: an innate apprehension of the Creator God and his

expectations for humanity.t3 Calvin argued that

God himself, to prevent any man from pretending ignorance, has

endued all men with some idea of his Godhead, the memory of which
he constantly renews and occasionally enlarges, that all to a man being
aware that therc is a God, and that he is their Maker, may be condemned
by their own conscience when they neither worship him nor consecrate

their lives to his service.ta

to Method in Theolory, 130.
rrJohn Calvin, Irlstitrfes of the Chtistia Religion, Library of Christian Classics (Philadelphia,

PA: Westninster ttess , 1960, 1.2.1.
t\:alilr,Iistitutes of lhe Chistian Religion,l.5.l -

tT.alvin, lnst;tutes ol the Chistian Religion, 1.3.7.
lt(:all/1n, lnstitutes ol lhe Chistian Rcligion,ll.6.1.
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The indisputable evidence of the "sense of deity" is idolatry, which
according to Calvin appears in every human culture; but idolatry can only
be understood as the pewersion it is from the standpoint of a positive truth,
that "all are bom and live for the express purpose oflearning to know God."r5

Secondly, Calvin affirms with Paul that aspects of God's nature "have been

clearly perceived, ever since the creation of the world, in the things that have

been made" (Romans 1:19). Human beings can apprehend God's power,

wisdom, goodness, and glory in nature because God has chosen it to be so.r6

In fact, people have only to look within themselves to find that humanity
itself is "a rare specimen of divine powet wisdom, and goodness," and that
every person contains "undoubted evidence of the heavenly grace by which
he lives, and moves, and has his being."r7

For Calvin, God's desire to be known is a manifestation of grace and

does not confine itself to scripture. Why do Reformed theologians not
engage heartily in natural theology as Calvin does in these early pages of
the Institutes? It is because historical factors brought the second positive
affirmation, that of epistemic sufficiency, into the foreground of Calvin's
thinking. Luther, Calvin, and Zwingli all insisted that God is the best

witness to himself because voices all around them were proclaiming, in the

vituperative language of the era, that the church's witness to God either
was failing or had failed. It is important to remember that all three of these

reformers were pastors, and that their dogmatic assertions flowed in large

part from pastoral concerns. The solc scriptura principle, for example, is

an answer to the believer's question: Where can I find assurance that I am

saved? How do I access a knowledge of God that is unfailingly accurate

and reliably salvific? No wonder Calvin defined faith as "a firm and certain

knowledge of God's benevolence toward us, founded upon the truth of the

freely given promise of Christ, both revealed to our minds and sealed upon

our hearts through the Holy Spirit."'3 Faith itself is a kind of knowledge. Its

sufficiency for salvation must rest on a deeper sufficienry: God's witness to

himself, which for Calvin is found preeminently (but not solely, it aPPears)

in the Bible.

1\:alvin, lnstitutes of the Chislian Religiofi,1.3.3.
l{.alvin, lnstitutes of lhe Christian Religion, 1.5.1-3.
l7calvin, lrlstitutes of the Chrbtian Religion,1.5.3
trc.abri^, Institules of the Chtistian Religion, 3.2.7.
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A preference for supernatural knowledge of God as revealed in scripture

over natural knowledge, with particular respect to the assurance ofsalvation,

was not an invention of the Reformers. Aquinas wrote that

the mind of man falls far short when it comes to the things of God.

Look at the philosophers; even in searching into questions about man

they have erred in many points and held contradictory views. To the

end, therefore, that a knowledge of God, undoubted and secrlre, might
be present among men, it was necessary that divine things be taught

by way of faith, spoken as it were by the word of God who cannot lie.re

The real stumbling block for dialogue about natural theology is the way
in which Calvin's catholic affirmations of ePistemic gratuity and epistemic

sufficiency were alchemized by his teaching on sin. The Phrase "total

depravity" is misleading when applied to Calvin's anthropology - but the

preoccupation with cormption is certainly "total" in Calvin's writings and

appears to remove whatever efficacy he has granted to natural knowledge.

Although "experience testifies that a seed of religion is divinely sown in all,

scarcely one in a hundred is found who cherishes it in his heart, and not one

in whom it gro$rs to maturity so far is it from yielding fruit in its season . . ."20

God's self-revelation in the "magnificent theatre of heaven and earth" also

fails to bring home its message regarding the power, wisdom, and goodness

of God.'1r This failure is not because general revelation is lacking in some

way - Paul's affirmation in Romans 1 precludes that argument -but because

our receptors are not in working order
Calvin never systematically clarified the extent of sin's effect on

thinking and perception. This is partly because it was not his purpose to
provide an explanation of human comprehension in general.z He did
express admiration for the powers of human reason with respect to "earthly
things," even after the Fall.z In Book II of the Irslilzfes one finds a hymn of
praise to the liberal arts, beginning with these words: "If we reflect that the

'"Thomas Aquinas, S,rfifia meobgiae, trans. Thomas Gilby, 6l vols. (New York: Mccraw-
Hill, "19(A-1981\, 2a2ae, 2.4.

ncal]'in, Instilutes of the Chtistian Religion, 7 .4.L .

llcalvi^, lnstitutes of the Chistitn Religion, 1.6.1 .

DVos, A4uifios, Cilvirl, and Contemporory Protestant Thorghl , 5.

'{.al!in, lnstitutes of the Chtistian Religion, 11.2.13.
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Spirit of God is the only fountain of truth, we will be careful, as we would
avoid offering insult to him, not to reiect or condemn truth wherever it
appears."2a The ancient practitioners of law, philosophy, rhetoric, medicine,
and mathematics were trustworthy with respect to their knowledge of this
world. Due to sin, however, with respect to a knowledge of God "men

otherwise the most ingenious are blinder than moles."5
At this point in our dialectical exploration it is important to be very

clear why sin (as Calvin defined it) overtakes epistemic sufficiency and

debilitates natural knowledge. For Calvin, the core of human sin, and the

source of much of its corrosive power, is pride. After the Fall, "our mind
has such an inclination to vanity that it can never cleave fast to the truth of

God."'?6 Calvin identifies pride as tfte knowledge-killer in at least three ways.

Firstly, pride causes human beings to be pleased with themselves when

such contentment is not rationally )ustified. "Such is our innate pride [that]
we always seem to ourselves just, and upright, and wise, and holy, until
we are convinced, by clear evidence, of our injustice, vileness, folly, and

impurity." God's attributes are "the only standard" by which we can come

to a true estimation of ourselves.'?T Secondly, pride pulls natural knowledge

off course and misdirects it, so that it presents to human imagination not the

true God, but a series of idols. God becomes "whatever their own rashness

has devised . . . With such an idea of God, nothing which they may attempt
to offer in the way of worship or obedience can have any value in his sight,

becauseit is not him they worship, but, instead of him, the dream and figment
of their own heart."'?8 Finally, and most dangerously, pride cannot receive

the truth of Cod's benevolence toward us in Jesus Christ, because that truth
is designed for those who have come to the end of their own efforts. Pride

distracts from the assurance of faith, making it a pastoral problem as well as

a moral and intellectual one.

It should be clear to the reader that for Calvin, natural theology itself is

not the culprit. It is what pride makes of natural theology that is Problematic.
Reformed theology argues that the knowledge we have about God from

revelation is not susceptible to pride to the degree that natural knowledge

'?<.al!i^, lnstitutes of the Chrislian Religion, 11.2.15.

Ecalvln, lnstitutes of the Ch*lian Religion, ll. 2.1E.

'1<:alvin, Institutes of the Ch*tian Religion, 111.2.33.

l7calvi^, lnstitutes ol lhe Christian Religion, 1.1.2.

EcalviJ; lnstitutes of lhe Christiafi Religion , L4.1 .
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The prophets and apostles do not boast either of their keenness or of
anything that obtains credit for them as they speak; nor do they dwell
upon rational proofs. Rather, they bring forward God's holy name, that
by it the whole world may be brought into obedience to him . . . If we
desire to provide in the best way for our consciences - that they may
not be perpetually beset by the instability of doubt or vacillation, and
that they may not also boggle at the smallest quibbles - we ought to
seek our conviction in a higher place than human reasons, judgments,
or coniectures, that is, in the secret testimony of the Spirit.s

nBemard 
J. Lonergan, "Theology in Its New Conbxt," in Asecond Collactio, (Philadelphia,

PA: Westminster Press, 1974), 57.
ltaJv1n, Institutes ol the Chistian Rcligiofi, L7.4.

is. Revelation tells us the truth about ourselves; it does not lead to the

construction of idols; by moving us to repentance, it crcates in us the very
humility that is required to receive it. Yet iust because natural theology is

more r.ulnerable to pride (and Paul must have considered, by the way, that
he was willing to take the risk in Romans 1) does not mean that every attempt
to reason from nature to God is saturated with vanity. Paul's certainly was

not. Through a series of historical contingencies, however, pride and natural
theology have become associated in the Reformed imagination.

One could employ the functional specialty of history to identily the

thinkers and movements which helped solidify this constitutive meaning.

In post-Reformation polemic, for example, Roman Catholic apologists

came to stress the sufficienry of human reason in deliberate opposition to
Protestant emphasis on the noetic effects of sin. Unsurprisingly the response

was a hardened commitment to epistemic sufficiency on the Reformed side.

One could also look to the Enlightenment period, in which the method of
Catholic theology shifted away from the quaestio of the thirteenth century
and toward "the pedagogy of the thesis," with the intention of fighting
scientific rationalism on its own turf.n Observing these developments from
the outside, whether fairly or no, Reformed dogmaticians came to associate

classical Thomism with the celebration of autonomous human reason.

If Aquinas had indeed proposed a route to knowing God that was

independent from scripture, it seemed both evangelical and epistemically
moral to retrieve statements like the following from Calvin and apply them

to the praeambula fdei and the Five Ways:
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In all of this, Calvinists and neo-Calvinists did not properly attend to the

distinction that Calvin madebetween natural theology ilself and any theology

as transmuted by pride. Karl Barth could therefore draw a parallel between

the elevation of autonomous human reason in nineteenth-century liberal
thinkers and what appeared tobe the same dynamic in natural theology. Both

promoted "the sort of understanding which aims for objective verification

and certainty and which rests on the presumption that the obiect of faith can

be captured and catalogued by human categories."3r Barth's remedy for this
presumption depended heavily on a Kantian epistemology in which we, the

subjects, are taking a look - or virtuously refraining from taking a look - at

God, the "object of faith."'In any case, as suggested earlier in this article,

the influence of Barth's rejection of natural theology on contemPorary

Reformed theologians is ongoing and probably incalculable.

Roman Catholic readers of Barth might struggle with his Kantian

framework and with his interpretation of Aquinas. But our dialectical

exploration suggests that Barth's Nein to natural theology is a reiteration

of the Reformed "Yes" to epistemic gratuity and epistemic sufficiency. God

wants to be known, and God is the best witness to hims€lf. These are biblical
affirmations that belong to all Christians. Moreover, by taking seriously

the dangerous effect of pride on human knowing, Barth and Calvin were

operating from the assumption that knowing is a moral issue. This is
axiomatic in theThomist universe. Justas truth isinseParable from goodness,

so it is difficult to separate ignorance from sin. And pride is an expression of
both. As Thomas wrote, "right reason requires that every man's will should

tend to that which is proportionate to him. Therelore it is evident that pride
denotes something opposed to right reason, and this shows it to have the

character of sin."33 Lonergan expresses the same principle in its positive form.

"What is the intellectual but an intentional self-transcendence? It is coming

to know not what appears, not what is imagined, not what is thought, not

what seems to me to be so, but what is so."v Clearly, theologians in both the

Roman Catholic and Reformed traditions agree that pride is destructive to

our knowledge of "what is so" and therefore to our fellowship with God.

ItJohn N. Shevetand, ''Iears of Dependerrce: Anselm and Karl Barth on lntelliSere," The

Erpository Tines 775, 
^o. 

6 (2004): 182.

}Bemard Lonergan, "Natural Knowledge of God," in A Second collecfion, €d. william Ryan

and Bernard Tyrrell Ooronto: University of Torcnto Press, 1996), 122.

\t Aqwas, Sunru Thmlogioe,2a2^e, 162-1 -

!"Natural Knowledge of God," 128.
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ANorrrsn Vrrw or N,lruRAr THrorocv

We have been attempting to probe the roots of Reformed skepticism toward
natural theology. I am arguing that its longevity stems from its relation to
theological values emphasized by Calvin, which I have called epistemic
gratuity and sufficiency. On its own, natural theology does not necessarily
violate these principles; corrupted by pride, however, it certainly does.

From within their dialectically opposed horizon, Reformed theologians
have judged their Roman Catholic counterparts to be conducting natural
theology pridefully, in a way that elevates autonomous human reason.

Epistemological counterpositions on both sides have surely exacerbated the

tension. Yet the impasse is ironic given that in eschewing pride, Reformed

theologians are echoing a classically Thomist assumption that knowing has

moral dimensions. Utilizing dialectic in the manner of a scythe may have

cleared some common ground on which to build new acts of constitutive
meaning between separated Christians.

At this iuncture it will be most helpful to probe for the values of epistemic

gratuity, sufficiency, and morality within a Roman Catholic approach to

natural theology. Otherwise prejudice may remain that "the other's horizon,
at least in part, is attributed to wishful thinling, to an acceptance of myth, to
ignorance or fallacy, to blindness or illusion, to backwardness or immaturity,
to infidelity, to bad will, to a refusal of God's grace... The suggestion that
openness is desirable will make one furious."a'To demonstrate that natural
theology - and I have in mind both the praeambula fdei and proofs for the

existence of God - is not necessarily prideful, one needs to pay attention
both to the "student" who receives it and to the "teacher" who presents

it. One needs to establish (1) that natural theology is not automatically
conducive to pride in the one who is receiving it and (2) that natural
theology does not automatically proceed from pride in the one who presents
it. Lonergan's own approach to the topic is ideal for this purpose, especially
his recommendation that we regard natural theology not as prolegomena to
theology but as a distinct movement \ rithin systematics.

Imagine a student in a Reformed setting who is exposed for the first time
to Aquinas's work and within iL to the natural-supernatural distinction.
Traditionally, the first exposure is guided by a diagram in two tiers, with

sMethod in Theolow, 237
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the praeambula fdei'below" and the articula fidei " abovs."* This diagram
appears to have been diabolically designed to stoke Reformed concems

about natural knowledge and pride. It suggests to the student that the

preambles are a kind of mental ladder for climbing up to God. "Do the best

you can in your own power," the diagram seems to whisper, "and then

God will complete your efforts with revelation." The "lower" portion of
the ladder is not presented as God making himself known in the style of
Romans 1, but as an activity that humans do. There is a hint of danger that,

on the way "up" the ladder to supernatural knowledge, the knower might
go astray in philosophical speculation that is untouched by the aid of grace,

which doesn't "kick in" until the upper level. There is also the implication
that natural knowledge had no pedigree in Christian tradition until Aquinas
invented it.

Many of my readers know the inadequacies of this presentation.

They may not have understood the effect of it within a Reformed or other
Protestant setting. Students who receive it apart from further explanation

will be persuaded that Aquinas is invoking their autonomous reason.

They are not likely to connect Aquinas's approach with Paul's even though
Aquinas made the connection himself. "Now holy teaching goes to God

most personally . . . not only because of what can be gathered about him
from creatures (which philosophers have recognized, according to the

Epistle of the Romans, "what was known of God is manifest in them") but
also because of what he alone knows about himself and yet discloses for
others to share."37 In other words, they will not see the praeambula as rooted
in God's witness to himself. Most problematically, they overestimate the

"sturdiness" of the "ladder." They do not know that according to Aquinas,

fallen natural knowledge cannot even apprehend natural obiects - much less

supernatural ones - without the assistance of grace.s Nor are they aware

of Thomas's conviction that no matter hou/ intelligent one might be, one's

approach to God through reason will never be as secure and reliable as God's

selfdisclosure in scripture. Every person stands "in need of being instructed

by divine revelation even in religious matters the human reason is able to

investigate."3e Aquinas too believed that God is the best witness to himself.

s[ confess that I have presented a similar diagram many times in the past.
37 Aquinas, \tmma Thalogiae, 1a. 1, 6.

s"Natural Knowledge of God,"118.
e AqlJinas, Sufirnn Theologiie ,. la 1 , 1 .
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It is important to clarify these facts for students in my tradition, so that
they are clear on exactly what Aquinas was inviting them to do by means of
the praeambula.God, who gratuitously fashioned for us an intelligible world,
also gratuitously ensured that revelation does not float disconnectedly
from intelligibility of creation. The preambles are like a radio announcer

who says, "Fortunately for you, the Good News of salvation is available
in your language!" Moreover, it is not necessary for their Christian belief

that students of natural theology grasp the praeombulaby reason, when most

of us cannot. Aquinas would affirm that "those things that can be known
by human reason [the preambles] are to be included among the things to

be believed, the credenda."@ And none of this knowledge is possible apart

from grace. In summary the ideal function of the praeambula is lo pose the
question, "What needs to be true for revealed knowledge to be inteiligible
to us?" It is an invitation to wonder: in Lonergan's terms, to exercise

the unrestricted desire to know with respect to the things of God, in full
awareness that this natural desire can have only a suPernatural fulfillment.
"The native infinity of intellect . . . appears in that restless spirit of inquiry
that endless search for causes which, Aquinas argued, can rest and end only
in a supernatural vision of God."ar

Natural theology can stir up wonder, and wonder is the opposite of
pride. In fact, wonder plays a key role in Lonergan's proof for the existence

of God in chapter 19 of lnsight. Quentin Quesnell has argued that chapter 19

is a cosmological proof, because it argues not from definitions alone but faom

empirical data.a'?Readers make the mistake of looking for that data within
the text of the prcof, when the data is within their own consciousness. How
useful it would be, Quesnell muses, if in proving the existence of God one

could advert to "a principle grounded in a concrete judgment of fact that
was not subiect to revision."l3 In fact that is exactly what one has in the

iudgment, "I am a knower." Quesnell then argues that Lonergan's proof "in
a nutshell is this: 'If I am seriously trying to understand fully the world I

ovos, Aqrifios, Cik)in , ond Contefiporary Prolestanl Thoughl,77 .

{Bemard tonergan, Vetburfi: Wrd and ldea in A4uinas, vol. 2 of the Collected works of
Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: Unive6ity ofToronto
Ptess, 1997\,97 .

{Quentin Quesnell, 'livhat Kind of Proof Is Insi'ht 19?," i\ lnneryan y\bikhop, eol. E, ed.
Fred tawrence (Chestnut Hill, MA: Boston College,1,990):266.

'Quesnell, "What Kind of Proof Is tnsight 19?," 271.
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live in, then I am already convinced that God exists."'s The "peculiar force

and power of the proof" is the demonstrable reality of the unrestricted desire
to know and of the conscious operations that are fueled by that desire.as

An unrestricted desire implies the existence of an unrestricted obiect. But
a student of natural theology will not recognize the unrestricted desire to

know within themselves, and be persuaded that it has an obrect, without
intellectual, moral, and religious conversion.e Therefore conversion and

grace are embedded in Lonergan's proof. "Natural knowledge of Cod," he

insists, "is not attained without moral .judgments and edstential decisions.
These do not occur without his grace. Therefore, the natural light of human
reason does not suffice for man's so-called natural knowledge of God."a7

I have hoped to demonstrate that natural thmlogy need not lead to
pride in the receptor What about in the one who presents it? Let us use

Romans 1 as a test case. In drawing the reader's attention toward what can

be known about God in creation, Paul is not showcasing his philosophical
abilities. Instead he is an example of someone whose natural knowledge
of God has been "attained" through "moral judgments and etstential
decisions" - namely, the life-altering decision that Jesus Christ is Lord and

Saviot to which he could only have come through the grace of the Holy
Spirit. Conversion, falling in love with God, is the lens through which Paul

is now looking at nature, and it conditions him to see the created world
as evidence of God's wisdom and power. For Paul, conversion is the sixe

qua non of natural theology. This insight also applies to the role of natural

theology within the Thomist framework. If the praeambula are the logical
underpinnings of the articles of faith - if they arswer the question, "I y'hat

needs to be true for revealed knowledge to be intelligible to us?" - then

Thomas has only arrived at them by starting with God's revelation in
scripture and working backwards, iust as Paul begins with faith in Jesus

Christ and works backwards to the signs of God in creation.

This inversion, rarely recognized in Reformed circles, is not motivated
by pride but by love. It celebrates the marvelous grace of God who testifes
to himself in nature, and who takes care to make that testimony intelligible
to human reason. Thus natural theology can be a form of witness and can

even function as an invitation to belief. As Lonergan reasoned:

sQuesnell, '.!Vhat Kind of Proof ls Insight 19?," 275.

'12uesnetl, "What Kind of Proof Is lnsight 19?," 275.
$Mefhod in Theolw 33[.

'7"Natural Knowledge of God," 13.
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... normally religious conversion precedes the effort to work out
rigorous proofs for the existence ofGod. But I do not think it impossible
that such proofs might be a factor facilitating religious conversion so

that, by way of exception, certain knowledge of God's existence should
precede the acceptance of God's gift of his love.a8

Notice that Lonergan's view of natural theology in the above quotation is

exactly upside-down from what Reformed theologians might assume. He

considers it axiomatic that religious conversion precedes natural theology.

That is why he advocated "an integration of natural \yith systematic

theology."ae Lonergan made natural theology a component of systematics in
his theological method because he recognized that systematics and natural

theology have crucial assumptions in common. Firstly, they both assume

the existence of One who wants to be known and who witnesses reliably

to himself. As I have argued, they both presuppose the phenomenon of
conversion in the theologian. And, because they depend on conversion, they

are manifestations of the Augustinian prescription to "believe in order that
you may understand."e It is sad and ironic that, in the Reformed tradition,
natural theology became synonymous with a prideful attempt to underctand

bet'ore one could belieue.

Rrcoprurxoro: AN ANALoGy FRoM ExrrxrrNct

This has been a proiect about constitutive meaning. Over time, theological
convictions can be embedded in a tradition so deeply that they take on

an etemal aspect that belies their very real contingency. Not only do the

churches consider that "this is how we have always thought about X"; they
also consider that "this is the only way to think about X." It takes dialectic
to show that a towering assumption, such as the inherent pridefulness of
natural theology to many Reformed thinkers, has feet of clay. Furthermore,
it takes a delicate balance of dialectic and foundations to critique mighty
assumptions and begin to replace them with formulations that speak more

quietly but are more reflective of Christian conversion.

s"Natural Knowledge of Cod," 339

""Natural Knowledge of C,od," 339
s"Natulal Knowledge of God," 336
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Further work needs to be done on this topic from a phenomenological

perspective. As a Reformed theologian, when I experience Lonergan's

approach to natural theology, it reminds me powerfully of how I experience

preaching in my own tradition. To draw an analogy between Preaching and

natural theology on the level of doctrinal judgment would be very difficult.
Timothy George reminds us that the Reformation churches transformed

preaching from an attachment to the sacrament of Penance, into a

"sacrament" of its own: "an indispensable means of grace and a sure sign of
the true church."sr Natural theology is not sacramental in anyone's horizon.

Yet on the level of experience, an analogy between the tu/o activities may be

instructive. Both activities are the fruit of conversion in the presenter and

can stimulate conversion in the recipient. Like the praec mbula fdei, preaching

appeals to the God-given reason of its audience while simultaneously

pointing to the limitations of reason and the need for revelation. It can also

be argued that listening well both to natural theology and to preaching

requires putting pride to one side. In other words, both activities require

moral conversion in the presenter ard in the recipient.
It would be best for ecumenical dialogue and for the overall health

of our churches if natural theology and preaching were to function not as

identity markers within our respective horizons, but as expressions of a
deeper pneumatology that is biblically and universally Christian. How do

we know that God wants to be known, and that God is the best witness to

himself? Because "God's love has been poured out into our hearts through

the Holy Spirit, who has been given to us" (Romans 5:5).

5'Timothy G€olBe, Readlr/.g ScriPturc u)ith thc Relormers (Downers Grove, IL: Intervarsity
Press, 2011),234.
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Now what is the origin of Christian realism, the realism of the

true affirmation? Clearly, it is the sc Ptural word of God. It is the

word of God as a command in the Law; it is the word of God as

a correction in the prophets; it is the precept of our Lord to the

apostles in the Sermon on the Mount, "Let your speech be ^Iea,

yea; nay, nay"' (Matthew 5:37). It is the word of God as conceived

by St Paut in Galatians 1: '[f an angel from heaven should preach

to you a gospel different ftom the one I have preached to you, Iet

him be anathema.' The word of God! To say it is not true would be

a blasphemy; to say it does not regard reality would be an impious

tiflilig. And those implications ol the word of Cod as recebed by the

Christian comfiunion are the real loundations and origins, I would

suggest, of Christim realism.

Bernard Lonergan, "The Origins of Christian Realism"l

fftHE Pnorrsterr RlroxuarroN has regularly been understood and

I characterized as a movement driven by and focused on the authority

I of scripture. The ratlying cry of sola scriptura reflects those attitudes

and characterizations.! Certain evaluations of the Reformation see it as

O 2017 Joseph K. Gordon

tlonergan gave lectures with this title on a number of occasions from M ay 22, 1961 , to APnl

15, '1964. See Bernard Lonergan, "The OriSins of Christian Realism (1967\," i^ PhilosoPhical and

Theotofical Papers, 1958-1964, 'lol. 6 of the Collected works of Bemard t-onergan, ed Robert C'

Croken, Frederick E. Crowe, and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University of Torcnto Press, 196),

80-93, at 80n1.
?That slogan is not univocal. Prctestant theologians have offered a variety of nuanced

historical and-theological understanding of it. For one recent account, see Kevin Vanhoozet
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a move away ftom the traditions of man to return to the divine truths of
God perspicuously manifest in Christian scripture. While the rhetoric of
posing such a sharp disjunction between scripture and tradition is perhaps

overstated, I have still heard it used often among self-proclaimed Bible'
believing Protestants.3 This has, unsurprisingly, happened regularly when
I - a Protestant teaching at a Biblecentered Protestant university - have

identified my indebtedness to Roman Catholic thinkers such as Bernard

Lonergan and Henri de Lubac.{ In general, though, I am convinced that such

thhkers have much to offer Christians, including Protestants, committed to
the truthfulness and authority of scripture.

Though a number of Protestants have found value in de Lubac's studies

on the history of Christian scriptural exegesis, Lonergan might seem to be a

strange resource for illuminating contemporary reflection on Christian use

of scripture.s After all, he was not trained as a scripture scholat he does

not give direct attention to scripture in lnsight, and he "beg[s his] readers

not to be scandalized" by his limited engagement with scripture, among
other fundamental Christian sources, in the introduchon to Method in

Theology.6 But as is evident from his extensive time as a seminary professor,

Lonergan spent years seeking to understand what the responsible use

and interpretation of scripture entailed in his own time. Thankfully, the

recent publication of his course notes on trinitarian thmlogy, Christology,
grace theology, and theological method has finally made the fuuit of that
intellectual reflection available to broader audiences.T The publication and

36

Biblical Authotity after Babel: Retie.rin& the Solas h the Spitit of Mere Prctestant Chislianity lctand
Rapids, MI: Brazos, 2016).

rA number of contemporary Protestant theologians have offered nuanced and rich
accounts of the nature and purpose of scripture, however. I recommend especially the work of
Vanloozer and that of the late John Webster

€ee Joseph K. Gordon, "Sqipture in History: A Systematic Theology of the Chistian
Bible." PhD diss., Marquette Unive6ity, 2016; Jo6eph K. Gordon, ' Ressour.ernenl Anti-Semidsm:
Addressing an Obstacle to Hmri de Lubac's Propos€d Recovery of Premodem Spiritual
Exe9esis," Theological Studies 78, no. 3 (201n, 61+33.

lsee, for instance Bryan Hollon, Ewrything Is Saued: Spiit rl Exegesis in the Political
Thealogy of Hmri de Lubac (Eugme, OR: Cascade, 2009); Kevin Storer, Reading Scipturc to Hear
God: Keoin Vonhazer and Hmi de Lubac on God's Use ol Scriptule in lhe Economy of Redemption
(Eugene, OR: Pickwick Publications, 2014).

6Bemard lonergan, M ethod in Theology , vol. 14 of the Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan,
ed. Robert M. Doran and John D. Dadosky (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,2017),4, 161-
62,2E5-E7.

7&e Bemard lrnergan, The Triune Cod: Doctines, vol. 11 of the Colleated Works of Bemard
lonelgan, ed. Robert M. Doran and H. Daniel Monsout trans. Michael G. Shields Cforonto:
University of Toronto Press, 2009); Bernard [,onergan, Ire Tiune God: Systefintics, 1,ol. 12
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broad dissemination of those works should instigate a great number of
fruitful studies on the history of Lonergan's own personal development,
but they have more than historical interest. Such studies, alongside some of
Lonergan's relatively understudied essays, which I will cite below, provide
resources for contemporary Christians to both affirm and understand the

truthfulness of scripture at the level of our times.s

A number of theologians and biblical scholars have already found great

value in Lonergan's work for advancing the study of Christian scripture.e

of the Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Rotrert M. Doran and H. Daniel Monsour,
trans. Michael C. Shields (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007); Bernard Lonergan, The

lncarnote ysttl, vol.8 of the Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Robert M. Doran and

)eremy D. Wilkins, trans. Charles C. Hefling, Jr. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2016);

The Redelnption, vol.9 of the Collected work of Bemard Lonergan); Bemard Lonergan, Early
Lalin Theology, vol. 19 of the Collected Works of Bemard tonergan, ed. Robert M- Doran and
H. Daniel Monsout trans. Michael C. Shields (Torontor UniveNity of Toronto Press,201l);
Bemard Lonergan, E4rl y Wrks in Theological Melhod 1 , vol. 22 ot lhe Collected Works of Bernard
Lonelgan, ed. Robert M. Doran and Robert C. Croken (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,

20'101, Ea u !4l..r}J on Theological Method 2, voL 23 of the Collected Works oI Bemard Lonergan,
ed. Robert M. Doran and Robert C. Croken, trans. Michael G. Shields (Toronto: University of
ToDnto Prcss, 2013), a^d E1ltly lrhtks on Theologiul Method 3, vol. 24 of the Collected Works
of Bemard I-onergan, ed. Robert M. Doran and H. Daniel Monsout trans. Michael G. Shields
(Toronto: University of Torcnto Prcss, 2013).

3In addition to "The Origins of Chrishan Realism," I have in mind the followinS: Bemard
Lonergan, "Exegesis and Dogma," in Philosophical and Theologi.al Papefi, 1958-1964, 1.41-59;

Bemard Lonergan, "Theology as a Christian Phenomenon," in Philosophical and Theologicol

Papers, 1958-1964, 244-72; "The Dehellenization of Dogma," in A Secoftd Collection, vol. 13 oI
Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, ed. Robert M. Doran and John D. Dadosky (Toronto:

Unive6ity of Toronto Prcss, 2016), 11-30; and "The Origins of Christian Realism (1972)," in A
Second Collection, 202-20.

esee Fr€derick E. Crowe, "The Power of the ScriPtures: An AttemPt at Analysis," in
Lonergan at the Leoel ol O / Tims, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Michael Vertin (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 2o1o), 279-93; Frederick E. Cto\rye, Theoloky of the chtistian wrd: A Study in
Hisfory (New York: Paulist Press, 1978); Charles Hefling, "On Understanding Salvation

History," in lrnetgan's Hennmeutics: lts ContefiWrary Deoelopfient afid Applicotion, ed. Se n E.

McEvenue and Ben F. Meyer (Washington, DC: Catholic University of Ameica,1989\,221'75;
Charles Hefling, Why DoctrinesT, 2^d ed. (Chestnut Hill, MA: Bo6ton College, 2000), 117-46;

Anthony J- Kelly, "Dmensions of Meaning: Theology and Exegesis," i\Transcending Boundoies:

Contefiporory Readings of the Na, Teslafient: Essays in Honol ol Francis /. Mrlonsy (Rome: Liberia
Ateneo Salesiano, 2OO5), 41-55; Neil Ormerod, Merlrod, Meaning, and Raelation: The Meaning

and Fltnctiorl of Reoelation in Benatd lnnetgan! Method in Theology (l-atham, MD: Univercity
Press of America, 2000); Randall Rosenberg, '"fhe Drama of ScriPture: Reading Patristic Biblical

Hermeneutics through [.onergan's Reflections o An," Irgos: A ]oumal of Catholic Thought and

to Biblicol Studies lNew York: T & T Clark, 2002); John ToPel, "Faith, Exegesis, and Theology,"

ttish Theotogtal Quarterty 69 (2N4\t 33748;lohn ToPel, "What Does Systematic Theology Say

to New Tesiament Interpretation?," in Irreolo* a il Sacred SctiPture, ed. Carol l. Dempsey and

William P Loewe (Maryknol, NY: Orbis, 2001), 105-24.
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Sean McEvenue, for instance, has utilized Lonergan's work to illuminate
historical, literary and theological studies of the OId Testament.ro The late

Ben F. Meyer has undoubtedly done the most work to bring Lonergan's

achievements into the realms of contemporary scripture scholarship.

Meyer has utilized Lonergan's critical realism to evaluate and advance

historical Jesus scholarship and the study of the beliefs of the earliest

Christian communities.ll Meyer has in tum influenced more broadly read

Ne\ r Testament scholars such as N. T. Wright, ]ames D. C. Dunn, and Scot

McKnight.l'z A number of younger scholars such as Jonathan Bemier and

Peter Laughlin are advancing the application of Lonergan's methodological

work for New Testament studies in excithg ways.ri There is much in the

aforementioned studies for helping contemporary believers to understand
the richness and strangeness ofthe Christian scriptures in all oftheir historical

and Iiterary particulariry My present focus, however, is on another specific

contribution that Lonergan can make for understanding scripture that is
sorely needed today. The exigencies of historical consciousness require us to

acknowledge the importance and value of historical investiSations ofthe text

of Christian scripture. Frequently, though, Christian believers of a variety of

loSee Sean McEvenue, In terprctotiotl ofid Bible: Essays on huth in Literature (Collegevillq MN:
Lituryical Prest 1994); Sean McEvenue, "Old Testament, Scripture orT'}:.eo], y?," Inter?rctatbn,
A lounul of Bibk and Theology 35, no. 3 (1981): 22942; Sean McEvenue, Thc Pentateuch
(Collegeville, MNr Lituryical Press, 1990); Sean McEvenue, "Scholarship's ImPenetrable Wall,"
'1n l4nergan v*rrkshop: Innetgnfi ohd the Htman Sciences, ln Thafiksgioitlg lot lhe Gifts ol the Past

1000 years, vol.16, ed. Frcdeick t wrence (Chestnut Hill, MA: Boston College 2000):121-38.
I'see Ben F. Meyet The Airns ol les s (San Jose, CA: Pickwick Publications, 2002); Ben F.

Meyet "The Challenges of Text and Reader to the Historical{ritical MelhcA," Concilium
1, (1,991)t 3-72; Ben F. Meyer, Chlistus Fober: The Mnster Builder and the House of God (Allls,rn
Park, PA: Pickwick Publications, 1992); Ben F. Meyer, The Church in Thrs. Ieflses (Garden City,
I{Y: Doubleday, 197'l); Ben F. Meyet Crihcal Realien and the Neu Testarren, (Allison Park, PA:

Pickwick Publications, 19E9); 8en F Meyer, "The Primacy of Cons€nt and the Uses of Suspicion,"
ExAud 2 09an:7-lE; Ben F. Meyer, Reality and lllusion in Ne:d, Testane t Scholorship: A Primel in
Critical Realist Herfienerfics (ColleSeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1994); Ben F. Meyer, "A
Tricky Business: Ascribing New Meaning to OldTexlf," Gregotiaflum 77, no. 4 11990)t 74341.

fsee N. T. Wright, "Induction for the New Edition," in Ben E Meyet Aims ol lesB
(Eugene, OR: Pickwick Publications, 2002), 9a-91; N. T. wright, Th? N.r., Testanent and the People

of Cod (Minneapolis, MNt Fotuess, 1.992),32-ltA; James D. G. Dunn, /esns Ranernbered (Ctand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2003), 110-11; and Scot McKnight,,fesls ard His Death: Hisforioyaphy, the

Hisloricol lesus, and Alonenent Theory (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2ffi5), 5, 20, 26, y, 37 ,
fr,444.

ilsee Jonathan Bemier, Aposynagbgos and the Histoi@l lesus in John: Rethinkifig the Histoticit!
of the lohannine Exp lsion Passages (Boston, MA: Brill, 2013); Jonathan Berr.ier, Quest t'ot the

Hislorical ]esus aftet the Demise ol Authenticily (New York: T & T Clark, 2016); and Peter taughli&
lesus and the Cross: Necessity, Meaning, Alonelnent (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2014).
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perspectives react to such investigations as if they are either subversive of or
outright challenges to the truthfulness of scripture.

The judgment of the truthfulness of scripture, of course, is non-negotiable
for those baptized into Christ. It is a doctrinal judgment which takes its
place within a constellation of other constitutive Christian iudgments about
divine and created reality. But making that iudgment is one thing, and

understanding it adequately is something else entirely. Lonergan expresses

that iudgment emphatically in the epigraph of this essay; he understands
and explains that iudgment in a nuanced way in his works. My contention
in this essay is that Lonergan's explanations of that judgment could prove

eminently useful for Protestants committed to the truthfulness of scripture
yet bewildered by the unmistakable plurality of exegeses of scripture
available in popular culture, academic biblical studies, and even among the

various denominations and sects of Protestantism.

That plurality is most evident among the groups which proudly trumpet
their adherence to the truthfulness of scripture. Despite Protestant insistence

upon the perspicuity and authority of scripture, many Bible-centric groups
nevertheless exhibit a striking "pervasive interpretive pluralism" in their
use of scripture.la The recognition of the historical locatedness of scripture
is a major source of that pluralism. It has become increasingly evident that
the acceptance of the historical locatedness of the language symbols, and

human authors of scripture forbids contemporary Christians from asserting

its truthfulness in any sort of literalistic or univocal way. We need another

way forward.
The insights of one of Lonergan's seldom engaged essays, "Exegesis and

Dogma," provide resources for articulating just such a way.ls In that article,

Lonergan differentiates and explains three exegetical ideals for "explaining
the meaning of a text."r6 Examining these exegetical ideals will provide an

opportunity to comment on the precise contribution that Lonergan can make

to Protestants (and Catholics, and Orthodox, for that matter) concerning

the truthfulness of scripture. Lonergan's presentation in that essay is

characteristically terse, and so in what follows I supplement my Presentation

l1see Christian Smith, The Bible Made lrnpossible: why Biblicism ls Not a Trtl! Eoangelical

Reading ol Sctipturc (Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos, 2010). For a sPirited and usetul reirinder to
Smith, see vanhoozer, The Bible aftfi Babcl.

t5"Exegesis and Dogma," 142-59.

'6"Exegesis and Dogna," 142.
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of Lonergan's own arguments u/ith illustrations and explanations drawn
from scripture itself, from insights from Lonergan's other writings, and with
contributions from a variety of recent monographs and essays devoted to

scriptural hermeneutics and the nature and purpose of Christian scripture.

Before I do so, however, I will offer a bit of historical context by locating the

essay within Lonergan's own historical development.

THE HIsroRrcAl Corqruxr nNo CoNTENT oF "ExEGEsIs AND DocMA"

Lonergan delivered "Exegesis and Dogma" at Regis College in Willowdale,
Ontario, on September 3, 1963.17 As he notes in his introductory remarks, he

did not choose the subiect matter of that lecture. He was asked to provide a

talk, and when he inquired concerning the topic hewas told that "theburning
interest of the theologians was the relation between exegesis and dogmatic
theology."l3 Lonergan is obliging, but he notes that treating "dogmatic

thmlogy" would "[add] on unnecessary complexities."l" Instead, he limits
his attention to the relationship between exegesis and "dogma" exclusively
to simplify the topic. This modification, in my estimation, likely anticipates

his later functional differentiation of "doctrines" and "systematics."'?0 Those

familiar with Lonergan's historical development will recall that he did not

make the breakthrough to functional specialization until February 1965."

The later functional distinction between doctrines and systematics, of
course, depends upon his already clear distinction between judgment and

understanding articulated in print as early as the Varbant articles and given a

place of fundamental importance in lllsighf. Lonergan is on the way toward
that later distinction of functions for theology in "Exegesis and Dogma."
Dropping the word "thmlogy" would allow him to focus intently on the
presence of the judgments of Christian dogma in scripture and to leave the
question of their systematic intelligibility for another time. I will have more
to say about functional specialization at the end of this essay.

Lonergan's reflections on scripture in "Exegesis and Dogma" are

located in his general reflections on theological method from the time of

lT"Exegesis and Dogma," 142n1.
r3"Exegesis and Dogma," 142.

'"'Exegesis and Dogma," 142.
\*e Method in Theolow ,127 .

'z'See Frederick Crowe , Ionergan (Collegeville, MN: Lihrrgical Pres s, 19921, 95, 106-107 .
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Diainum personarum n'1957 through the publication of Method in Theology

itself in 1972.2 During this time period Lonergan faced the challenges of
"introducing history into Catholic theology" squarely.'In a number of
essays and in his classes on theological method Lonergan was wrestling with
the question of the relationship between the historical-location of scripture
and the later developments in understanding of the church fathers and

ecumenical councils.'?{ The development of historical consciousness looms

large here. The recognition that Christian language and concepts have not
remained static from the time of the New Testament to the present poses

the possible specter of relativism. The recognition that the precise doctrinal

formulations of the church are not "in" scripture itself raises for many

the question of their very legitimacy and intelligibility. In "Exegesis and

Dogma" and the other cited loci, Lonergan proposes a way of showing how
it is that the dogmas "come out of the scriptures." As I have already noted

above, Lonergan faces the challenge by differentiating and contrasting three

exegetical ideals, "relative exegesis," "romantic exegesis," and "classical

exegesis."25 I will examine and comment on each of these in turn.

Scripture and Relatioe Etegesis

zRobert M. Doran has provided a useful overview of this context in Robert M. Doran,
"Ceneral Editors Preface," i\ Ea y y*]rl6 on Theological Method 2, xii-xx.

alonergan, quoted in Crcwe,lnfieryan,98.Tl\e oriSinal quotation is in J- Martin O'Hara,
ed., Curiosity at lhe Cefiter of One's Life: Stalefiefils and Questions of Elic O'Confior (Montreal:

Thomas More Institute,19U), 427.

'z1see the essays cited in note 7 above and Bemard lonergan, me Tiune Cod: Doctti es,

vol 11 of Collected Works of B€mard l.onergan, ed. Robert M. Doran and H. Daniel Monsour,

trans. Michael C. Shields (Toronto: University of Torcnto Press, 2009),2A255; E tly lr,]116 on

Theological Method 1,7!76,164-69,2u-59, 408-10,41*m, Eai! lthtk on Thalogical Method 2,

37-80, 230-313, 61H1 , F,arly Vhr]rs on Theolognal Method 3,25-27 , 54, 57 , 70-a4, 91 , 104-26.

E"Exegesis and Dogma," 148.

b"Ex esis and Dogma," 143.

'See Karl Barth, "The StranSe New world within the Bible," in The I btd of God and the wrd
of Mrr,, trans. Douglas Horton (New York HarPer & Row 195n, 28-50.

The first exegetical ideal, "relative exegesis," "transpose[s the thought

and expression of the biblical authorsl into our modes of thought and

expression."26 The transpositional exegete acknowledges the strangeness

and difference of the language and ideas of the scriptural authors. On this

side of the revolution of historical consciousness we cannot help but be

taken aback by the strange new world(s) of the Bible.'?7 But that difference
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and historical distance ceates a metaphorical chasm which separates us

from the judgments and understandings expressed in scripture.28 The

transpositional exegete attempts to translate or transpose the distinctive
particulars of scripture into lan8ua8e that reflects instead the conventions of
her own particular audience. She makes Isaiah, or Paul, or Matthew, or even

Jesus, "talk lile us."'?e

There are obvious problems with such an approach. The problems lie
both in the generic, linguistic, and developmental diversity of the language

of scripture itself and in the diversity of the commonsense horizons of those

receiving such transposed texts. In "Exegesis and Dogma" Lonergan does

not comment directly on the issues inherent in transposing scripture which
arise precisely because of the kind of text that it is.r But these problems are

manifold and we cannot avoid them if we intend to responsibly measure up

to the reality of what rripture is and has been. Though Christians maintain

as a matter of constitutive faith the judgments of the inspiration and author-
ity of scripture, scripture unquestionably bears the marks of the historicity
of human meaning-making. The discovery of historical consciousness has

had, and must continue to have, profound impacts on how contemporary

Christians engage scripture. As Francis Young puts it, "Christian tradi-
tion and Christian thmlogy give us the Bible, a unified whole, these days

bound in one volume, in a translation that gives it a homogeneous style.

History gives us a collection of documents varied in language, style, origin,

date, authorship, character, genre, purpose, attihrde, and so on."3rIn any
contemporary translation of Christian scripture, three original languages -
Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek - are mediated by one receptor language such

as English. The various human authors, known and unknown, who are re-

sponsible for the texts in their early history write in various genres, at various
levels of education, with distinctive vocabularies and idioms. As Lonergan
puts it understatedly, the individual "Biblical writings express the mentality
of a given author, in a given milieu, treating issues for particular purposes."32

alonergan uses the language of "chasm" to descdbe the historical distance between the
expressions of scriphrre and later systematic or technical language i^ "De lxtellectu et Methodo"
t Eatly lrhr}s on Theological Method 2,4Y9.

'Early Vhr}6 in Theologkal Method 2,"143.
rI treat these issues in much gleater depth in Gordon, "Scripture in History" chap. 5.
3lFrancis Young, Villroso Theology: The Bible and Interyrelation lE'ugene, OR: Wipf & Stock,

1993,2cf,2),43.
3'zEarly l\rk on Theologkal Method 3,79
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Additionally, the technology of codices (and screens!) brings their

beautiful and sometimes shocking diversity together in convenience in a

way that hides from us - almost completely - the hard yet majestic histories

of their conservation and transmission. Those who pay close attention,

howevet can still notice that scripture everywhere reflects the Particularities
of the distinctive authors and communities of its historical origins. Prefaces

by translators, study notes, and footnotes on textual variants bear witness

to the historical diversity intrinsic to Christian scriPture. While Christians

also insist on the unity of our scriPtures as a matter of principle, we must

nevertheless remain attentive to the fact that they represent a striking

diversity in that unity. This diversity is evident at almost every discernible

literary level of scripture - from the two testaments on down. "[The] con-

crete content of the canon . . ." writes Ben Meyer, "attests [a constitutive

Christianl commitment to the Particularity, variety, and fullness of the

normative faith-witness."3
It is already challenging enough to consider the plurality manifest in

scripture in general. But the transPositional exegete wants to transPose that

plurality into her own context. For, as Lonergan states, "if someone will
transpose their thought and their exPressions into our modes of thought

and expression, then we will understand what is meant."u Yet the different

languages of the transpositional process - those ancient languages of the

text and those contemporary recePtor languages - are not commensurate

or isomorphic. Neither biblical Hebrew nor Koine Greek, the primary

languages of the original texts of the Old and New Testaments, equals

English. English does not always equal English! Languages themselves are

subiect to historical development in distinct localities. Southern American

Engtish is distinct from Northeastern American English. But those two

are closer in relation to one another than either is to British or Australian

English. And none of those Englishes are directly equivalent to the Koine

Creek of the New Testament.

The translation of the Greek word ),oyoq, which occurs rePeatedly in the

Gospel of |ohn, by the English word "word," illustrates the challenge well.

That text begins as follows: "ln the beginning was the troyoq and the troloc

l'Ben Meyer, "The Primacy of the Intended Sense oI Texts," in Crili'al Realism afla the Neu)

Ieslanrent (Altson Park, PA: Pickwick Publications, 1989),17' , at 30 Meyer mentions the

fourfold gospel as a clear examPle of this Plurality in uniry
a"Exegesis and Dogma," 143.

43
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was with God, and the )\6yoq was God." Modern English translations almost
universally render that Greek word as "word" (see the NRSV, NAB, NTV,

ESV and so forth). The word, Lo'yoq however, was certainly among the most

important words in ancient Greek philosophy, and the different schools of
Greek philosophy used it in a wide variety of ways.35 It had a similar weight
and range of meaning in pre.Christian Greek-speaking Jewish reflection.
The use of the English "word" simply does not do iustice to the historically
rich nuances of the Greek loyoq. There is no optimal English word for
transposing the word tr6yoq.

Because languages are not commensurate, no translation can be exactly
commensurate to its original. Both thewords and the idioms of scripture must
be translated and transposed. Translators must make general and specific

decisions about how precisely to render their originals. Should they follow
their original grammatical conventions and limit their use of vocabulary to
achieve as literalistic a rendering as possibie? Or should they attempt to
translate the idiomatic and metaphorical dimensions of those originals into
corrunonsense idioms better suited for their contemporary audiences? As
the world becomes increasingly urban, the agricultural symbolism which
p€rmeates both testaments of scripture becomes completely foreign to many
contemporary readers. How should we transpose it?

Besides all ofthese considerations, Christians must contend with another
theological problem. Christians characteristically affirm that the good news

of the gospel is to be proclaimed to all nations. The Christian message is, in
some sense, universally relevant across cultures. And contemporary people
"are aware," Lonergan writes in Method in Theology, "of many different
cultures existing at the present time."s Because Christians constitutively
affirm the authority and usefulness of scripture for preaching the gospel, it
is not surprising that efforts at Bible translation have exploded in growth
as modern Christians have become aware of the vibrant plurality of human
cultures.3T But translating and transposing scripture to make it available
in a relevant way to the manifold extant cultures of the world will only
exacerbate the problems Christians have with rightly understanding the
truthfulness of scripture. The clear differences between the limited but shll

rsso Ronald Heine, Classical Chistian Doctrifie (Crand Rapids, M[ Baker Academic, 2013), 35.
% Method in Theology, 7Y.
37For a useful overview of the many English translations which have appearcd in recent

years, see Bruce M. Metzger, The Bible in banslatiofi: Ancient and English Versiors (Grand Rapids,
MI: Baker Academic, 2001), 51185.
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numerous "standard" English translations of scripture available today - for
example, the NIV NAB, NRSV ESV - already perplex diligent English-

speaking Bible students enough! As Lonergan summarizes, the ideal of
relative exegesis ultimately

... leads to as many different interpretations as there are different
audiences or different sets of readers inquiring into the meaning of the

text. There is a dilferent exegesis for every nationality, every culture,

every school of thought, every religious affirmation, every historical

period, and this multiplicity ends up with a greater problem than

the problem one started from . . . . Each finds a different meaning in

the text, and these differences go right through everything. One is
confronted with the problem of relativism.$

The transposition of the ancient scriptures into contemporary Ianguage and

thought multiplies the possible available versions of scripture and so can be

seen as exacerbating the challenge ofdiscerning the truthfuLness ofscripture.

But this ideal is not the only possible approach to engaging scriPture.

Scripture and Romantic Exegesis

While the exegetical ideal of "relative exegesis" acknowledges the

contemporaryneed to transpose the message ofscripturefor its dissemination

throughout the world, that ideal merely assumes the truthfulness of scripture.

It does not provide an explanation of its truthfulness. The "relative exegete"

does not give concentrated attention to the diversity of Perspectives Present
in scripture as a matter of principle either. In addition to our awareness of

the plurality of cultures eisting in the Present, though, "we are aware of the

Breat differences that separate Present from Past cultures."3e lt is possible to

make the diversity of the historical particularity of scripture one's primary

focus. Historical consciousness has thus made possible a second exegetical

ideal, which Lonergan names "romantic exegesis."{

As I noted above, while Christians hold the iudgment that the scriPtures

are inspired and truthful, the exigencies of historical consciousness make

$"ExeSesis and Dogma," 143.

leMethod in Theology,754. See also esp. 325.

{i"Exegesis and Dogma," 142. The lan8uage is Potentially Problematic.
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it necessary for us to recognize that the scdptures nevertheless reflect the

distinctive humanity of their specific authors and tradents. People moved
by the Spirit wrote words inspired by the Spirit which are profitable for
moving readers in accordance with the Spirit's intentions. Yet the authors of
scripture do not write all of the same things all of the time. Eqch author and

each discourse has its own unique particulariry At the end of his chapter on
interpretation in Method in Theology, Lonergan draws on the work of Albert
Descamps to indicate that historical consciousness entails the affirmation
that there will be as many different biblical theologies in scripture as

there are inspired authors.al It is possible to consider each of these in its
distinctiveness. In fact, it is possible for the romantic exegete to make just

one biblical perspective the obiect of her entire life's work.
While relative exegesis makes each author of scripture speak like us, the

romantic approach allows exegetes to imaginatively "think and talk the way
the original author did."{2 I have chosen the adjective "imaginatively" in the

previous sentence deliberately, and that choice is significant. The romantic

exegete must imagine her way into the mind of the human author of a text of
scripture on the basis of the extant data of scripture itself and on the basis of
other extant literary and artefactual culture antecedent to contemPoraneous

with the biblical material. She must also draw on her own awareness of
the experience of what it is to be a desiring, understanding, judging, and

self-transcending human person. "One has to feel one's way," Lonergan

writes, "into the author's soul, into his imagination, his mind, his emotions,

his will, his mode of speech."a3 Recognizing the plurality of perspectives

evident within scdpture, the romantic exegete devotes laser-like focus to
the identification and explanation of just one or two of those distinctive
perspectives. "Romantic exegesis," Lonergan writes, " ... stresses a real

apprehension, real reentry into the mind of the original writer."e
The "romantic" ideal has its origins in the reflection of Friedrich

Schleiermacher. When he surveyed the diversity of hermeneutical
procedures operative in the legal, literary, and scriptural interpretation of his
day, Schleiermacher saw the need to develop a generalist hermeneutic which
would identify and lay bare the principles which made possible all textual

a1 Melhod in Theolory, 16"1 .

o"Exegesis and Dogma," 143.

'tr"Exe8esis and Dogma," 143.
a"Exegesis and Dogma," 152.
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understanding.as Schleiermacher identified the author's psychological

intention as the goal of textual interpretation. As Lonergan notes,

Schleiermacher made the affective dimensions of religious Piety the primary
focus of his work.6 The romantic exegete assumes a consonance between her

own psychic processes and the psychic processes of the persons who were

ultimately responsible for the language of scripture. Romantic exegesis is a

pursuit of the rich humanity evident in the text. This aPproach "goes back to

the text as it is, and it brings the text to life; it reads the text aloud, as it were,

adding a tone of voice, an accent, and emphasis, a modulation, as if Isaiah or
Paul or ]ohn were speaking to you."a7 As the transposition of scriPture into
contemporary terms is necessary for the communication of the truthfulness

of scripture, so "romantic exegesis" is necessary for appreciating and

measuring up to its strangeness and distinctiveness. Lonergan notes that

such exegesis has as its aim the "total restoration" of the ancient cultures to

which ancient literatures such as scripture provide us access. "lVithin this

total reconstruction," he states, " . . . Lies the interPretation of each text in
its concreteness, its particulariry its strangeness and oddity, all its wealth of
detail, all its fascination and profundity."€

This work has its own integrity and Lonergan even argues for the

relative autonomy of such historically oriented scriPture scholarship over

against other theological tasks. "[It] has its own ends and its own methods,"

he writes, "and the only way it can attain its ends is by its rnethods."ae The

processes and methods of romantic exegesis, of course, are ongoing. Its

results, as the history of modem historical-critical scholarshiP demonstrates,

are always subject to further nuance and correction. Only sPecialists are able

to devote the time and energy necessary to develoP the proficiency in ancient

languages and ancient material culture that can make such insight possible.

If and when the romantic exegete reaches her goal, however, she arrives at

"some one mode of thought and speech which, howevet is not accessible to

any of us who have not sPent a lifetime in scriptural scholarship."$ The ideal

asee Friedrich Sahleierma cheL Hemaleutics anil Criticisa, ed. Andrew Bowie (New York:

Cambridge University Press, 198); and Friedrich Schleiermachet Hsrm eneutics: The Handu'ritten

Marrscripfs, trans. James Duke and Jack FoBtman (Missoula, MT: Scholars Pres.s, 197V '
s"Exegesis and Dogma," 151.

'T"Exegesis and Dogma," 152.

€"Exegesis and Dogna," 152.

r"'Exegesis and Dogma," 157.

$"Exegesis and Dogma," '143.
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of romantic exegesis takes scripture out of the hands of everyday Christians
and puts it in the hands of the few experts able to undertake the ascetic

formation which allows them to transform their horizons to make space for
the ancient worlds envisioned in scripture in their own selves.

Even worse, the legitimate disinterestedness of romantic exegesis can

truncate into an inattention to and even refusal to countenance the existential
and religious exigencies ofthe judgments about reality- divine and created -
which the authors of scripture mediate. As Lonergan writes,

The art of empathy, Einfiihlung, the scholarship that gradually acquires
a commonsense understanding of the commonsense of another people,

Ianguage, culture, epoch is not easily combined with the grasp of
fundamental philosophical and theological issues, theh criteria, their
possible solutions, their endless implications.sr

While the products of relative exegesis make it more difficult for contempo-
rary Christians to recognize and affirm the truthfulness of scripture because

of their very plurality, the products of romantic exegesis are completely
inaccessible to most Christians and can bury the existential and normative
claims which scripture elicits under mountains of tangled erudition.

The romantic exegete can lose herself in th€ historic play of symbols

and language, the psychically charged dimensions of the ancient writ. The
particularity of scripture, which the romantic exegete makes the focus of her
study, is charged u/ith psychically rich imagery. Such symbolic language,
however, is notoriously slippery While "symbols have a particularly
effective, and quite necessary, role in penetrating our sensibility and
moving our affectivlty," Lonergan writes, "they are fairly unreliable in
communicating truth."s2 As Lonergan puts it in another essay, 'The New
Testament speaks to us in vivid terms that move us in many ways, but the
exact meaning of the New Testament is something on which exegetes and
commentators have worked for nearly twenty centuries, and there is no
proximate end in sight to their labors."s3 Romantic exegesis again sets the
challenge of relativism before contemporary believers.

s"'Exegesis and Doguu," 153.
szThe Ttiune Cod: Doctrinx,2(D.
r"Theology as a Christian Phenomenon," 267
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Consider for instance the language of the prologue to John's gospel,

which I mentioned above: "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word

was with God, and the Word was God" (ohn 1:1). Aside from questions

concerning the historical background of loSos in Greek and Hellenistic
jewish reflection, which I have noted above, this passage invites countless

other questions: Who or what is this Word? Does "Word" here refer to

Jesus or scripture?s How can the "Word" both be "with God" and be

God? The Gospel of John is full of such imagery, and such imagery invites

potentially endless commentaryss But such questions do not invite us

merely to consider the contours of the historical circumstances of the gospel

author or the relations of the various symbols invoked by that author. In

the New Testament, lonergan writes in a later essay, "one is to find . . . in

the first instance evidence on the language and beliefs that were current in

the territory and at the time of writing and diffusion of the various books

that make up the Neu/ Testament."s But the words of scripture can be

taken not iust as evidence of the historical perspectives of the authors and

communities represented by those texts; they are evidence of the beliefs of

those communities about reality. Such statements mediate iudgments about

extra-textual reality - they are iudgments concerning the identity of the

God of scripture and the intelligibility and actuality of God's redemPtive

work. We would fail to measure up to the intentions of the human authors

of scripture if we ignored their audacious claims conceming divine and

created reality. The final exegetical ideal which Lonergan proposes, however,

provides resources for intellectually measuring uP to those claims.

&Ch stians customarily refer to both Jesus Christ and to scriPture as the Word of God'

Which is in view here? Most miSht take for granted - given the literary context - that the

referent is obviously the Son who was with the Father from etemity, but I haveheard Christians

argue in good faith but comPlete iSnorance that the '1/Vord" here is a reference to scriPturc'
55lonergan notes at the time of writing "Exegesis and Dogma" that "over the Past twenty-

five years th-ere has been a nearly endless bibliograPhy onJohn's gospel, and perhaps a dozen

full-scale commentaries on St. John, and they do not aII just rePeat one another"("Exegesis and

Dogma," 146)- Since he wrot€ that essay, the biblio$aPhy has increased exPonentially A re'ent

N; Testament introduction lists twenty major critical cormentaries onJohn in EnBlish, all of

which have been Published since Lonergan wrote 'Gx esis and Dogma "
*Bemard Lonergan, "Christology Today: Methodological Reflection s"' i^ AThird Colleclio'1'

ed. Frederick E. Crowe (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, l9E5),7+9, at 81'

Gordon: The Truthfulness of Scripture
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Scripture and Classical Exegesis

While both the communication of the gospel and the historicityof human
meaning make "relative" and "romantic exegesis" necessary endeavors,
both approaches can potentially obscure the truthfulness of scripture. The
former approach emphasizes the relevance of scripture for every particular
culture, past and present. The latter emphasizes the diverse historical
particularity evident within scripture itself as an essential dimension of its
being as a product of human meaning making. In their laudatory attention to
the particularities of scripture, however, neither does iustice to the universal
relevance of scripture as a divinely privileged medium of the truth about the
Triune God's work in the economy of creation and redemption.

A third approach to scripture, which Lonergan labels "classical
exegesis," provides a way of identifying the truthfulness inherent in the
symbolic language of scripture. In this third way, "the exegete conveys a

meaning that is more intelligible, more accessible, than that of the original
text, because [she] transposes the original text to a mode of thought and
speech common to all [pmple] insofar as they are rational."s7 ln The Triune

God: Doctrines, Lonergan gives an historical account of how the early
Christians wrestled with the language of scripture and worship in order
to transpose such language into clear statements concerning the divinity
of the Son of God and the relationships of the persons of the Trinity.$ The

combination of the charged but ambiguous symbolic language of scripture
and the level of commitment required of Christian faith created an exigenry
for the development of Chrishan realism.5e

From the beginning of the Christian faith, believers read scripture
as the word of God and so gave it utmost respect as authoritative and
truthful.e But they could only repeat the symbolic language of scripture
for so long before countless theoretical questions emerged concerning
the referents and intelligibility of that symbolic language. "If the only
interpretation of scripture were symbolic," Lonergan writes, "then you

Y"Exegesis and Dogma," 143-,14.
sThe Tiune God: Doctrines,2L2ss.

ee I.on an's two essays with the title "The Origins of Christian Realism.,,
eThis commitment begins, of course, with their deference to the ancient Iewish scriptures

that contemporaiy Christians know as the Old Testament. It continues through the prDcess of
discemment involved in the rccognition of a New Testament of literature. I have given a his.
torical and theological evaluation of these processes in Gordory ,,Scripfurc in History,, chap. 5.
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could never settle what the symbols are symbols of. If you are going to
say that the symbols are not ,ust symbols of more symbols, then you have

to have some idea of reality."61 Beyond their conviction of the authority of
scripture, they stressed the fulfllment and fnality of the work of the God of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the coming of Jesus Christ, the Son of God,

and the outpouring of God's Spirit on all flesh. This position has its roots in

Jesus' own remembered words (see Matthew 5:21-48; Luke 4:27-24,24:,13-

35; John 5:39). Iesus positioned himself as the complete fulfillment of all of
th€ expectations of God's people. The profound language of the prologue

of the Gospel of John, to which I have referred a number of times, reflected

early Christian adherence to that conviction. And it is evident throughout
the New Testament and even conditioned the early Christian use and

interpretation of the ancient Jewish scriptures.62

According to the authors of the earliest Christian writings, all of the

institutions and rituals described and commanded in the ancient fewish
scriptures found their fuIfillment and convergence on Jesus.63 It is certainly

possible to trace the history of such images. But the presentation of the New
Testament authors demands a response beyond a mere historical analysis.

Jesus' question to the disciples "Who do you say I am?" (see Mark 8:27-29)

is directed as much to the readers of that gospel as it was to the disciples.

The authors of both the third and fourth gospels state directly that they have

written their works in order to give answers to that question for the sake of

those who believed (LuI<e 1:1-4; John 20:30-31).

Giving an adequate response to the question posed conceming the

identity and character of Jesus of Nazareth is ultimately a matter of
existential decision. Implicit in the question of existential commitment is
Pontius Pilate's question to Jesus: "What is truth?" (ohn 18:37). The answer

to that question is the Person of Jesus Christ himself (John 14:6), but the

commitment required to the Person entails a commitment to take a stand

on reality. Aside from requiring a response of us at the level of decision, it
also requires a resPonse at the level of affirmation and judgment. I quote

Lonergan at length:

""'The Origins of Christian Realism (1961)," 89.

dFor a few key loci, see Iohn 1:1-18, Romans 1:24; 16:25'27, Galalians 4:4-7, EPhesians

1:3-14, Philippians 2:6-11, Colossians 1:15-20, Hebrews 1:1-4 (and Passim), and 1 Peter l:3-12'

dlFor discussion, see M eyer,The Early Christiars, 39-52; and Meyer, C'tistus Fabet,59-80'
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The dogmas of the church from Nicaea to the Third Council of
Constantinople, from 325 to 681, are dealing with the question raised

in the Synoptics. What think you of the Son of Man? And some say

he is Elias, and others John the Baptist, and others a prophet. But the
questions that were met in the councils were in an entirely different
mode. Is he God, or is he not? Yes or no? That is the Council of Nicaea.

The Council of Ephesus: Is one and the same, not somebody else,

both God and man? The Council of Chalcedon: Does that mean that
he has two natures, a human nature and a divine? And two sets of
properties, divine properties and human properties? And the Third
Council of Constantinople: Does that mean that he has two natural
wills? And two natural operations? - and the whole emphasis falls on
the word "natural."d

Various groups emerged which answered these questions in ways that would
not line up with later orthodoxy. But the questions themselves had to be an-

swered in a way that maintained the possibility of giving absolute allegiance

and worship to Jesus as savior and lord. Docetism denies the humanity of

Jesus. "Gnostic" groups designated every distinct name in scripture as a dif-
ferent mediating demigod and denied that the God and Father ofJesus Christ
had created the material world. Patripassians stated that the Father himself

suffered on the cross. Tertullian argued that the Son and the Father were one

because they were made of the same stuff. Arius later stated that Jesus was

the first creation of the sovereign one. Such developments required respons-

es. Is Jesus human? Is Jesus divine? Is fesus one with the Father? What is

the relationship of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit? What is the relationship
between divine and created reality? Such questions demanded answers then.
They lilewise demand answers today. As Lonergan notes, the process of rais-

ing and answering such questions allowed the early Christians to transpose
the s).rnbolic language of scripture into a discursive mode to parse out the
precise distinctions and affirmations entailed in their comrnitment to rMor-

shipping and following Jesus Christ as Lord.6
To be sure, the processes of classical exegesis do not give an exhaustive

reading of the texts of scripture. Its processes require a sole focus on
restricted questions of judgment and intelligibility: "Is or is not, is the same

s"Exegesis and Dogma," 149
s"ExeSesis and Dogma," 149
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or different, is the same in one respect and differentand another, and so on."6
Classical exegesis is inherently sterilizing. It turns aside from or brackets

out the emotionally charged, evocative language of scripture. The risk of
anachronism is also great with this approach, and the risk ofclassicism looms

large with classical exegesis as well. The questions of the church fathers are

not the questions addressed in any direct sense by the authors of the New
Testament. The iudgments and understandings conceming reality entailed

in Christian commitment must have their basis not in the supposition of a

single normative culture but instead in the authentic interiority of the one

who affirms them.67

It remains true that one will not get far in appropriation of the

perspectives of the New Testament without an authentic appreciation of the

absoluteness of the claims of its authors. Such an absolute posture invites
the questions of affirmation and distinction. Christian faith is primarily a

matter of commitment to a person, but such commitment entails certain
judgments about the intelligibility of divine and created reality. Scripture
mediates such iudgments in commonsense, symbolic. dramatic, and artistic
registers. But classical exegesis lays bare the affirmations and distinctions
inherent in those judgments with technical precision. It is not a means of
going beyond or against the language of scripture, but instead of expressing

its iudgments and their intelligibility in a clear and technical way for the

sake of maintaining the proclamation that God is reconciling all things in

Jesus Christ through the Holy Spirit.

CoNcr-usroN

G"Exegesis and Dogma," 149.

670Il the dsks of stedlity, anachrcnism, and classicism, see "Exe8esis and Dogma," 149_51,

15t56.
6Bernard Lonergan, "The Theological Argument from sacred ScriPture," i^ Shortet Paryrs,

In another brief work, delivered in 1962, lonergan notes that the New
Testament may be engaged from a number of different perspectives. It can

be thematized as ancient word usage, as expression or Ausdruck of its human

authors (giving rise to romantic hermeneutics), as an occasion for existential

encounter, as a source of multiple historic encounters (of tradition, doctrine,

or system), as event or testimony to event, as an exegetical puzzle, or as

the word of God.6 These variegated approaches to scripture, among others,
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have created a cacophonic situation for contemporary Christians, whether
Protestant, Catholic, Orthodox, or of any other variety. But such approaches
are united because each emerges from the questioning, wondering,
understanding, judging, and deciding subiects who read scripture. The
questions that each approach raises are legitimate questions. The criteria
for the proposal and resolution of each set of questions remains the same:

"genuine obiectivity is the fruit of authentic subiectivity."6e

Lonergan's functional distinctions can provide a significant resource for
those who are perplexed by the apparent disunity of scripture today. The

exigenry of the mission of God still requires that the good news be preached

to all nations. So the processes of translating scripture must go on. "Relative
exegesis" has its place in what the later Lonergan labels communication,
the kansposition of the Good News for the sake of every culture.To But such

communication already presupposes much prior collaborative work. Our
awareness of the historicity of human meaning requires that work continue
in "romantic exegesis" as well. That process, though, the discernment of the
precise meaning of a specific work by a unique author, already presupposes

the historical identification of data for research and takes its place in the
exegete's assessment of "what was going forward" in the histories reflected

in both testaments of scripture. The iudgments and understandings of
ancient historians conceming past meaning must themselves be refined
through the process of identifying positions and counterpositions.Tl

Historically, classical exegesis emerged as a Christian reading approach
because the early church accepted scripture as authoritative and true but
simultaneously recognized the need to state its truths in a way more explicit
than the figural and symbolic particularity of its own language. They
had to distill the doctrines of scripture conceming the identity of fesus of
Nazareth and his relationships to humanity and to the Father and Holy
Spirit. Classical exegesis gives us these doctrines, which the Roman Catholic
Church identifies explicitly as dogma.z But Christians must take a stand not
only in commitment to the Triune God whose work is truthfully mediated

vol. 20 of the Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Robert. C. Croken, Rob€rt M. Doran,
and H. Daniel Monsour (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007) ,251-55, at25+55.

a Method in Theolo gy, 273.
n Method in Theology, 327 -4O.
7tl am here referring to atl of the funcional specialties on the m€diated side of doing

theology: research, interpretation, history, and dialectics. S€e M?tlrod i Theology,t4t-249.
nsee Method in Theolog!, 275-309 .
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in a privileged way in scripture, we must also take a stand on the Possibility
and exigencies of truthful affirmation itself.73 Such refinement is not a fall

into Hellenism, but the exigency of the truthfulness of the gospel itself. We

are unlikely to get to the refinements of technical precision necessary for

classical exegesis apart from having our own horizons radically altered

in conversion through the love of God flooding our hearts (Romans 5:5),

fundamentally reorienting us toward what is good and true. Commitment

to the language of scriphrre ultimately forced the early church to the

truthfulness of affumation of that which is virtually unconditioned. The

attentive reading of scriPture can be a medium evoking such intellectual

transformation for Protestant Christians today.

^scripture thus had a fundamental historic role in "foundations " It still does today See

Method in Theology , 250-74.
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I. NrNrrv-Frvn Tnrsrs ou GsNnnel aun Brrrrcer HrnMENEUTrcs

l-f'tnr runrosr oF the following theses is to outline a full rationale for the

I following hermeneutical proposition: the text has a Primary claim on

I th" ."ud"r, namely, to be construed in accord with its intended sense.

The effort to state the full rationale of this proposition seems to be

especially worthwhile at a time when interpretation - the construal of
the intended sense - is widely rejected in theory for example, with the

counterthesis that an "intended" sense is neither the primary nor even a

possible goal of interpretation, and abandoned in practice by literary

critics, classical scholars, and biblical exegetes in favor of analytic studies

either altemative to interpretation (e.g., structuralist analysis) or logically
presupposing interpretation (social-scientific, psychological, or historical

analysis). But the outline, in thesis form for the sake of succinctness, is also

meant to serve as the basis for a follow-up study, part two of the Present
article, offering further detail on "intention," "the historical consciousness,"

and contemporary possibilities of the theological interpretation of scripture.

1. Communiutions

1.1. To deprive an adult person of all or nearly all communication

is to subject that person to a severe ordeal; to deprive a child in this way

would fundamentally damage the child. The capacity and appetite for

ME-rHoD: Iournal of lnnerSan Studies, .s.
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communication is rooted in our rational and social nature. We are meaning
beings with a natural drive for the mediation of meaning to and from our
fellow human beings.

1.2 Among human resources for the mediation of meaning language is

primary and peerless. By analogy, other resources are so many languages
(the alphabet of symbols, body language, the languages of art and
architecture, etc.).

1 .2. 1 Language is an encoding resource shared by a speech communiry
From this resource we choose words and phrases that by the conventions

of ordinary usage are more or less apt to encode the meanings that we wish
to express.

'\.2.2 La\guage is thus conventional and irstrumental: conventional

inasmuch as its ordinary meaningfulness is established by common usage,

and doubly instrumental inasmuch as it is used to express meaning and the

expression of meaning itself serves ulterior human purposes.

1.2.3 Both the classical view of language (namely, that it is the vehicle

of thought) and the Leibnizian view of language (nameiy, that it is the

determining medium of thought) are true as affirmations and false insofar as

either is made to negate the other They are reconciled in a higher viewpoint,
which permits the distinction between ordinary linguistic meaning and

original linguistic meaning. "All men enjoy flashes of insight beyond

meaning already stabilized in etymology and grammar" (Whitehead).r

1.3 The drive to communicate is as complex as the entire social

dimension of the life of the humanbeing. But there is a common note that runs

through its many performative modes (to request, to inform, to persuade, to

command, to entertain, etc.) and other modalities (spontaneous,/deliberate,

private,/ public, oral,/written, etc.): the will to transmit intended meaning.

1.3.1 Transmission envisages reception and normally envisages some

response from the receiver. Response effects a reversal of roles: the receiver

becomes a transmitter and the original transmitter now receives.

1.3.2 The receiver's response indicates how the receiver has construed
(= decoded) the original transmission. To the extent that this does not cor-

respond to what the transmitter intended, grounds appear for distinguishhg
between "intended transmission" and "effective transrnission."

1.3.3 There are two possible sources for the gap between the two:
the original transmission failed to express adequately the sense that the

rA. N. Whitehead, ,4luen tures of Idess 119331 (Harmondsworth: PenBuin, 1942), p. 263.
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transmitter intended; the receiver failed to construe the transmission

accurately. By repeated efforts of exchange defects in either source or in both

are eliminated or at least reduced.

2. Witing and Readins

2.1 Writing calls for a more deliberate use of language than is usual in
ordinary speaking. This deliberateness reflects a recognition that by writing
one may transmit without being personally present and so able to enter into

an exchange with the receiver, making good any failures of communication.

The deliberateness of writing, then, is first of all the writer's special efforts to

ensure that the transmission adequately incorporate the intended meaning

and meet in advance the foreseeable receivers' foreseeable problems in
construing it.

2.1.1 In writing, the transmission is a "text," that is, a written word
sequence encoding the message of the writer The "message" is whatever

the writer intends to encode and succeeds in encoding. The writer, then,

expresses a message in a text and the reader construes a text with a view
to receiving its message. ('Message" so defined is a technical term to be

differentiated from the "lesson" or "moral" of a story or from the noble

sentiments that many Victorians looked for in poetry.)

2.1.2 "lntention" or "intended meaning" is thus not only in the writer;
it is also intrinsic to the text insofar as the text obiectifies or incorporates or

encodes or expresses the writer's message.

2.1.3 It follows that the dismissal of the mens auctoris as irrelevant to
interpretation (Gadamer)'?and the rejection of the so-called "intentional

fallacy" (Wimsatt and Beardsley)3 are themselves products of an oversight:

intended meaning is not merely in the writer and extrinsic to the text; it is
precisely the text's main intrinsic determinant.

2.1.4 The prime object of interpretation is that sense which is the formal

cause (causc esserdi) of the singular configuration of the text, and to which

this singular configuration is, in tum , the index ( causa cogroscendi). lnasmuch

as this is none other than the sense that the writer has managed to encode or

zHan+Georg Gadame\ l'&hrte und Methode,2d ed. (Ttbingen: Mol$,1972), PP. xix,276L

Eng. trais. Truth and Method (New York: S€abvy, 1975r, PP. nx, 259t.

rW. K. Wimsatt and Monroe D. Beardsley, "The lntentional Faltaqy'' [79y^1', The Veftal lcofi
(New York Noonday, 1958), PP.3-18.
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'E. D. Hirsch coined the phEse and made the point in "Camal Knowledge Review of
Frank Kermode, Tie Gs, esis of Secrccy," Na D Yo* Re.,ie@ ol B@k 26 qune 14, 1979), p. lE.

\adaneL l,hhrhait und Methode, p. 285 and Wsim therea fter ; Eng. trans. Truth and Method,
p.267 a d Wssim Lhereafler.

6Ferdinand de Saussure, Co rse in Ceneral lingzrsfi.s (New York: Philosophical Library
1959),pp.17-20.

?E. D. Hirsch, Validiljr in Interpretation (New Haven, CT: Yale University Pr€ss, 1967), pp.
210f. He atttibutes this distinction to Au8ust Boeckh; but, since Boeckh does not clearly draw it,
Hisch should be crcdited with having invented it.

qsee Anthony Quinton, "Connotation and Denotation," inThe Fontana Dictionary of Modern
ThorSht, ed. Alan Bullock and Otver Stallybrass (london: Fontana Books, 197n. This entry
correlates Frege-s distinction with those of John Stuart Mitl (connotation and denotation) and
of Adolf Camap (intention and extension).
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obiectify in the text, hermeneutics is "author-based."a

2.1.5 It does not follow from this that the intended sense is a priori
deeper or truer or humanly more interesting or important than senses that
accrue to the text in the course of its iourney through time. What does follow
is the need to distinguish these diverse senses so as to do justice respectively
to the text, to the history of its impact (Wrkungsgeschichler Gadamer),s and

to the ties - be they fragile and fortuitous, or firm, intrinsic, and intricate -
between the two.

2.1.6 We should distinguish with Ferdinand de Saussure between

"language" (the linguistic resources shared by a speech community) and

"utterances" (instances of actual linguistic expression)6; with E. D. Hirsch

between "sense" (i.e., originally intended sense) and "significance" (new,

superadded senses)7; and with Gottlob Frege between "meaning" (the

intelligible content of an expression) and "reference" (the obiect[s) to which
the expression refers or applies).3

2.1.7 From the vantage point of the interpreter, the study of "language"
is ordered to the study of "utterances"; the prime concern is with "sense,"

though "significance" is a resource for the quest of the sense as well as a

distinct concern in its own right; finally, both concerns break down into the

effort to Brasp "meaning" and "reference."

2.2 To read. signifies, fust, to construe a text with a view to graspin8 its

message or intended sense.

2.2.1 One construes a text progressively and cumula- tively, by spiraling
into its sense, that is, attending to the reciprocally mediating opposites that
define the hermenuetic circles, for example, "whole and parts," "things and
words," "reader and text."
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2-2.2 'fhe circle of whole and parts: "I understand the whole only in
function of understanding the parts; I understand the parts only in function

of understanding the whole." Logically, the circle is vicious; actually, it is
broken open by acts of insight that, altemating between whole and parts,

mediate an ever firmer grasp of the work in both aspects.

2.2.3 T}.e circle of things and words: "l understand words by under-

standing the things they refer to; I understand things by understanding

the words that refer to them."' The first limb states a fundamental insight:
"Whoever does not understand the things cannot draw the sense from the

words" (Luther).e The second limb states how one moves through a grasp

of words to a firmer grasp of things: the reader understands things, with the

writet by means of his words.
2.2.4 lf it is a fact that readers regularly understand things through

the mediation of the writer's words, the socalled "myth of transparency"
(Kermode)ro is itself mythical, that is, mistaken and misleading. On the

contrary, readers are and always have been spontaneously and keenly intent
on the realities evoked by the text and as evoked by the text .

2.2.5 The circle of reader and text: "l understand myself in virtue of
understanding the text; I understand the text in virtue of understanding
myself." This is a straightforward specification of the ctcle of things and

words, focusing on one of its fundamental aspects: the limitations on

understanding imposed by the limits of one's self-understanding. It also

suggests the possibility of modifying one's self-understanding under the

stimulus of even fraBmentary insight into another's meaning.

2.3 As geometric figures are functional to geometric ideas, so in some

kinds of writing language is severely functional to abstract meaninS. Thus,

the sound of the words is irrelevant; other words with other sounds might

do as well. But in poetry the medium is part and parcel of the message, that

is, the material text is included in the intended sense. The words as sounded

(and, often enough, as seen printed on the page) belong as well to what the

writer intends to communicate as to the "how" of the communication. As

the meaning of a statue is inseparable from its embodiment iII the statue

itself, so the meaning of a poem is imperfectly separable from its unique

material text.

'Cited by Gadamer, l4&r, rte und Methode, P.162;En1. Eans. Truth and Method' P.151.

'oFrank Kermode, fie Genesis ot' Secftcy: On lhe lnterPrctation ol Nsftstirre (Cambddge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1979), PP. llEf.
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2.3.1 Interpretation takes account of aspects inadequately distinct from
the message, namely, the text's illocutionary intentions (such performative
modalities as to attest, to argue, to promise, to threaten, etc.) and its
perlocutionary intentions (i.e., the intending of effects, e.g., to move to
shame, instill pride, elicit wonder, provoke reflection, incite enthusiasm).11

2.3.2 The intrinsically appropriate stance of the inter- preter is not doubt
nor scepticism nor suspicion, but goodwill, empathy, the readiness to find
truth, common understanding, agreement (Newman, Gadamer, G. Ebeling,
Peter Stuhlmacher).r2

2.3.3 To grasp another's meaning I must not only have a pre-

understanding (Voruerstandnis) of, and, indeed, vital relationship
(Lebensuerhiiltnis)l3 to the things that the other refers to; I must furthermore
project horizons and find in myself a range of resources akin to those

actualized in and called for by that message. This is hardly possible apart
from an antecedent stance of openness, receptiveness, empathy vis-a-vis the
messaBe.

2.3.4 This initial stance does not foreclose critique. It supposes a

distinction between understanding and critique, between their respective

objects and requisites, and so between the stances appropriate to each.

Finally, this view acknowledges accurate understanding as a sine qua non

condition of valid critique.
2.3.5 The dlmamism of interpretation is toward "encounter," that is,

vital contact with another's intended sense. "AII real living is meeting"
(Buber)ta; so is all real interpreting.

'ton the terms "illocutionary" and "perlocutionary" se€ J. L. Austin, Hou to Do Things Wth
hbrds, ed. J. O. Urmson (Oxford: Clarendon, 1962).

''?John Henry Newma\, ksay on the Deoelopment ol Christian Docttifie [1878], Ch. 3, Sect.
1, para. 1 and 2 (Garden City: Doubleda, 1960), pp.'llrl,"lL Cadatrter, t/&hrheit und Methode,
pp. 276-281; 529; EnE. tra\s. Tnlth and Method, pp. 259-265; cerhard Eb€Iing, "Dogmatik und
Exege*," Zeitschift fiir Theologie und Kirche 77 l'198D,269-2a5, esp.27+276; Peter Stuhlmacher,
Hislori.al Criticism and Theological lnterpfttatio of Scipture (Pliladelphia: Fortress, 197V, pp.
&3€7.

tlCn preundeFtanding, see Rudolf Bultmann, "The Problem of Hermeneutics" [1950], in
Essttys Philosophictl and Th?ologi,d (t ndon: scM PEss, 1955), pp. 23,1- 1, se 239,25X.; "ls
Exegesis Without Prcsuppositions Possible?" 179571, i\ Existence and Faith: Shoier Witings of
Rudory Bultnnnn (Cleyeland: World [Meridian ], 1960r, pp. 289-296; Iesus Chtist and Mythology
(New York Scribner, 1958), pp. 49f.; on "vital relationship," see "The Problem of Hermeneutics,"
pp. 241-243, 2521.; 2551; "Is Exegesis Without Presuppositions Possible?"; lesus Christ and
Mythology, pp.50-52.

!{Martin Bubet I and Tho! [1923], 2d ed. (New York: Scribnet 1956), p. 11.
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2.3.6 The circles of things and words and of reader and text underscore

the ordering of interpretation to encounter The labor of construing an

eminent text yields to vital contact with the new world thus brought to light.
In one's understanding of Hosea or Heraclitus, of Dante or Rilke, there may
occur modifications both of horizon and of self-understanding on the part
of the interpreter. (On the other hand, some changes of this sort may, in
accord with the limits of the prospective interpretet be prerequisite to the

interpreter's understanding of Hosea or Heraclitus, of Dante or Rilke.)

2.3.7 Encounter is the nexus between interpretation and critique, and

critique is above all a report on encounter.

2.3.8 Among specific obiects of critique: the text as work of art, as

representation of reality, as claimant to truth, as qualitatively comparable

to other works. Here critical distance and "the hermeneutic of suspicion"
in the sense of attention to bias, to ideology, to rationalizing explanations,

to screeninS devices, and so on, not only in the text but also in the critic, are

indispensable to critique (Lonergan).rs

2.4 Immediately and variously related to interpretation (though, unlike
interpretation, not limited to the harmonics of authorial intention) is the

placement of the text in the history of tradition before and after it.
2.4.1 The text generates a tradition of interpretation and critique, which

thereafter conditions access to it. Ideally; the consciousness of the interpreter

is informed not only by the tradition that the text to be interpreted has

generated (wirkungsgeschichtliches Beuusstsein: Gadamer)16 but by the

critically illuminated history of the tradition, as well. Tradition constitutes

a contextual unit of literary intelligibility; an intelligibility heightened by
critical history

2.5 Reading primarily regards the intended sense. Nevertheless, readers

may read with othet special, purposes. Such is the police detective's reading

of a ransorn note, or a social historian's reading of an ancient encomium.

Such special purposes, however, suppose rather than detract from the

primary of reading for the intended sense. If the detective did not recognize

'tCn "the hermeneutic of suspicion," see Paul Ricoeln, Frcud and Philosoplty (New Haven:

Yale University Press, 1970), pp. 32-36. On how to make the hermeneutic of suspicion function
productively rather than subversively, see Bernard Lonergan, "The OngoinS Genesis of
Methods," St lies in Religion! Sciences Religieuses 6 O976-n),341-355, esP 349-353; rePrinted in
AThild Collection (New York: Paulist,1985), PP. 14G165, esP. 156163.

16(3adaj!.,er,Ir'*,hrheit und Methode, p.285 a d Wssim thereafteri En8. trans.Truthand Melhod,

p. 267 and p4ssim there after
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the note as a demand for ransom, he would not bother with further analysis

of it. If the social historian did not recognize the encomium as an encomium,
it would not serve the purposes of further, specialized, inquiry.

2.5.1 Reserving "interpretation" for reading in the primary sense, \ /e

shall use "analysis" for all the secondary; specialized kinds of reading
(structural analysis, psychological analysis, socio.economic analysis, etc.).

Some modes of analysis (text-critical, form-critical, etc.) prepare the way for
interpretation; others, however, make interpretation a point of departure for
some ulterior goal.

2.5.2 If the dynamism of interpretation is toward "encounter," the

d1'namism of analysis is toward problem-solving. Asatisfactory definition of
the phenomenon of myth, for example, is an analytic solution of a problem.
Though relevant to the interpretation of mythical texts, it is not itself
interpretation. Analysis directly centered on texts may degenerate all too

easily into pure application or illustration of what the analyst already knew
before analyzing the text (e.9., that all consciousness is socially determined;

that human motivation operates as Freud described it, etc.).

2.5.3 The analyst is looking through or past patent meaning in search of
latent meaningi the stance appropriate to this task is one of critical distance,

scepticism, "suspicion" (Ricoeur).17

2.5.4 Just as psychoanalysis is a kind of analysis, not a kind of literary
critique, so there are modes ofanalysis, equally distinct from literary critique,
appropriate to texts consciously or unconsciously distorted by psychic bias,

individual bias, group bias, general bias.r8 As concerned with latent and

even unintended meaning, such modes ofanalysis instantiate a hermeneutic
of suspicion, as psychoanalysis does.

3.1 A historical consciousness - a tendency to view all things human in
an overarching context of historical change has increasingly pervaded the

r?aul Ricoeur, ?hilosophical Hermeneutics and Theological Hermeneutics," Sludies in
Rzligionlsciences Religieuses 5 (197*70 , 14-33, see 311.

rq)n individual, group and general bias, see Bemad Lonergary lfisight: A Study of Hufiafi
Ufiderclandifig (London: Longman and Green, 1952 Eprinted London: Darton, Longman &
Todd, 1983), pp. 21&242; on psychic bias, see Robert M. Doran, Psychic Contersion and Theological
Foundali.,,s (Chico: Scholars Press, 1981), pp. f49-fy. One example of the modes of analysis
refered to in this thesis is "ideology critique."

i. The Historical Consciousness
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West over the past two hundred years and the world at large in the course

of the present century.

3.1.1 This historical consciousness was gradually established by
complementary insights into the potent but ltnited impact of human acts of
meaning. First, by our acts of meaning we are equally the maker of ourselves

and of the world we live and move in. Second, every act of meaning is

embedded in a context, and these contexts inexorably change.

3.1.2 The human subject is a self-maker in accord with a process

whereby, acknowledged or not, all human acts of meaning enter into the

forging of selfhood. Though this has always been true, it has become known
only with the rise of the historic consciousness. The human subject has

discovered autonomy: the possibility of deliberately setting out to reshape

oneself and one's world.
3.1.3 If every act of meaning is embedded in a context subiect to

inexorable change the human subiect in time is never wholly one and the

same. Humankind today is not what it once was, and it will not be what it
now is.

3.2 This new consciousness and the insights that have generated it
are transforming but neither foundational nor complete. Transforming:

among a vast public the historical consciousness has massively demystified

tradition, culture, sociery wealth, power. Not foundational: the historical

consciousness has differentiated the consciousness of rationalists, idealists,

empiricists, materialists, existentialists, and so on, while inducing neither a
revision oftheir principles nor a reconciliation of their differences in a higher

synthesis. Nor complete: theories of knowledge and reality, of humankind

and history give concrete shape to the historical consciousness as it actually

exists in groups and individuals.
3.2.1 Thus, the autonomy implied in self-making is oPen to

interpretation and realization as absolute or as "under God." The grasp

of relativity to context may be accompanied by the affirmation or by the

denial of transcontextual constants and the transposability of meaning from

context to context.

3.2.2 A leading theory, which has successively taken Enlightenment,

nineteenth-century and twentieth-century shapes, Proposes freedom as the

goal of humankind. If the chief expression thermf has been an emancipation

from the normative past and an ever more thoroughgoing secularization,

one of the twentieth-century variations on the theme has celebrated
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humankind's coming of age as "son" (Gal 4:5) and as "heir of the world"
(Rom 4:13) (Gogarten),re so demonstrating that the historical consciousness

and even secularization itself are open to potentially decisive redefinition.
3.2.3 Antedating the rise of the historical consciousness and in time

widely merging with it was the Cartesian recoil from any but indubitable
affirmations. The first of Descartes' four rules was

to avoid precipitation and prejudice in judgments, and to accept in them
nothing more than was presented to my mind so clearly and distinctly
that I could have no occasion to doubt it (Discourc de la methode).2o

3.2.4 The mind-setbetrayed by this principlebecame the Enlightenment's
"prejudice against prejudice" (Gadamer)"; it debunked belief and tradition;
it defined "critical" intelligence as methodically sceptical. A potentially
antihistorical element thus entered into the historical consciousness.

3.2.5 For Descartes the immediate data of consciousness were a rock
of certitude in a sea of doubt. For Marx and Freud, "masters of suspicion"
(Ricoeur),z the immediate data of consciousness were sources of illusion.

3.2.6 In its commonsense mode the contemporary historical conscious-

ness of the West is Cartesian and Marxian, Vichian and Nietzschean, Hege-

lian and Freudian - in short, rife with latent contradiction.
3.2.7 If modem Western culture is consciously experimental and

developing, and pervaded by a historical consciousness charged with
competing and incompatible tendencies, it nevertheless derives some

unity from a central ideal, controlling in theory and at least significant in
practice, which northern Europeans and North Americans established in
the late Enlightenment: human dignity, conceived in terms of political self-
determination and individual human rights.

3.3 The thesis of the more or less radical unknowability of the past (hard-

line historical relativism) is doubly grounded: first, in the practical difficulty
of reconstifuting the common sense of another time and place; second, and
more fundamentally, in one or another mistaken theory of knowledge (for

DIarry Shiner, The Seculaization of Hbtory: An Introduction to the Theowy of Friedrich
Co8arle7, (Nashville, New York: Abingdon, 196), pp. 2t35 offers an excellent summary of
Gogarten's mafure thought on this theme.

'Ren6 Descartes, Disco ursc on Method, ed. L. l. Lafleur (New York: Libelal Arts, 1950), p. 12.

'ztGadame4 
rlhhrheit und Methode, pp. 2a,6267, Eng. trarLs. Truth and Method., pp. 247-245.

DRic(l€1j!r, Fretd afid Philosophy, pp.32- .
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example, to know anything, one must know everything: or, the human
subject exhibits no transcontextual constants, and so is flatly discontinuous
with both forbears and progeny.)

3.3.1 While the historical consciousness has intensified the recognition
ofdifficulties (for example, the historically conditioned diversity of common

sense) in interpreting texts from outside the horizons and perspectives

habitual to the interpreter, it has also developed a hitherto unimagined array

of interpretative resources designed to meet and resolve these difficulties.

3.3.2 The root possibility of understanding texts, including even texts

from another time zone and language zone, another culture and civilization,
is grounded in invariant structures of human intentionality (e.9., experience-

understanding-judgment).ts
3.3.3 True judgment bearing on the past is grounded, like every

instance of true ,udgment, in a grasp of the virtually unconditioned (i.e.,

of a conditioned whose conditions are known and known to be fulfilled).'?4

Inasmuch as these conditions and their fulfillment are finite and knowable
in principle, valid interpretations of texts from the past and true iudgments
bearing on past reality are possible and in fact occur.

3.4 History studies historical reality, that is, human self-making and

the making and the remaking of the world. The inquiry alternates between

efforts to know (a) who wanted what, and (b) what possibilities actually
found fulfillment, and why.

3.4.1 "Historical criticism" globally signifies the resources, techniques,

and proximate norms of historical inquiry. Such criticism presupposes not
only the historical consciousness but some view of what, in principle, is

knowable, of what is proper and what alien to historical inquiry of what is

worth knowing and what most worth knowing, and so on.

3.5 The rise of the historical consciousness, its determination by diverse

and partly conflicting theories of knowledge, of the human subiect, of
history the widespread cultivation of historical curiosity and knowledge
and the sophistication of historical criticism have had an irresistible impact

on contemporary thinking, writing, reading.

3.5.1 Among the more conscious results: the reader today no longer

El-onetgan, /nsigrl, pp.277-278; "Cog itional Structure," t\ Collection: Papos by Bemard

lrfl?r8an (New York Herder & Herdet 1967), pp. 227-239 , esP. 222-227 .

'zalrnelgan, InsrSlrf, pp. 280-287; "Insight Revisited," i^ Secofid Colleclirn (lrndon: Darton,
Longman & Todd, 1974), pp. 263-278, esP. 273-275.
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sBemard Lonergan, M elhd in Thcolow (New York: Herder & Herde\ 19721 , pp. 75U73.

'16'Cited by Gadame!, l'&hfieit und Methode, p. 273, note 2; Eng. kans. Trulh ond Method, p.
524, note 194.

TSee Dennis J. Mccarthy, 'Txod 3:14: History, Philoloigy and Thetr.logy," Catholt Biblicql

Quattcrly 40 t19 78\,31) -322,efp.319-322.

assumes a seamless historical continuum with writers of other times and
places. It is widely recognized that the reading of an eminent text requires an

account of its historical context as \ /ell as an introduction to its conceptual
and linguistic idiom.

3.5.2 Among the less conscious results: without the slightest effort in the
direction of theory contemporary commonsense readers have taken in bits
and pieces of conflicting theories and ideals - Cartesian, Vichian, Kantian,
Hegelian, Marxian, Freudian, and so on. Cultural clarity is thus muddied
by cultural confusion, adding to the alloy of common sense by common
nonsense.

3.5.3 In the modem age the ideal of working out an understanding of
the intended sense of a text, judging how accurate this understanding is, and

expressing what one iudges to be an accurate understanding of the intended
sense of the textas has often been realized by professional interpreters more

fully and effectively than ever before, owing to the exploitation of more exact

and elaborate resources (textual criticism, lexicography, linguistics, social,

cultural, and literary history) than have ever previously been available to
interpreters.

3.5.4 Professional interpreters appear to differ markedly from

commonsense readers and, on technical aspects of interpretation (use of
linguistic, philological, historical resources), they do. In other respects,

however, for example, encounter with the text, report on encounter, critique
of truth and value, the superiority of the professionals is random and
unreliable.

3.6 Eminent texts are eminent in virtue of their bringing "things counter,

original, spare, strange" into deep coherence . Since the full secret of their
sweep and unity defies definition, "a classic is a writing that is never fully
understood" (Friedrich Schlegel).'z6

3.6.1 The difficulty of interpretation does not, however, explain the

contemporary flight from interpretation (i.e., from construal of andencounter
withintended meaning): the limiting of interpretation to elucidation ofdetail;
the drift into trackless historical conjecture2T; the preference for analysis (so-
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ciological, structuralist, Marxian, Freudian, etc.) over interPretation, u/ith an

accompanying domestication of intended meaning either by translating it
systematically into more congenial terms or by iudging it on the basis of
some conventional standard or some closed system.

3.6.2 Eminent texts and the effort to interpret them bring to light the

cultural confusions of the interpreter. Recoil from cognitive dissonance is

accordingly a key factor in the contemporary flight from interPretation.

3.6.3 Inasmuch as encounter with eminent texts enlightens, corrects,

and refines, perseverance in interpretation is the primary schooling of the

interpreter.

3.6.4 A more radical and thoroughgoing solution supposes the

discovery of an adequate account of human intentionality'?3 and its personal

appropriation. It proceeds to a dialectic of competing theories of knowledge,

the human subiect, and history. It consists in the act of discriminating among

them between true and false, real and illusory.

4. Theology and the Bible

4.1 Biblical literature has a twofold claim to eminence: Iiterary and

religious. Though distinct, these are inseparable aspects of one phenomenon.

The literary excellence of the Bible is interwoven with the quality of the

response to God of God's people. This is a communitarian and public
response, calling for Iinguistic and, eventually; literary expression.

4.2 By the resurrection of Christ, Christianity was bound to the

scriptures of Israel, for the resurrection vindicated ]esus' election-historical
mission, which supposed and climaxed the election history of biblical Israel.

4.2.1 The first Christians understood salvation in Christ as fulfillment:
the coming to realization of what had been foreshadowed (1 Cor 10:6;

Rom 8:32), promised (Gal 3:8; 4:28f.; Rom 4:13-25; 15:8; Acts 2:-16-21,33),

and prophesied (L:uke 24:26f.,46f.; Acts 2:23, 34f .; 3:-18, 22); the coming
to perfection of what had been provisional (Matt 5:17); the coming to

completion, that is, to foreordained eschatological measure, of time (Mark

1:15), sin (Matt 23:32; 1 Thess 2;16; Rom 1:29), suffering (Col 1:24), and the

whole drama of history (Eph 1:9f.; cf.2 Cor 1:20). Hence, the scriptures

2"An adequate account of human intentionality" refers to Lonergan's lfisi8ll, to his essay
"Cognitional Structurd' (see note 23 above), and to the chaPters "Method," "The Human
cood," and "Meaning" n Method in Theology, pp. 3-99.
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of Israel were both the word of God and an indispensable source of the
understanding of salvation in Christ.

4.2.2 Jesus himself initiated the interpretation of his career as the

fulfillment of biblical type (e.g., the motifs of "Son of man," Matt 10:23; Luke
'17,24-30; Servant, Mark 9:31; 10:45 par.; 74:24 paq covenant, Mark -14:24

par.), promise (e.9., Matt 5:3f.; cf. Isa 61:1f.), and prophecy (e.9., Matt 11:5

par.; cf. Isa 35:5-7; 29:18f., 61:I0, the perfecting of the provisional (Matt 5:I7),

and the filling up of eschatological measure (Matt 5:21f., 33f.,38f.,43f.; cf.

Luke 74:22- 24) .

4.2.3 lf for early Christianity the scriptures of lsrael were the word of
God, so was the proclamation of their fulfillment (1 Thess 2:13;2 Cor 2:17;

5:19f .; cf.-l Cor 9:16f.).

4.2.4 Marcionite repudiation of the Old Testament and gnostic

interpretation of biblical and liturgical texts elicited orthodox responses

reaffirming the Old Testament as the word of the one and only God and

appealing to "the rule of faith" (Gal 6:16; cf. Rom 12:6) as the norm of
scriptural interpretation

4.2.5 The formation of the an authoritative canon of New Testament

scriptures attests early Christian commitment to the unity of faith; the

concrete content of the canon (cf. especially the maintenance of dishnct
gospels) attests commitment to the particulariry variety, and fullness of
normative faith witness.

4.3 The practice of Christian interpreters in the early centuries likewise

attests their commitment both to the particularity of the texts and, in accord

with the analogy or rule of faith, to their coherence with the faith heritage

attested by the scriptures as a whole.
4.3.1 Their treatment of the literal sense of biblical texts exhibited both

aspects; their treatment of the "spiritual" sense, by which, for example, the

Old Testament scriptures pointed to Christ and to the sacraments ofbaptism
and the eucharisL highlighted the second aspect.

4.3.2 Rooted in New Testament practice and developed by expositors

from the second to the fourth century the Fathers' favorite method of
exposirg the spiritual sense of scripture was allegorical interpretation.
The positive function of this interpretation was to witness repeatedly and

creatively to the faith as a comprehensive unity.
4.3.3 Conceptual tools borrowed (partly through Arabic mediation)

from Greek philosophy transformed the interpretative resources of

Mmnoo: lournal of Lonergan Studies
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theologians in the high MiddleAges. Among the results were an analytically
penetrating style of interpretation and an elegant systematization of "the

senses of scripture."D
4.3.4 From the late fifteenth century to the present the most significant

changes in theological interpretation, as in interpretation generally, related

to the rise of the historical consciousness . Renaissance humanists introduced

a rudimentary use of philological methods. The Reformers' appeal to
"scripture" against "church" gave impetus to the break with allegory

4.3.5 Catholic hermeneutics from Irenaeus to the present appeals to the

faith heritage of the apostolic church as theological criterion (the "analogy"

or "ruIe" of faith). Protestant hermeneutics from the Reformers to the

present has restructured the role of hadition in interpretation, maximizing
concentration on the literal sense and appealing to the clrrifas interna a\d.

externa of the scriptural text as well as to theSpirit's unmediated illumination
thereof.s

4.3.6 To determine what the precise theological differences are that

currently control these two hermeneutic stances is a task unfinished until
the differences are not only located but refined and resolved.

4.3.7 Immeasurably more significant than the historic theological
differences between Protestants and Catholics was the sheer fact of the

shattering of church unity. "Nothing could have made Christian faith more

unbelievable at the dawn of the modem age than the splitting apart of the

church' (H. U. von Balthasar).3r

4.3.8 However deep, however true, however relevant the message of
the scriptures to "a world split apart" (Solzhenitsyn),3'z a church split apart
witnesses not only for but also against the credibility of that message.

4.4 Once biblical scholarship in the historical-critical mode had made its
appearance under unlilely auspices (Benedict Spinoza and fuchard Simon,

followed by the English deists), it was taken over by European Protestants,

who sponsored its most striking advances.

nSee Henry de Lubac, Eregese fiedieoale: lts quatre sens de l'Ecriturc, 4 vols. (Paris: Aubier,
1959-63), vol. l, pp. 11-39;110-118.

rPeter Stuhlmachet Vom Verstehen des Neuen Testaments: Eine Heremeneutik (Cothngen:
Vandmhoeck & Ruprecht, 1979), pp. 92-95; see 93 on Luther's readiness to cite the Apostles'
Creed and other church symbols and dogmas as "valid signposts" to his theology.

3'Hans Urs von Balthasar, Glaubhaft isl nur Liebe (Einsiedeln: Johannes Verlag, 1963), p. 12.
3'zAlexander Solzhenits),n, "A World Split Apart," in East and hbst (New York: Harper &

Row [Perennial], 1980), pp.39- 71.
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4.4.1 Historical-critical methods have been historically associated with
many intellectual movements (rationalism, idealism, positivism, historical
relativism, existential.ism, etc.), so repeatedly giving the impression that
the methods were not of themselves ideologically neutral, but were locked

into this or that theory of knowledge, of the human subject, of history
and so on. But since these methods have been laboriously separated from

one ideology after another, it now appears that of themselves they are, in

fact, ideologically neutral, functional to whatever controlling theories are

adopted by the interpreter Thmlogical problems are accordingly traceable,

not to the methods, but to the theories with which they have been fused in
particular cases.

4.5 Apart from confesional disputes, the theological problems in
question derive from all the sources of cultural dissonance in the modem

West, for example, the Cartesian conception of critical intelligence;

rationalist repudiation of transcendence and tradition; Kantian subversion

of the assurance of knowing the real; undifferentiated historical relativism,

as in Ernst Troeltsch; hermeneutic systems that eliminate "false scandals" by
eliminating whatever exceeds the limits of reason (demythologizinS, etc).

4.5.1 Three theological roots of allegorical interpretation from the

primitive to the medieval church point up, by contrast, what is often lacking

in modem New Testament interpretation: a sense of the text's theological

depth-dimension, a grasp of its total religious context, and resPonsiveness

to the note of definitive fulfillment.
4.5.2 If "Antioch" be taken to signify the primacy of the literal (that

is, intended) sense of the text, and "Alexandria" the affirmation (e.9., by
allegory) of the fuIl scope and unity of divine revelation, the ascendancy

of Alexandria in the eras before the rise of the historical consciousness was

a theological necessity. The lack of a sense of history of historic change,

development, and reversal, of the unpredictable and far-reaching diversity
that human development entails, and the corresponding lack of historically
oriented interpretative resources made it impossible simultaneously to

affirm the unity and coherence of divine revelation and to maintain in
practice the primary of the literal sense of scripture.

4.5.3 WhenAntioch and Alexandria are not broughttogether in s)rylthesis,

Antioch signifies a hermeneutics closed to transcendence ot as Newman Put
it apropos of the historic school ofAntioch, bound to the PrinciPle that "there
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is no mystery in theology."ts Under this constrainL devotion to the literal

sense is wholly unequal to encounter \ /ith the New Testament.

4.5.4 The most pressing exigence in biblical hermeneutics today is for
a critical synthesis of Antioch and Alexandria, that is, for the proiecting of
horizons at once fully dilferentiated by a historical consciousness and fully
open to the transcendent mystery of salvation.

4.5.5 Inasmuch as scriPture carries its own powerful if mysterious

warrants, the satisfaction of such theological exigencies comes first of all

from a persevering quest of the intended sense of the scriptures.

4.5.6 Openness to the transcendent mystery of salvation, though

realized in significant measure by vital contact with the scriptures, is

antecedent to the scriptures as a question is antecedent to an answer, for the

ground of this openness is the radical question that the human subrect not

only has, but is, whereas the scriptures Present themselves as the answer to

this question.I
4.5.7 Communion in faith with the church of apostolic times is hardly

more than an illusion if it fails to include credal commitments to the same

revelation. Thus, the maintenance of authentic Christian identity is the

ultimate theological rationale ofinsistence on the intended sense of scriptural

texts. Communion in faith with the church of all times imposes a like

commitment to the intended sense of credal, liturgical, and doctrinal texts.

4.5.8 A particular theological problem at the Present time is the

widespread incapacity among biblical and especially New Testament

interpreters to differentiate between texts that are genuinely contradictory

and texts that are conceptually diverse and unharmonizable, but whose

meanings are neither contradictory nor incomPatible'

4.5.9 The radical and thoroughgoing solution of the theological

problems besetting biblical interPrcters lies in the practice of three functional

specialities: dialectic, foundations, and doctrines (Lonergan).35

l3Newman, An Essay on the De@lopnent ot' Chrislian Doctrine 118781 Ch 5, Sect. Z Para. 3
(Carden City: Doubleday, 79fir, P. 1 .

aKarl Rahner, Forndaf ions ol Chrbtian Faith: An Introdrctbn to the ldeo of Christianity (New

York: Seabury, 1978), pp. 17{3 and Passim thereafter. ComPare Augustine's sudden act of self-

understanding, under the imPact of a friend's death: "Factus emm iPse mihi magna quaestio."

son these functional sPecialties, s€e Lonelgafl, Melhod in Theology, Pp.23*333-
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Summary of Part One

The hermeneutical primacy of the intended sense of texts is grounded in
the social character of communications (1.1; 1.31.3.3), particularly in the
use of language (1.2-1.2.2), and still more particularly in the correlative acts

of writing and reading (2.1-2.3.3). The rise of the historical consciousness
(3.1-3.1.3) has differentiated hermeneutics, facilitating a more effective
grasp of the intended sense (3.5.3), but also underscoring and in some sense

increasing its difficulty (3.3f., 3.6). Theology adds its own reasons (4.5.3-

4.5.8) for insisting on the primary of the intended rnse of biblical, credal,
liturgical, and doctrinal texts.

The contemporary flight frorn interpretation on the part of literary
critics (3.6.1), their preference for analysis (cf. 2.5-2.5.3), and the increasingly
ideological character of critique (cf. 2.3.9 and 3.6.1) are indices to cultural
crisis and confusion (3.2.3-3.2.7; 3.5.2, 3.5.4, 3.6.7f .).

Partly similar results in the field of biblical scholarship are the product
of a hermeneutics closed to transcendence (4.5.3). The challenge today is
accordingly to articulate a critically grounded hermeneutics open and

committed on the one hand to history and the intended sense of the text,

and on the other to the transcendent intelligibility and unity of the mystery
of salvation (4.5.2-4.5.6 ).

As "self-correcting," interpretation holds out an element of hope for
interpretative progress (3.6.3, 4.5.5). But it would be excessively optimistic
to suppose that attention to the intended sense of the scriptures would be

sufficient of itself to meet the complex cultural situation reflected in the
shortcomings of current biblical interpretation (3.6.4,4.5.9). This calls, rather,
for a vital realization of the functional specialties of dialectic, foundations,
and doctrines (4.5.9).

II. IurrNrroN, HrsroR! AND THEoLocy

The first part of this paper has several purposes and uses, but for the present
I am happy to weight them in favor of two aims. The first is to restore the
intelligibility of the intended sense of the text as the obiect of interpretation.
The second is to integrate this view of the obiect of interpretation into
a program of biblical interpretation open to divine revelation as the
transcendent and coherent mysterium Christi. ff the aims are two, the
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headings below will be three: a contemporary debate on the intended sense;

the impact of the historical consciousness on the issue; and application to
biblical interpretation.

The thesis form adopted above had the advantage of being concise,

and concision allowed a large context to be outlined in a few pages. But
among the disadvantages of the form is to leave unarticulated much of
what pertains to persuasion: leisurely clarification and the consideration of
objections. I would like to offer just these clarifications and considerations in
this second part of this paper.

Finally, I am especially concemed with interpretation as indispensable

to Christian life and, within that broad sphere, with interpretation as

indispensable to the enterprise of contemporary Christian theology. As
indispensable to Christian life in general, interpretation belongs under

the functional specialty "communications"%; but as indispensable to the

collaborative enterprise that is thmlogy, interpretation is a functional

specialty in itself.37 "Communications" calls for as many modes and styles

of interpretation as there are audiences with a right to the Christian heritage.

My own primary interest here, however, is in the functional specialty

"interpretation." Interpretation in this sense is weighted, above all, in favor
of precision, and excellence among interpreters and their work shows a

tendency toward convergence.

An Unsatisfactory But Instructire Debate

In 1967 E. D. Hirsch tried to make the case for the intended sense of the

text as the obrect of interpretation.$ His position, however, as well as the

arguments that supported it, were defective at several points. First, he failed
to differentiate consistently between the intention of the author as in the

author and extrinsic to the text and the intention of the author as intrinsic
to, or encoded in, or expressed by the text. So Hirsch, from the first chapter

of his book, could envisage the marginal case in which the author himself
decided: "by these words [i.e., his text] I meant so and so, but I insist that
from now on they shall mean something different." An event of this kind,
Hirsch says, is "unlikely," blt it " could occur." In that case the single text,

ISee "Communications" in ibrA., pp. 359368
rTsee "lnterpretation" in ibid., pp. 151173.
$E. D. Hi$ch, yalidity in Interyrctalion (New Haven: Yale University PEss, '1967)
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according to Hirsch, has not changed in meaning; it now has two meanings,

and it is up to the interpreter "to decide which of the author's two meanings

he is going to concem himself with."3e

Here Hirsch has indeed fallen victim to an intentional fallacy. He has

converted the text into an index to the history of the author, which has thus
become the real object of interpretation. At one time the author meant such

and such by the texb later, he meant something else.

We should pause over this example. Hirsch does not work it out in any
detail, perhaps because it is exceedingly unpromising for his thesis. He
does not, for example, say whether the author's second meaning is as well
supported by the text as his fust. Why not? Here as elsewhere Hirsch has

so one-sidedly insisted on meaning as an act of "authorial will" as to pass

over without notice the series of practical insights-bearing, for example,

on the choice and arrangement of words-by which the author realizes or
implements the authorial will to communicate something to some audience.

We can make up for Hirsch's lack of detail by supposing, first of all, that
the author's second act of authorial will offers as plausible a sense of the

text as his first. But, second, we must insist that the object of interpretation
be not the history of the author, but the sense of the text itself. It then follows
that we are not dealing with actually known, successive meanings of a text
that is clear, but with possible meanings of a text that is ambiguous. The

interpreter would be wise not to begin by taking the author's word on the

successive meanings of the text, nor to settle simply on one of its purported
meanings, nor even to take up both in isolation from one another. His task is

to construe the text as it stands, determining whether more than one possible

meaning is textually actualized, and, if so, how the meanings are related- by
reference not to the testimony of the author but to the particulars of the text.

Otherwise, the to-be-interpreted ceases to be the text itself. (For the quite
legitimate but, in our context, irrelevant task of investigating the author, the

testimony of the author on his change of mind about the meaning of the text
is, of course, a useful and interesting datum.)

Another of Hirsch's examples: a poet intends in a four-line poem to

convey a sense of desolation. It turns out, however, that even the most

competent readers fail to catch this. "Obviously," says Hirsch, the poet's

"intention to convey desolation is not identical with his stylistic effectiveness

stbid., p.9
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in doing so." Does the poet's lack of effectiveness make any difference? Not
to Hirsch. "The only universally valid meaning of the poem is the sense of
desolation. "4 How awkward. The only valid interpretation of the poem is
one that, owing to the poet's incompetence, readers cannot find their way to,
other than by interrogating the poet or his diaries. Besides being awkward,
the conclusion is fallacious . The sense of desolation that the poet lacked the
effectiveness to express is eo ipso extrinsic to the text, a merely unrealized
intention that belongs to the personal history of the poet. In the absence of
successful expression, authorial will is futile.

So, from the opening pages of his 1967 book, Hirsch had subverted
in advance the long, hard, and in many respects admirable and effective
following effort to establish the intended sense as the obiect of interpretation.
On the other hand, his critics outdid him in obscuring the issues, easily
matching Hirsch's confusions with their own flimsy and sophistical critiques.

Monroe C. Beardsley mounted an attack on Hirsch's "identity thesis"
(the meaning ofthe text is the meaning oftheauthor) soon after Hirsch'sbook
appeared.lr The identity thesis, claimed Beardsley, could be "conclusively
disproved" by three arguments.{2

The first argument: some texts, formed without authorial meaning,
nevertheless have a meaning and can be interprcted. The first example is
provided by the Nra; Yorker, ciling the Portland Oregonian:

"It showed that there is at least one officer on the Portland police force

who had not seen Officer Olsen drunk," Apley quietly observed.
In contrast to Apley, Jensen argued like a man filled with righteous

indigestion.

Beardsley's one-sentence analysis: "Here there is no 'authorial will,' since

the final phrase is inadvertent."{3 But this analysis fails. It is true that the
authorial will of the reporter did not find apt expression (whether by his

own fault or that of the printer). Still, we are on safe ground in reconstructing
from the text the reporter's authorial will to evoke jensen's "righteous
indignation." Moreover, the comic effect of the text as it stands depends

$Ibid.,p.12.

'rMonroe C. Beardsley, '"fextual Meaning and Authorial Meaning," Carrc I (796$,769-1a1
l'IiJnd.,774.

1'tbid.,1741.
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on the final phrase, to which Beardsley denies an au tho rial will; but final
phrase and comic effect alike are fully intended by the Neru Yorker. It seems

clear, then, that Beardsley's first example has failed to illustrate "meaning"

without "authorial meaning."
Beardsley's second example:

When Hart Crane u/rote "Thy Nazarene and tender eyes," a Printer's
error transformed it into "Thy Nazarene and tinder eyes"; but Crane let

the accident version stand as better.s

No analysis is provided. The example is presumed to illustrate, self-

evidently, meaning without authorial meaning. But does it? Hardly. The

only reason why the second reading is not a mere misprint is that Crane "let
the accident version stand as better." It thus enter€d into the intended sense

of Crane's text.

Beardsley's third example is computer poetry:

While Iife reached evilly through empty faces

While space flowed slowly o'er idle bone

And stars flowed evilly on vast men

No passion smiled.

Here Beardsley anticipates the objection that "there is something like a

hovering 'authorial will,' expressed in the instructions of the programmer"

Quite right. Is the obiection answered by noticing that, whereas the

instructions were general, the poem "is a particular new composition of
words," and that "it has meaning, but nothing was meant by anyone"?as

Hardly. That there is "meaning" in this piffling twaddle is unmysterious:

the programmer used words, especially "poetic" words, saw to it that

they were used in accord with intelligible syntax, and even provided
line divisions. But, in accord with the Senerality of the instructions, the

meaning is suspended somewhere in the no-man's-land between langue

and. parole. Measured as parole, it is failed meaning. Confused and flat, the

computer product fails to meet the specification of real meaning without
real authorship. What Beardsley really needs is an exception to the principle

slbid., r75
{5lbid.,175
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of causality. The computer can hardly be credited with providing one. If one

were to add another ten or twelve lines of comPuter Poetry to these four,

the text would be still less meaningful. The theoretical issue, on the other

hand, would be that much clearer: the text imProves only in the measure in
which the programmer's instructions are controlling. Beardsley has done no

more than prove the undisputed Point that words and syntax ale elements

of meaning, and that the ratio of more or less "happy" combinations of

words will rise in accord with reduced randomness and fall in accord with
increased randomness. So much for the examples meant to make Beardsley's

first argument persuasive.

His second argument is that the meaning of a text can change after

its author has died. The probative instance is from Mark Akenside's mid-

eiBhteenth-century poem, "The Pleasures of Imagination," n, 3ll-313,

referring to "the Sovereign Spirit of the world":

Yet by immense benignity inclin'd
To spread about him that primeval ioy
Which filled himself, he rais'd his plastic arm . .

"Plastic arm," says Beardsley, has acquired a new meaning in the twentieth

century This "forces" us to distinguish between what these lines meant and

what they mean today.s
I would say, rather, that this forces us to look up "plastic" in the Oxford

English Dictionary inasmuch as the dominant twentieth-century sense is

evidently inappropriate here, yielding only interference, a jarring, irrelevant

comic effect. Beardsley's "proof" is thus counterProductive.

His third and last argument is that a text can have a meaning that

its author is not aware of. Hirsch had offered an example of this: a critic

points out to an author that he had emphasized an intended similarity by

a parallel construction. "How clever of me!" says the author, welcoming

the observation, but admitting that he had not previously adverted to the

rhetorical device.aT But Hirsch, as Beardsley pointed out, did not know how

to incorporate the example into his theory, and so dealt with it in terms

of distinctions tangentially relevant at best (meaning vs. subiect matter,

slbid., 175.
ivauity, p.21
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consciousness vs, self-consciousness).41r This, it seems to me, is of a piece

with Hirsch's overlooking or undervaluing the fundamental distinction
between intention and the textual realization of intention . Just as a hapless

poet may well fail to realize his intention textually, so a competent poet may
in some particular realize it better than he knew. This tells us a truth, if a

minor truth: the textual realization of intention sometimes involves effects
not specifically intended, and not all of them are bad. Beardsley and many
others think that it tells us a great and hermeneutical.ly seminal truth: the

text is simply autonomous vis-i-vis its author. But such a judgment is far

from exigent. It would take much more than Hirsch's example to prove

Beardsley's thesis, though Beardsley and the many who agree with him
seem to be invincibly unaware of this.ae

What emerges from this brief review of an unsatisfactory debate is,

first, Hirsch's failure to make the intended sense explicitly intrinsic to the

text. Hirsch might have successfully fielded all objections if he had defined

the obiect of interpretation as the sense that the author both intended and

managed to encode or express iII the text.

Second, Beardsley, the inventor (with William K. Wimsatt, Jr.) of "the
intentional fallacy," offers a not atypical critique of Hirsch. He understands
his refutations of Hirsch to be "conclusive." On examination, however, they
turn out to be ierry-built and easily dismantled.

Finally, out of the enormous influx of French and German theory into
North American literary criticism since the time of the debate on Hirsch's
Validity in Interpretation, we can offer no more than a comment, and that

on a tendency of rnany movements, but especially of the movement called

reader-reception theory. The quite unjustified break with the notion of "the

intended sense of the text" prepared the way for abandoning the age.old

idea epitomized in Max Weber's correlative tefins, Sinnsetzung (expression

of meaning) and Sinndeutung (interpretation of meaning) in favor of
Sinndeutung alone. The rise of reader-reception theory was accordingly no

surprise. If it is qualified, under alien influence, by an exaggerated view

s"Textual Meanin&" 176f .
$In the 1984 "Afterwotd" lo}:.is bnguage of Frctirl , 2d. ed. (l,ondon: Routledge & Kegan

Paul, 1966, 1984), David t odge rightly reje,cts on the basis of "practice," i.e., his own pnctice as
a novelist, the currently popular literary critical view of the text as "authorless." And he does
this, it should be noted, while considedng himself an anti-intentionalist "in the Wimsattian
s€nse." (ln fact, todge has attributed to Wimsatt and Beardsley his own better balanced and
more discriminating grasp and formulation of the issue of intention.)

Mrrnoo: lounul of lanergan Studies
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Aspects ol the Impact of the Historical Consciousness on lnterpretation

Interpretation is an effort to meet questions that have arisen about a text. The

questions that interPretation (as distinct from analysis and from critique)

seeks to answer are specifications of the general query, "What does the

flStill, there is a world of difference betwe€n the characteristic mentalities associated

with the two theories. For Joachim Jeremias, an outstanding s€eker after the intended s€nse

of the text, 'Gxegese ist Sache des Gehorsamst" DieAbodrflahl€worle fesu,3td. ed. (Gottingen:

Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1960), P. 6, whereas Stanley Fish, a ProPonent of reader_recePtion

theory, announces: "No longer is the critic the humble servant of texts . . . " (cited in Eri'oxfiter

65 0;ly-August, 19851, 21). Such lively proclamations of autonomy are commonPlace in the

literature of the movement.
5rwystan Hugh Auden cited this text, without, unhaPPily, providing refercnces '

of "intertextuality" and the denial of "reference" to extratextual realiry it
becomes manifestly indefensible. Normally, however, it takes the familiar
form of trying to convert the text's unknown meanings and references into
knowns. In particular cases, then, actual interpretation may turn out to differ
only marginally from application of the theory defended here.s

There is a sense in which the active correlative, Sinnsetzung, is a

constituent element of interpretation theory for it is necessarily implied
by the object of interpretation, that is, the intended sense of the text.

Nevertheless, there is an observation made by the ancients and sporadically

repeated across the centuries: unlike living speech, texts are helpless. They

"question" the reader only metaphorically. They cannot literally "enter into

dialogue" with the reader, calling attention, for example, to the earlier but
now forgotten passage, the significant but overlooked detail. No matter

how careful, the writer is finally at the mercy of the reader. The readership's

reading determines what actual impact a book is to have, what in fact it will
mean to the world.

Shall we conclude that the reader is king? Not exactly, for the reader is

still obliged to measure up to the text. So, there are two sides to the matter
On the one hand, "a book is a mirror," as G. C. Lichtenberg observed: "If an

ass peers into it, you can't expect an apostle to look out."sl On the other hand,

interpretation is a matter of finding a reader who can meet the challenge of

the text, a matter of sending a thief to catch a thief - and if the history of

modem exegesis tells us anything, it tells us over and over again that asses

do not catch apostles.
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text mean?" Still, one era's, and even one generation's, questions about the
text differ from another's. With few exceptions, nineteenth-century biblical
commentaries are painfully dated and unreadable today. The problem
is not so much that the resources - say, the philological resources - of the

interpreters are obsolete. Not infrequently they are richer than in average
exegesis today. The difficulty is rather that a shift in the focus of interest has

taken place. We are just not interested, for example, in what were once the

burning questions of liberal theology.

Over the past two hundred years there has hardly been a shift in
focus to compare with the rise of the historical consciousness. Philology
and history generated extraordinary new possibilities for biblical
interpretation. Their reduction to act has been a continuing triumph of
"historical-critical" interpretation especially of the Old Testament but
also quite markedly of the New. Deuteronomy has become, for the first
time in two millennia of Christian interpretation, the biblical book of
agape, par excellence. Owing to the analysis of new linguistic finds, texts

from the Psalms, from Job, from Qoheleth and other works, that had

been misunderstood for well over two millennia of guesswork sanctified
by tradition, now yielded a clear and solidly grounded original sense.

Lengthy, thematically unified passages such as Rom 9-lI, which through
almost the whole Christian era had been thoroughly and disastrously
misunderstood, were now recovered in their pristine passion and lucidity.
Dikaiosyne theou in Paul was no longer allowed to be misconceived on the
model of lhe justitia of Roman law. I pass over in Ciceronian silence the
revolution in textual emendation, lexicography, morphology and syntax,
analysis of genres and forms, chronology and geography.

We might pause, however, over the new possibility of a critical history
of traditions opened up by historical interpretation. Such interpretation
insists on the original sense of the text not only for its own sake but as a

condition and starting point of such history. Some have supposed that this
insistence on an original sense entails maximizing it as the only sense that
counts or at any rate as the truest or most significant sense. If that were
the case, the new possibility of the critical history of traditions would have
lost much of its point before getting underway. The exclusivist supposition,
howevel is mere bias and is happily separable ftom historical interpretation
itself (cf. thesis 2. r. 5). So far from stifling the pursuit of the text's history of
impact (Wirkungsgescricfire), historical interpretation makes possible an ever
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fuller, more exact and instructive, history of tradition. One need think only
of the studies of Isa 53 by Dalman, Billerbeck, Zimmerli, and feremias and

his students,s'? who collectively have traced the iourney of this text through
time, its formative influence on key texts in Zechariah, Daniel, and Wisdom,
on Synagogue traditions both Greek and Aramaic, on Christianity at its
birth, and on Judaism and Christianity respectively through the ages. This

hermeneutically rational inquiry has taken over a good part of the functions
of "multiple sense" theories from patristic and medieval times.

The idea of the intended sense is age-old, but, as the possibility of
retrieving it underwent fundamental transformation under the impact of a

historical consciousness in Europe, new resources and tools of inquiry came

into being that allowed the intended sense to be retrieved far more fully
and precisely than had previously been thought possible. While twentieth-

century theoreticians were making the "intended sense" an object of deep

suspicion-often misunderstanding it in the light of poor theory and worse

practiceon thepartofthosewhomadebiographicalresearch the interpretative

key to texts - twentieth-century practitioners have repeatedly succeeded

in recovering the intended sense of even quite short, self-contained texts.

Here, to be sure, the experts are not all of one mind. But I would propose

as representative examples of extraordinarily adroit recovery, over the past

fifty years or so, of short but charged New Testament texts the pre-Pauline

faith formulas in the Epistle to the Romans (e.g., 1:3f.;3:25f .;4:25;8:34;"10:9f .)

and the work of Karl Georg Kuhn,sr Joachim Jeremias,s and otherss5 on the

Our Father as word of Jesus and as diversely shaped liturgical text.

sout of the large number of works (brought together in numerous bibliographies on Isa 53-
e.8., that pi€pared by Joachim Jeremias for the arhcle "pais theou" i^ Theologicol Dictiotury of the

N..o Testornent v, pp.6Y456) I would signal the following: s. R. Driver and A. Neugebauet l/rs
Fifty-Thnd Chaptet of lsaiah Accoding to lhe faoish lnlerpretos l187cn, repr. New Yo*: KIAV
1969); Gustaf Dalman, "Der tpidende und der sterbende Messias der Synagoge im ersten
nachch stlichen Jahrtau*nd," Schiftm des Institutufi fudaicnm Berlin (1E86); Paul Billerbeck,
"Hat die alte Synagoge einen praetstenten Messias gekannt?" Nathaniel 21 (1905), 89-150;
Walther Zimmerli and Joachim leremias, The Seruafit of @,2d. ed. (London: SCM,195Z 1965);
Harold Hegermann,lesaia 53 ifi Hexapla, Tarqum urd Pes.hitf, (Giitersloh: Bertelsmann, 1954).

$KarI Georg Kuhn, A.h tzehngebet und Valetunser und der Reim (Tilblngen: Mohr, 1950).
qroachim 

Jeremias, 'The Lord's Prayer in the Light of Recent Research," t The Prayers ol
/esxs 0,ondon: sc M, 1974\, pp.82-107 lcerlJj.an original, 19621.

$R. E. Brown, "The Pater Noster as an Eschatological Prayer," in N..t Testnfieflt Essa:(6
(New York-Ramsay: Paulist,1 5),pp.217-253; Philip B. Hamer, Llde$tanding the Inrd's Praler
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1975).
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The exploits of historical-critical method have not, of course, preserved

biblical interpretation from perversity and trivialiry as Western society

and culture abandoned its religious and philosophic legacies. Biblical

interpreters were not exempt from these currents and biblical interpretation

from Spinoza to the present has often betrayed a crippling estrangement

from the biblical text. The methodical limits of historical interpretation
allowed it to be pressed into the service, first, of a religiously neutral,

then of an alienated and hostile, vantaSe point. As Screwtape explained to

Wormwood, "The Historical Point of View, put briefly, means that when a

learned man is presented with any statement in an ancient author, the one

question he never asks is whether it is true."ft Historical relativism, taken

in by the modem with his mother's milk, tended to make implicitly moot

the whole array of truth claims from the ancient world. Undiscriminating
religious critics thought that historical method was itself to blame for
this. More discerning spirits differentiated historical method from the

philosophic assumptions that were often gratuitously fused with it. DesPite

appearances, Enlightenment idmlogy has always been gratuitous, though

leading lights from Strauss through Troeltsch to Bultmann could not free

themselves from identifying selected aspects of this ideology with the

techniques that constituted historical method itself. The question today is

why anyone should willingly prolong this ever more evidently bankrupt
philosophic tradition.

For there are alternatives. Collingwood has long been read and admired,

but it has been too little noticed what a work of demolition and liberation

his ldea of History was.s7 On a still broader front, Lonergan has performed a

like task, tracing the collapse of the cult of necessity from the Renaissance

critique of Aristotle down to our own time. Mistaken philosophies can blend

with science, but, like the theories of early sociologists of religion such as

Tylor and Spencer, fanciful and wrongheaded opinions are finally exposed

and, once exposed, forgotten. Forgotten like the Euclidean structure

of space exorcised by Einstein and Minkowski, like the necessity that

ruled physical process up to quantum theory like the iron laws of
s'C. S.Lpwis,The Scrartape Letters afid ScrctDtary ProPosas a Toast $.r]ndon: Bles, 1966), P. 121.

anomaly: Collingwood's clear and coherent theory subverts in advance the thinking of roughly
hal-f the people who cite him favorably. An examPle: ]. M. Robinson, ANe.t Quest of the Hklotical

/ss s (London: SCM Press,1959).
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economics trumpeted on political platforms up to the depression of the

early thirties.s8

Gradually cleansed of ideological parasites, the procedures of historical

interpretation are today more than ever a peerless (though by no means the

exclusive) tool at the disposal of biblical scholarship. But they are rust a tool.

A tool is not to be blamed for its use in the pursuit of perverse or trivial
obiects. Tools can as well be made to function in the service of the drive to

truth as in that of overt or covert ideology or of the spell of trivia (fascinatio

nugacitatis).

In his treatment of interpretation as a functional specialty in thmlogy,

Lonergan has outlined the conditions of the possibility of interPretation

and has left the matter at that. "Anyone can . . . interPret," he says, and

"conversion is not a requisite."s'g But, of course, not anyone can interPret

well. To interpret well, and especially to interpret biblical literature well,

calls precisely for the authenticity that hinges on a manifold conversion.@

Once we pass beyond the conditions of the possibility of interPretation to

consider the conditions of the possibility of excellence in interpretation, the

main focus of hermeneutics shifts to the authenticity of the interPreter. Given

this authenticity, the clean beauty of the technical resources of historical-

critical interpretation has, in fact, often appeared and still appears and will,
no doubt, continue to appear.

This, as I remarked above, is not the exclusive tool of biblical

scholarship. It is suitably supplemented by other tools, such as structuralist

sBemard Lonergan, "Method: Trend and Variations," i^ A Thitd Colleclion: Papers by

Bemad I. F.lineryan, ed. F. E. Crowe (Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist, l9E5 ), PP.13-22, at P.20

"Melhod in Theology, p.268. ln "An Interview with Fr. Bemard Lonefgan ," Second Collection:

Papefi W Benard I. F. Ianel{afi, ed. W. F. l. Ryan and B. J. Tyrrell (London: Darton, Longman
& Todd,, 1974), p. 217, LonerSan makes it clear that the word "can" in the Phrase "anyone
can do research, interpretahon, historl/' stands for "is welcome to." The functional sPecialties

do not set up conditions of membership: everyone is welcome to try. But Lonergan does not
expect that all will do thes€ things well, for undifferentiated consciousness "6nds any message

from the worlds of theory of interiority, oI transcendence both alien and incomPrehensible"
(Method, p. 28n. Diversity in self-definition (cf. B. F Meyer, "On Self-Definition" in Ttle Eally
Christions:Their \\hrld Mission and Self-Disco.rery [Wilmington: Glazier, 1986] PP. 23-31) accounts
for why one person understands and welcomes a message hom the world of transcendence
whereas another misconstrues or ignor€s or despises it. The manilold "conversion" thehatized
by lrnergan is calculated to effect such changes in se[defnition as would oPen the subject

to the boundless sweep of the intelligible, the true, the real, the good, the beautiful, the holy.
osee B. F. Meyer, "Conversion and the Hermeneutics of Consent," E x Auditu | (1985),3646.
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interpretation.6r With the passage of time it will itself develop, and will
be diversely supplemented, in ways that we cannot foresee. But we are

concerned with the present. My intention is to say how the main resources

of the present might be made to serve the religious and theological needs of
the present. The precise context is the functional specialty "interpretation."
(I do not intend to treat the question of how this relates to the functional
specialty "communications.")

III. A Svxrxrsrs or ANrrocH ,q.No ALEXANDRTA

Some years ago, taking a cue ftom Newman's remarks on the ancient

schools of Antioch and Alexandria (Antioch, he said, was "the fountain of
primitive rationalism"62 and "the very metropolis of heresy,"6 in accord

with the principle that "there is no mystery in theology"s) I argued that
the issue on which Christian theologians fundamentally defined themselves

was whether salvation was a transcendent mystery (i.e., the kind of mystery
that came to be defined, following Philip the Chancellor in the thirteenth
century as "supernatural"). Those who said yes I called Alexandrines and

those who said no, Antiochenes. Among contemporary Antiochenes I took

Bultmann, then still living, to be/acile princeps.6

To Alexandrines the gospel is an invitation and initiation into the secret
(lo mysterion) that is Christ (see 1 Cor 2; Col7:24-29; Eph 1:3-10;3:1-13; cf. Rom

16:2 5f.). This description would satisfy most Antiochenes, as well, with the

proviso that it be understood in concrete human terms and, accordingly, that
all objectifications - incamation and expiation, redeemer and redemption, the

scheme of the future: parousia (1 Cor 15:23), the transformation of the living
and the resurrection of the dead (1 Cor 15:5of.), the final delivery of "the

reign" to God the Father (1 Cor 15:24)6 - be so resubiectified as at one stroke to

dispose of Christianity's mythical remnants and lay bare its existential thrust.

5'See John J. Collins, "The Meaning of Sacrifice: A Contrast of Methods," Biblical Resefich
22 09m,D-34.

eEssay on the Del'elo?ment ol Chtistiafi Doctrine, Ch. 4, *ct. 2, paft. 10 (Garden City:
Doubleday, 1960), p. 155.
$Ibid., Ch. 7,Sed. 4, patu. 5, p. 327.
6asee above, note 33.
68. F. Meyer, The Chutch in Three Tenses (Catden City: Doubleday, 1971), p. 171f.; cf. 151-154.
esee 

J. M. Robinson, "Hemeneutic Since Barth ," i^ The Nao Herrneneutic, ed. J. M. Robinson
and John C. Cobb (New York: F{arper and Row 19 ), pp. 31-33.
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In this proviso it was authenticity that was at stake: authentic proclamation,

authentic response, the authentic eistence (radical obedience symbolized by
the cross) into which the respondent stepped.

Authenticity, in fact, is the heart of the matter in both Antiochene and

Alexandrine worlds of discourse. Though both are intent on the twofold
authenticity of human subjectivity and of the Christian heritage, it would
be fair to say that whereas the contemporary Antiochene puts a premium

on what is authentically human, his Alexandrine counterpart puts it on

what is authentically Christian. In the millennium and a half prior to the rise

of the historical consciousness, these two ways of settling priorities could

find no resolution in a higher synthesis (thesis 4.5.2). Today, however, these

pivotal choices invite the question of whether we can find a third point of
vantage and field of vision in which one is no longer constrained to favor

one set of demands over the other. Such an ideal solution would impinge in

conspicuous fashion on the practice of interpretation. In Patristic Christianity
the concern for coherence stood behind the ancient Alexandrine's recourse

to allegorical interpretation; recoil from the arbitrary govemed the ancient

Antiochene's insistence on the letter of the text. This kind of tension has

persisted into modem times. Ronald Clement, for example, has recently
traced the laborious retreat, under pressure of commitment to the intended

sense of the text, from classic schemes of messianic prophecy and fulfillment
to the fall-back position of a generalized history of messianic hope.67

So there will be at least three elements in a theologically responsible

biblical hermeneutics: fust, the claims of the biblical text, that is, the primary
of its intended sense; second, the claims of human authenticiry that is,

Antiochene rejection of premature and artificial interpretative solutions;
third, the claims of Christian authenticiry that is, Alexandrine insistence on
the intelligibility and cohesiveness of salvation and of the scriptures that
attest it in hope and in celebration.

Antioch and Alexandria signal opposed hermeneutic faults. Thus,

"Antiochene" means not only the interpreter's commitment to the Iiteral
sense but also the rationalist's recoil from mystery. The historic Antio-
chened seized on the Alexandrine weak point, the recourse to exegetical

6TRonald Clement, "ldessianic Prophecy or Messianic History?" Horimns in Biblical Theology
| (1979\, 87-104.

6qon historic Antioch, I am rcferring, first of all, to a period from the midfouith to the mid-
6fth cmtury (and specifically to Diodore, who became bishop of Tarsus in 378; to Theodore, who
became bishop of Mopsuestia in 392; and to Nestorius, who t ecame bishop of Constantinople
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artifice in affirming the mystery of salvation. So far, so good; but in the

face of New Testament texts, the Antiochene style in any age is slated for
failure. The text is an initiation into mystery Rationalism is a recoil from
mystery. The fatal flaw in Antiochene exegesis has been a resultant flight
from unwanted meaning.

This is what made hermeneutics so important in Bultmannianism.
Its task was to iustify the flight from the intended sense whenever the

text called for belief in what "we cannot sincerely consider true."6e To

Bultmann mystery was contradiction. The New Testament did indeed

intend a mystery to the will (the contradiction of appetite). At the deepest

level of its intending, however, it did not intend a mystery to the mind (the

contradiction of intelligibility). "The deepest level of intending" posited

a duality in intending: the surface level of the text attested an ostensible

intending; its deep level, an authentic intending. For example, in I Cor 15,

Paul did and did not intend "a history of final things."7o The result was a

rupture between the act of meaning and its consciously produced internal

term, namely, what is meant.

At one level the Bultmannian interpreter was aware that in I Cor 15:21-

28 "a history of final things" was precisely what was meant. But besides

being unacceptable in itself, this failed to correspond to the interpreter's

hard-won understanding of what was most genuinely Pauline. How could

Paul have been so unPauline and anti-Pauline? This kind of question has

tortured dogma-free exegesis in Germany for over a hundred years.Tr The

only real breakthrough answer has been that of Bultmann, who had recourse

here to cognitional theory Experience engendered expressive s)rynbols;

meaning was this act of expressing; and interpretation recovered the act of
meaning. The crucial point was that the recovery took place, not by fixing

attention on the objectified symbols generated by the act of cognition, but
rather by finding in one's own life the exPerience that generated them. The

in 42E); s€cond, to a tendency in interpretation (accent on the literal and historical, susPicion of
allegory); third, to a style of christological theorizing that was stronger on duality than on the

unity allowing a aomm uniatio idiot$t m in christological Predication. On historic Alexandria, I
am referring to the hadition that ran ftom Clement and Ggen through Athenasius to Clril, a

tradition quite at home with all ory inclined to put a high Premium on mystery and esPecially

to champion a high christolo8y against the "insPired man" christology of Antioch
BBultmann, /es!s Christ and Mytholosy (New York: Scribner, 1958), P. 17-

msee note 66 above for rcference to Bultmann's view.
TrFor a particular instance, see my "Dd Paul's View of the Resurrection of the Dead

Undergo Developmenl?" i^Theological Studies 41 AgaO, 3-387.
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interpretative question, then, was not "What did Paul's symbols symbolize?"
"What did it mean that all died by solidarity with Adam and would be

brought to life again by solidarity with Christ, thatChrist must reign until all
enemies will have been put under his feet, but that once this had happened,

he would turn over the reign to his Father?" The controlling question, rather,

was "What was the vital drive and experience that engendered this set of
extravagant symbols?" Thus, the authentic, undogmatic, existential Paul

comes into view - but at the price of the exegete's having deconstructed the

correspondence between meaning and meant.7'z

Alexandrine exegetes and theologians, by definition committed to the

mystelium salrtis, interpret the Christian heritage in transcendent terms.

But there is also a hermeneutic fault that is specifically Alexandrine. It,
too, is a selective flight from the intended sense of the text, but for reasons

diametrically opposed to those of the Antiochene. For the Alexandrine is

tender-minded. In the name of theological postulates, for example, the

internal unity of divine revelation, he is self-blinded to concrete problems

and tempted to affirm premature, unverifiable, hermeneutic harmonies.

There is no need to rehearse grossly uncritical instances of the Alexandrine
syndrome. A refined example, one of many, is the stout refusal of many

a New Testament scholar to acknowledge that the scheme of the future
supposed by Iesus corresponds to none of the eschatological schemes

proposed in early Christianity.u The kind of rourded unity and coherence

that the Alexandrine formerly affirmed in the guise of interpretation

rcbjectification is an aspect of intentionality, i.e., of acts of meaning. We objectify the
self by meaning the self and we obiectify the world by meaning the world. Of its nature this
meaning is rclated to a meant, and what is meant may or may not be so. The short-chcLriting
into which the pre-world War ll theorizing of Hans Jonas and Rudolf Bultmann fell was the
failure to acknowledge this inhnsic correspondence. Thus, what was meant by I Cor 15 was
not, according to Bultmann, a Schlussgeschichte (history of final things) - all that was mere
obiectification. What was meant was the pinning of all hope on commitment to the Christ of
faith. I have nothing against this thesis of hope, so far as it goes. But since meaning projects
a meant, since to posit a severing of this tie is to posit the impossible I would say that what
was meant by 1 Cor 15:21-28 was precisely a Schlussgeschichte, a scenario of post-historical
salvation, Chrisfs triumph over the last enemy, death, and the rcalization of the reign of God in
its fullness; and I would connect Paul's passionate expression of hope with this same scenario..

rcn the altogether distinctive esahatological scenario of Jesus (recovered by bdlliant
detective work in C. H.Dodd's Parabl* of the (irgdorr [London: Nisb€t, 19351 and brought toto
the high polish of precise formulation in an essay of Joachim Ieremias [Theologisch. Blotter 20
(194'll col. 27G2221), ee R. F. MeyeL The Ains of /es!s (London: SCM Pt6s, 1979) , pp. 202-2C9.

Though the work of Dodd and leremias has not been refuted, neither has it been accepted. One
cannot help suspechng that the explanation lies in a simple recoil of contemporary s(holars
from unwanted meaning.
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must now be reconceived as an obiect of anticipation likely at best to 6rrd

Iaborious, discontinuous, piecemeal verification. This sober sense of limits
clips the wings of Alexandrine "interpretation." Such is the indispensable

contemporary transposition from triumphant exegesis to the explicit
recognition that the exegetical task is perennially unfinished and that there

are exegetical problems either permanently or at least currently irresolvable.

Where once the Alexandrine had recourse to interPretative artifice and

skilled evasion, his contemporary successor will incorporate into his results

the products of docta ignorantia; embarrassingly numerous instances of
acknowledged uncertainty and impasse.

It seems to me important that the task envisaged here be differentiated,

on the one hand, from interpretation in the context of the secular universiry
where biblical literature is treated under the heading of the history of
religions, and, on the other hand, from interpretation as a "communications"

task in the church.As a functional specialty in theology; interpretation cannot

simply abstract from such questions and proiects as biblical theology and the

correlation of the Old and New Testaments. To that extent, the characteristic

foci of interest in modem secular history of religions do not quite measure

up to the challenge of interpretation as a functional specialty in theology.

That is, by comparison with the quite distinct interests, ethos, and practice

in contemporary history of religions, interpretation as functional specialty

is a kind of kirchliche Schriftauslegung (ecclesial interpretation of scripture),

but it is very different indeed from the kirchliche Schrit'tauslegung recently

proposed by Heinz Schtirmann.To

Schiirmann, who does not distinguish between interpretation as a

functional specialty in theology and interpretation as an immediate resource

for preacher and catechist, urges a kirchliche Schriltauslegan g in what I would
call the Alexandrine mode. The categories of Old Testament prophery and

New Testament fulfillment are boldly rehabilitated in the Iight of "faith." As

elements of "scripture," all individual affirmations are "dehistoricized" and

transposed to the "time of the Church," "relatltzed" by being connected at

once to the "cente/' of scripture and to its total ambit, and "actualized" to
apply to the present. The New Testament is conceived on the model of an

ellipse with two poles: the kerygma of the resurrection of Jesus and Jesus'
proclamation of the advent of the reign of his Father. Each makes the other

90

TaHeinz Schiirmann, "Thesen zur kirchlichen Schriftauslegung," Thcologie und Cloube 72
(1982),33of.
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intelligible, and the result is avoidance both of a pure kerygma theology and

a pure jesus theology.
My purpose in evoking the tenor of Schiirmann's proposals is not to

contest particular points in the context of "communications" (though I
find much here that calls for further discussion). It is simply to clarify, by
contrast with "communications," the traits of interpretation as a functional
specialty in theology. Here, ideally, the interpreter sublates and synthesizes

Antioch (as precise a retrieval as possible of the intended sense of texts) and

Alexandria (as deft as retrieval as possible of the text's depth-dimension
and salvation-historical context; see thesis 4.5.1). Interpretation conceived

in these terms does not do everything. It does not trace or evaluate the

canonization of the scriptures; it does not offer a theory of inspiration; it
does not present a ready-made resource for preacher and catechist. It does

not try to do all theology, but limits itself to the single question "What is the

intended sense of the text?"
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I f oDERN Pnorrsranvr rHEol-ocy may be broadly construed as the

\ fl .".rtt of the heritage of the Reformation conJronting modern

I Y Ir.i"ntific rationalis#, which is the heritage of the EnliBhtenment.

This confrontation ultimately meant that Christianity could no longer

assume a common starting point for theological reflection and development
in the shared beliefs of ordinary citizens or the leamed. Thus modern
Protestantism faced a problem at the beginning ofany theological statement.

What is the ground of any such theology?'
As reformers they could not affirm that church tradition was a

trustworthy foundation for thmlogy. They all believed that sometime in
the Middle Ages the Christian church had gone seriously astray. Thus,

tradition could not be relied on to teach theological truth.'?Secondly, modern

Protestantism took from the reformers a hostility to the marriage of faith and

reason, a marriage that Catholics cherish. Luther, for example, asserted that
Aristotle taught blasphemy.3

Unable to trust the tradition of the church and hostile to the comin8
together of faith and reason exemplified in the concept of transubstantiation,
Calvin claimed that the belief in the "real presence" was created in the

Middle Ages by devious priests under the influence of Satan.a

'Compare with Diarmid McCullough, Ihe R4ormation: A History (I-,ondon: Pmguin, 2004);

Charles Taylor, A Seculal Age (Cambridge, MA: Ha rvard University Press, 2004. For a masterful
treatment of the effects of the Reformation see Brad Cregory The Unintmded Reformalion
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,2012). Also valuable is E. A. B:.JItl, The MetaphFical
Foundations of Modern s.,'sflce (t ndon: Keegan Paul, '1924).

zMartin Luthet Ths Babulonian Captioitv of the Cfiurch, ed. Erik Hermann and Paul Robinson
(Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Fortress, 2016).

rMartin Luther, 7o fie Nobilit! of the Gerrnan Nafion, ed. James Estes and Timothy WenSert
(Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Fortress. 2016).

a]ohn Calvin, Irstif fes of the Christian ReliSror,, trans. Ford Lewis Baftles ehiladelphia:

@ 2017 Richard Sherlock
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Reformation Protestantism's hostility to the coming together of faith
and reason, and its claim of a breakdown in then the tradition of the church,

left a large gap in the foundation of Christian theology. For the reformers,

what filled this gap was the absolute commitment to the infallibility of
scripture. All Christians shared the conviction that scripture was God's sure

word to humaniry But the reformers were literalists. Scripture was open

to any reader and did not require philosophical or theological training to

understand it.sIn the -1978 "Chicago Statement on Biblical Inerrancy" over
three hundred conservative Protestants called this "total biblical inerranry."

Genesis, for example, tells the story of creation, especially its order and

time frame plainly. No one needs the rich commentary of St. Augustine with
its roots in Platonism. Because natural law in any form relies on reason, the
reformers rejected it. Calvin, for example, teaches that moral truth can only
be known irr the context of Christ's redemption.6

Fundamentally, the reformers claimed that scripture was more than
merely inspired by God. It was the inerrant word of God. In this framework,
scripture was sometimes held to be actually "dictated" by God to the

writer. Calvin gives a clear presentation of this view in his commentary on

Jeremiah 36:4-6:

Here the prophet declares that he dictated to Baruch, a servant of God,

what he had previously taught. But there is no doubt that God suggested

to the prophet what might have been effaced from his memory; for not

all things which we have formerly said always occur to us; therefore the

greater part of so many words must have escaped the prophet had not
God dictated them again to him. Jeremiah, then, stood between God and

Baruch, for God, by his Spirit, presided over and guided the mind and

the tongue of the prophet. Now the prophet, the Spirit being his guide

and teacher, recited what God had commanded . . . . We see hence that
he did not dictate according to his own will what came to his mind, but
that God suggested, whatever he wished to be rvritten by Baruch.7

westminster/John Knox, 1960), book II, chap. 17.

rFor analysis and background on biblical inefianry, see Norman Ceis]er and Mlliam
Reach, D4ending Inenancy (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2012); John woodbridge,
Biblical lnerrancy lGrand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Press, 20'15).

6Ralph Hancock, Caiz,in and the Foundalions of Moden Politics (lthaca, M: Comell University
Press, 1989); Georges d e laGarde, Recherches sur Esprit Politique de la Reforme (Pais: Plon,1926).

John Calvin, "Commentary on Jeremiah 36:44," r The Commmtaries of lohn Caktin,46
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There is a serious debate about whether this dictation framework is Calvin's
final word on the insptation of scripture. This cannot be discussed here. My
only point with this quote was to show how strictly the reformers took the

idea of scriptural inerrancy.s

This way of looking at scripture to fill the gap resulting from giving up
reason and tradition came up against modern science in the Enlightenment,

the nineteenth century and the twentieth century The first approach of
many Protestant churches and members was to deny the truths claimed by
modern science. For example, a literalist biblical chronology showed that

the earth was only a few thousand years old. As such, the geological science

that showed otherwise must be wrong. Calculations that show that there is

not enough water to cover the whole earth must be mistaken because the

biblical story of the flood claims differently.'g

The fundamentalist response to the challenge of modern science denied

science. This tradition I shall not treat here. The altemative was to affirm
modern science and "reconstruct" Christian theology such that the resulting
"theology" could not conllict with any modern science.

Broadly, modern science presented itself as a better way of understandhg
nature without the influence of classical metaphysics or Christian theology.

Baconian science held that it was a waste of resources to try to have a com-

prehensive understanding of nature involving Aristode's four causes. AII that

was required were efficient cause, that is, how something was made, and ma-

terial cause, that is, u/hat it was made of. Formal and, especially, final cause

were useless for the mastery of the world that modern science promised.ro

vols. Gdinburgh: The Calvin Translation Sociery 1E43-1855), vol.39:118.
3E. A. Dowey, The Kfiouledge ol Cod in CalDin's TheoloSy (New York: Columbia University

Press, 1952); Henk van d,en Bell, The Authotity ol S.lipfute in Riofined Theolory O€ideft Bill,
2006); T. H. Parket Caloin: l troducliofi to His ft?olo8y ehihdelphia: Westminster/John Knox
Press, 19r; John Munay, C.aloin on Scipture afid Diofue Authority (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Academic, 1978); Iohn Thompson, "Calvin as a Biblical Interpreter," in Donald McKim, ed.
Canbridge Comqniofi to Crloir, (lrndon: Cambnd9e, 2c04), 5v74.

lohn C. Greene, The Death of Adan (Iowa City: UniveNity of Iowa PEss, 1961); David
Montgomery lhe Rock Don'f a,e (New York: w.w. Norton, 2012); Neal Cill€spie, Chotles Danoi/t
snd lhe Problem of Cr@tro, (Chicago, IL: Univercity of Chicago Press, 1982); Roberl M. Hazen,
The Slory ol Ea h (New York Penguin,2013); Ronald Numbers, The C/eatirnists (New York:
Knopt 1992); Peter H ar'jfrl,n, The Bible, Pntestanlism, ond the Risc of Natuml Science (Lo do l

Cambridge University Press, 1998).

roFrancis Bamn, The Na, Organon, ed. Lisa Jardine and Michael Silverthome (London:

CambridSe Unive6ity Press, 2000); for a competent analysis see Paolo Rossi, F/arcis Baconi

Fron Magic to Science (London: Taylor and Francis, 1978).
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Moreover, to understand creation a knowledge of or even belief in a

creator was unnecessary and even wrong. To understand DNA you need

biochemistry. No knowledge of the creator, if there was one, is needed.

By the materialist terms of the Enlightenment, any theology that
makes essential claims in conflict with the Enlightenment must be seen as

irrational. Protestant thinkers who wanted to meet this challenge directly
had to develop a thmlogy that was immune to this conflict. For this task,

they turned theology into a study of how Christ appears to the subiect, that
is, the believer in the pew.

After both the reformers and much of the Enlightenment, especially Kant,
pronounced the irrelevance and impossibility of a metaphysics that engaged

the external world, a world including God, theologians turned to u/hat the

late Gordon Kauffman, one of its most distinguished recent representatives

termed "the available God, "that is, the God that modern man can believe in.

Since Kant, especially, argued that the actual, mind-independent world can

never be known; we are left with the world that we experience.rr

The theological import of this position is obvious. If we cannot know
the actual Christ as presented, for example, in the Nicene Creed or by the

tradition, we must rely on a concept of Christ tailored to us. Of course, this
conforms Christ to us, not as Christianity has generally held, conforming
persons to Christ through grace.

I believe that, in a vastly oversimplified manner, we can identify four
versions of the modern Protestant turn to the subiective as the grounding for
a new Protestant thmlogy.

FssrrNc

Immanuel Kant died in 1804. Five years before his death a 31-year-old
pastor published a seminal work that disputed the Enlightenment critique
of religion of which Kant was the summation. The work was titled Reder

iiber die Religion (On Religion: Speeches to lts Cultured Despisers). The 31-year-

old author was Friedrich Schleiermacher.12

Schleiermacher did not dispute the Enlightenment reiection of religion
in general, or Christianity in particular, on grounds that the Enlightenment

ltGordon Kauffman, God the Problem (Cambridge: Harvard University I'ress, 1972).
uFriedrich Schleiermacher, Ofi Religiofi: Speeches to the Cultured Aitofig lls Despisers, fiais.

Richald Crouter (New York S.ribnels, 1964).
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would find reasonable. He did not provide a new argument for the existence

of God, or for the truth of the Christian faith. Rather, he argued, that the

very rationalism regarding religion advanced by, for example, Leibniz or
Aquinas, and disputed by Hume and Kant, was an erroneous starting Point.

On this view, religion in general and Christianity in particular, is not

a rationally grounded enterprise, employing the tools of philosophy and

modem science in defense of the belief in God. Monotheistic religion should

not employ arguments such as versions of the cosmological argument or the

design argument of watch and watchmaker fame, even as this argument has

been amplified by modern science.r3

Nor is Christianity aided by the traditional arguments about the reality

of, and witnesses to, the resurrection, such as St. Paul's claim about five

hundred witnesses in First Corinthians 15. Another favorite "Proof,"

especially among British divines, was the argument from miracles. Only a

God can perform miracles, for example, calming the sea, healing the sick,

raising Lazarus from the dead. Since Jesus did all of these things, he must

be divine. All of these sorts of arguments or others were also irrelevant or
even worse since they assumed that the truth of Christianity was rooted in
rational proofs.la

Christianity is not, fundamentally, a set of beliefs that can be defended,

articulated, or developed with the tools of reason. Rather, religion is a certain

sort of feeling. In contemporary language it is a "right brain," not a "left

brain," phenomenon. In brief, religion is a special sort of feelhg of absolute

dependence on the divine or the transcendent.

On Religion has five sections. Schleiermacher calls them "speeches." We

would call them chapters. Only two of the speeches are relevant here. In the

second of the five speeches Schleiermacher describes the "essencd' of religion

In order to take possession of its own domain, religion renounces,

herewith, all claims to whatever belongs to those others and gives

back everything that has been forced upon it. It does not wish to

determine and explain the universe according to its nature as does

metaphysics.It does not desire to continue theuniverse's development
t3For background s€e B . A. Ceris}r., A Prince of the Church: schleieinachet and the Begiflfiings

ol Moden Theolory (Philadelphia: Westminster John Knox Prcss, l9E4); tuchard R. Neibuht
Schleiermachet otl Chtist and Relrgion (New York ScribneE, '1964).

r{For an overview see Robe Bums, Tte Great Dehte on Mtacles ftom los€Ph Glafioille to

Daoid Hunte (Totunto: Associated University Prcsses, 1981).
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and perfect it by the power of freedom and the divine free choice of
a human being, as does morals. Religion's essence is neither thinking
nor acting, but intuition and feeling. It wishes to intuit the universe,
wishes devoutly to overhear the universe's own interpretations and
actions, longs to be grasped and filled by the universe's immediate
influences in childlike passivity.rs

In speech five, Schleiermacher begins his defense of Christianity as the

superior religion. 'The original intuition of Christianity is more glorious,
sublime, more worthy of adult humality, more deeply penetrating into the

spirit of systematic religion and extending farther over the whole universe"
than any other religion. Schleiermacher argues that the fust Christiars were

not philosophers or scientists who kusted too much in their own leaming.
Rather they were those whose "God consciousness" was as strong as

anyone's could be.]6

[-ater, when he was professor of theology at the University of Berlin,
he published his comprehensive thmlogical statement, The Christian Faith.

Here, he treats Christ extensively. The result is that Christ is the person with
the perfect "God consciousness" or feeling of absolute dependence on God.

He is our redeemer because he embodies or shows us the perfect dependence

on God that frees us from the ways of the world.l7
Schieiermacher is the first, but certainly not the last, major thinker who

avoided contesting the Enlightenment critique of religion with rational
argument. There are no rational arguments in his work because Christianity
is not a set of rationally defensible beliefs. Christian theology had no stake

arguments for the existence of God, the concept of immaterial substance,

or the idea of a "hy,postatic union" which is essential in understanding the
Chalcedonian formula of Christ as both fully human and fully divine.

Christianity is not understood as grounded in scripture nor in a coming
together of scripture and classical philosophy. Rather, it is grounded in the
perfect "God consciousness" Jesus. To become and grow as a Christian is to
develop one's absolute dependence on God.

Itschleiermacher, O,, Reli8ion,101.
rqschleiermacher, O,1 Religion, 213.
rTriedrich Schleiermacher, The Christian Faifh, trans. H. R. Mackintosh and J. S. Stewart

(Edinburgh: T & T. Clark, 1928).
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MoRAL TEACHER

Beginning in the middle of the nineteenth century a number of thinkers

started to emphasize the moral core of Christianity, almost to the exclusion

of any other element of the Christian faith. The first imPortant thinker

associated with this move of defending Christianity via ethics was the

Lutheran theologian Albrecht Ritschl, who was the most important

Protestant theologian in the last half of the nineteenth centuryrs

Like Schleiermacher, Ritschl reiects patristic, medieval, and scholastic

theology. He agrees with Kant that metaphysics, either of the Patristic,
platonic sort or scholastic Aristotelianism, is no longer possible. ln his

work, Ritschl borrows heavily ftom the late nineteenth-century German

idealist Hermann Lotze in his claim that all knowledge, including that from

perception, is "value conditioned" or "value laden."r'g With this framework

as a starting point, Ritschl sees theological beliefs as always having a moral

component. Thus, for him, theology is not merely connected to or a ground

for morality. Theology is morality.
For Ritschl, the core theological claim is the statement in I John 4:8 that

"Cod is love." And the purpose ofGod's love for us is the moral organization

of humanity in the Kingdom ofGod, that is, the church. Faith does not know,

and does not need to know God in the context of the traditional "omni"
attributes, the trinitarian understanding of Nicaea, or the Christological

settlement of Chalcedon. "Faith knows God in his active relation to the

Kingdom, the Church, not as something to be analyzed."2o

Ritschl's conviction that the belief that "God is love" is the basis of a

Christian theology that puts morality at the center of a proPer statement of
Christian faith. From the point of view of the tradition this is not entirely

wrong. It is, however, incomplete. Unless we antecedently know that

Christ is Divine, then why should his moral teaching be preferred over,

say, Kant's or Mill's? Though his theology is seriously defective, Ritschl did

'3Albrecht Ritschl, The Christian Doctrine of lustifcrtion and Reconcilialion, trans. H. R.

Mackintosh and A. B. Macauley (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, f900); D. L. M,ueller, An Inlroducliotl
to the Theology of Albtechf Rils.ll (Philadelphia: Westminstet 1969); Darrel ]odock, Rits.rl ir!

Ref/ospe.t (Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg, 1995); James Richmond, Ritschl: A Reaapraisal (l-a.ndo i

Collins,1978).
t"Friedrich Beiset Irf? Gennan ldealism:Trendelenburgand lrtzc (Lo don: Oxford University

Press, 2013); William Woodward, Hennann Lolze: An Intellectual Birgrrphy (London: Oxford
University Press, 2015).

'?oRitschl, TIre Cltrisfian Doctrine of lustifcitiofi and Reconciliotiorl,24T.
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mark a turning point in modern theology by focusing on morality as the

foundation of Christianity. One fundamental problem for those who saw

Christianity in almost wholly moral terms was this: Why is Christianity
the superior religion? The idea that God is fundamentally lovirrg, merciful,
compassionate, and forgiving is found all through the Old Testament,

especially the Psalms. Why not be Jewish?
The fundamental problem of why Christianity was the superior religion

was "answered" in moral terms by Wilhelm Hermann in a 1901 work,
Efftik. This work is the most powerful statement of the connection between

Christianity and morality. Hermann agrees with nineteenth-century

Protestant thought in reiecting complexities of patristic and medieval
thmlogy. This much is a given.

His importance is that unlike Ritschl, who starts with a revealed claim
about God, Hermann starts with Kant. Liberals had often started with the

conviction of Christ as a supreme moral teacher or exemplar and then

viewed human moral systems in that light. Hermann reverses the direction.

For him the essence of true morality is found in the first version of the

categorical imperative as developed in the Groundwork and the second

critique. Whether this fully represents all of Kant's later moral philosophy is

a matter of debate that is not relevant here. What Hermann took from Kant

was the categorical imperative.2t

For Hermann, Christianity was true because the central moral principle
of the New Testament was, in his view the "golden ruIe," one statement of
which is in Matthew 7:12: "in everything, therefore, treat people the same way
you want them to treat you, for this sums up the law and the prophets." For

him the golden rule was another way of stating the categorical imPerative.

Hermann's move from Kant to Christ, however, entails a selective reading of
the New Testament and a very human, and only human, Christ.z

Whether the golden rule and the categorical imperative are equivalent

or merely similar is a much-debated question that we are not discussing

here. They are both purely formal and avoid any view of the human good,

such as presented in the gospels. Nor does this view say much about the

church. The church is only valuable insofar as it remains the bearer of the

moral proclamation of Jesus.a

"Wilhelm Hermann, Elhik (Tubingen: .|.8.C. Mohr, 1901).

2All biblical quotes are from the New American Bible.
2rHarry Censler SJ, Eth ics and the Colden Rule (New York Routledgg 2013); I. Waftles, Ifte
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It is knowledge of God that makes the sphere of divine sonship. It is
in this knowledge that he came to know the sacred being that rules

heaven and earth as father, as his father. The consciousness which he

possessed ofbeing the Son ofGod, therefore, is nothingbut the practical

consequence of knowing God as the father, and as his father. Rightly
understood the name son means nothing but the knowledge of God.']5

Golde, Rt,lle (London: Oxford University Prcss, 1966).

'?rAdolf Hamack, what Is Chistianity?, fians Thomas Saunders (New York Harper, 1957).

Alm see Hamack's magisterial seven volume Hbtory ol Dogfia, ttans. Neil Buchanan, Amazon
ebook; For a study of Hamack, see Adoll Hamack: Liberul Theology at lts H.ight, ed. Martin
Rumsahiedt (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Prcss, 1991); also see the magisterial overview of
the period in Garry DorieL Kafititn Reosofi and Hegelian Spitit: The ldealistic Logic of Modetn
Theology g.olndo : wley-Blackwell, 2013).

rHamack, Wraf Is Cftristknity? , 12a.
aAloys Grillmeier, SJ, Chtist in the Chtistian Tradition: From the Arytolic Age to tha Council of

Clalcedon, trans. John Bowden (Philadelphia: Westminster rohn Knox tuess, 1975).

At the same timethat Hermann was reducing the substanceof Christianity
to the moral teaching of Kant, and Jesus to a moral teacher, of kantianism,
the most well-known theologian in Germany was making much the same

claim for Jesus as a supreme moral teacher. In the winter of 1899-1900, Adolf
Harnack, professor of theology at the University of Berlin, gave a series of
lectures that were published under the title Dqs Wsen des Christentiums. They
were translated into English under the title IMut Is Christianity?24

Though written in an appealing rhetorical and non-technical manner,

a close reading shows that Harnack has given up most of the tradition
held sacred by the patristic, medieval, and reformation church. One telling
example is his discussion of Jesus' claim that he is the "son of God."

Read even modestly closely this passage omits most of the central teaching

of classical theology. Iesus is the Son of Cod because he has the right "God

consciousness," that is, the right knowledge or awareness of God. There is

no mention of Christ being "consubstantial" with the Father, that is, having

the same divine substance with the Father, as declared at Nicaea. Nor is

there any reference to ]esus being fully human and fully divine in hypostatic
union as proclaimed in the formula of the Council of Chalcedon in 451.'?0

Since traditional philosophical and theological beliefs are not essential to
Christianity, what then is its core? "In the combination of these ideas - God
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the father, providence, the position of men as God's children, the infinite
value of the human soul - the gospel is expressed." Of course, our being

"children of God" must be only in the "God consciousness" sense in which

Jesus saw himself as the "son of God."'?7

In Harnack's view Jesus is the supreme moral teacher or exemplar of
"higher righteousness." On this connection between religion and morality
he writes, "religion may be called the soul of morality and morality the

body of religion." What then is this "higher" morality? This "righteousness"

can fundamentally be reduced to one word, "love." "What he freed from
its connection with self-seeking and ritual elements and recognized as the

moral principle he reduces to one root and to one motive. He knows of no

other, and love itself whether it takes the form of love of one's neighbor, or
the enemy, or love of the Samaritan, is one kind only." We might note that

these are all love of other human beings. What he omits in this list is the love

that Christ puts first, love of God.T

The substantive deficiencies of the tradition of Ritschl, Hermann, and

Hamack are serious. At least Ritschl and Hamack, though, believed that

the synoptic gospels gave an accurate account of the message of fesus from

which we could recover a Christian "theology'' that could be fully accepted

by modem men and women. Most of these "moralists," Harnack, especially,

dismissed the Gospel of John as having anything to do with the historical

]esus, because the metaphysical pre-existent "logos" of ]ohn I:1-18 required

a theology of the divine, the Trinity, and the incarnation that could not really

be accepted in modernity. The synoptic gospels, however, did present a

more human |esus from which a moral core of truth could be extracted.'?e

Grscnrcmr ulo Hr LsGEscHtcHTE

Harnack's expertise was church history and the history of dogma, not

systematic or philosophical theology. One of his students became the most

important Protestant theologian of the twentieth century: Karl Barth. Every

theologian of the last century Catholic or Protestant, had to take account of

him. For Catholics this was especially true of thinkers like Rahner and von

-Har ack, What Is Christianity? ,68.
aHarnack, What Is Christianity? ,72.

'Harjnack, What Is Chistianity? ,19.
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Balthasar who shared with Barth the rerection of classical metaphysics as

helpful for theology.3o

Bom in Basel, Switzerland, Barth was the son of Basel theologian Fritz
Barth. His original training was under Hermann and especially Harnack,
who was his mentor. He was also deeply influenced by the other Basel

theologian Franz Overbeck, who was a deep metaphysical skeptic.3l

Barth's importance is not that he carried on the liberal moralism of his

teacher Hamack. Rather, he came to be its fiercest critic, while still being

rooted in the Protestant critique of reason and the Enlightenment reiection

of classical metaphysics.

Barth's light bulb moment came in the midst of World War I. In 1914, his

teacher, Harnack, and many other prominent German intellectuals, signed a

Manifesto of the Ninety Three German Intellectuals to the Ciailized Wrld, which
explicitly supported Cerman war aims.3'?

For Barth, this put Christian theologians in support of an earthly war
for earthly goals. In a deep way this was putting Christianity on the side of
Augustine's city of man, not the city of God. Unlike Catholicism, however,

where a serious iust war theory might offer support for war to save and

protect helpless innocents, Protestants must look to scripture for support.
Thus, unless they were pacifists, they had few resources aside from cultural
and national pride to judge that one side of the war was just or un ust.

In 1919 Barth's critique was published, as The Epistle to the Romans. This
work is not a technical commentary like the volumes of the Anchor Bible.

Rather it uses the text of St. Paul's Letter to the Romans as a starting Point
for making a serious theological statement. In this, his work is much like

Calvin's commentaries. Like Barth's work, Calvin's commentaries are not

technical, scholarly works. They are vehicles for Calvin to develop his own

theology and connect it, however tenuously, to the biblical text.33

aB. M. G. Reardon, Lr'beral Protestafltisn (Pato Alto, CA: Stanford University Press, 1968);

B. M. C Reardory RsliSious Tho ght in the Nheteenth Cmtury (t ndon: Cambridge University
Press,197E).

rrlohn Webstet ed. CanbridSe Cornrynion ro Bartil (London: Cambridge Univelsity Press,

20OO); Kenneth Oakes , Reading Kai Barth (Eugene, OR: Cascade Books, 2011); G W. Bromil,
hrtroduclion to flgTheology of Ia Barthlcra\d RaPids, MI: Eerdmanns, 1979); Thomas'Ibrrance,
Kart Barth: Biblical and Eoangelical Theowian (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1990). For Placing Barth

and Bultmann in their context, see John Macquarrie, Tuetllielh-Centrry Reli|ious ThouSht

(Edinbulgh: T & TClark,2002).
]2uafiinHenry, Franz ooobeck: Theologian? (Bern: Peter Lan8, 1995).

3rManifesto of the Ninely Thtee ( At Wkipdrdia.Oryl llwikilManilesto -ofJhe Ninety Thfte) .
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Barth used an analysis of Romans to develop his own powerful critique
of thmlogical liberalism. His main point was that the God who is revealed
on the cross pronounces a judgment against any attempt to connect God
with any human politics, achievements, philosophies, or possessions. The
manifesto of the ninetythree intellectuals is a prime example of such a

move. Also a prime example is the work of one of Barth's teachers, Wilhelm
Hermann. As we have iust seen, Hermann tried to ,ustify the superiority of
Christianity by showing that Christian ethics, supposedly summed up in
the golden rule, mirrored the antecedently known greatest human moral
system: Kant's "categorical imperative."

What has been called the "culture-Protestantism" of the late nineteenth
century for example, Ritschl, Hamack, Hermann, Troeltsch, and others, was
fundamentally flawed because they confused the human with the divine,
time with eternity. Essentially they baptized the culture of the era.l

In this theology, "the Son of God" was "demoted" and the human
elevated beyond what Christians should ever believe. For Barth, the cross

pronounces a definitive rejection of any attempt to mix the human and
the divine. As Barth writes in the crucial preface to the much revised 1922

edition of The Epistle to the Roflans: "lf I have a system it is limited to a
recognition of what Kierkegaard called 'the infinite qualitative distinction'
between time and eternity and to my regarding this as possessing negative
as well as positive significance. God is in heaven and thou art on earth."35

Barth's critique of fin-de-siecle Protestant liberalism was devastating.
The liberals may have sounded Christian but at their core they tamed
Christianity of its theological and critical power to make it fit for the fashions
of the age.

If the thmlogical liberalism of the tradition in which Barth was trained
is deeply flawed, then what is to replace it? How can Protestant theology
be reconstructed such that it remains fully Christian and also avoids
fundamentalist literalism. Here the Ba rth oITht Epistle to the Romans only htnts
at a move that will become central in twentieth-century Protestant theology.

To see this move in a powerful instance let us consider one of the most
central claims of Christianity. I quote from the creed: "He died and was
buried and rose again on the third day in accordance with the scriptures.,,

vKarl Batth, The Epistle to the Ro,]uns, trans. Edwin Hoskyns (tondon: Oxford University
Press,1933).

rc€orge Rupp, C lture Protestantisn (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 198?.
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aBarlh, The Epistle to lhe Romans,70

The crucifixion itself poses no difficultiy for modern persons. Crucifixion
was the Roman way of dealing with troublemakers. Six hundred, for

example, were crucified after the Spartacus rebellion was crushed.

The idea of the resurrection is much more problematic for modernity.
At Romans 6:4 we read: "We too were buried with Christ through baptism
into death. So that rust as Christ \ /as raised from the dead by the glory of the

Fathet we too might live in newness of faith."
In reflecting on this passage Barth writes: "The future of the

resurrection . . . is a parable of our own etemity. But is it only a parable? We

have already seen that the raising of Jesus from the dead is not an event in
history elongated so as to still remain an event in the midst of other events.

The resurrection is the non-historical relating of the whole historical life of

Jesus to its origin in God. It follows, therefore, that the pressure of the power

of the resurrection, which of necessity involves a real walking in newness of
life cannot be an event among other events in my present, past, or future."tu
Carefully analyzed, what Barth is pointing to is that the resurrection should
not be understood as a normal historical event such as the death of Socrates,

the assassination of Julius Caesar, or the destruction of the second Jewish
Temple in 70 AD. It is something different than a normal event like these.

Barth is suggesting that the theological understanding of the significance

of the resurrection event is crucial to any proper understanding of it. For a

theologian this is certainly true. But isn't the event also just like a regular
event, for example, the assassination of Abraham Lincoln?

What Barth is suggesting here is a supposed distinction that has become

central in much of modern theology, especially, but not only, Protestant

theology. This is a distinction between what the Germans call Geschichte and

heilsgeschichte. Between what in English is called "history" and "salvation
history." History is what historians study. For example, is the empirical
evidence strong enough to confidently assert that Julius Caesar was

assassinated on March 15, ,14 Bc?

Salvation history is the province of the church. lt is history as proclaimed
in the Christian kerygma. If, for example, the resurrection is heilsgeschichte,

history as kerygma, then the question of it being an actual historical event
like the fall of Constantinople to the Ottoman Empire in 1465, it is rendered
largely irrelevant. History becomes theology. Mind-independent fact, largely
becomes mind and Holy Spirit dependent thmlogy.
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This reading of Barth's analysis of the resurrection in The Epistle to the

Rozans is richly confirmed in his 1924 lectures on First Corinthians 15, which
were published in 1933. A fine English translation is available. The first part
of this work is an overview of First Corinthians as a whole. The second part
is an overview of chapter 15. The cmcial part for our purposes is the third
and last section. This is Barth's analysis of chapter 15.37

In this text, Barth's theology is explicit, though very carefully stated.

Early in this section he quotes 15:3-Z where Paul provides a list of witnesses,

omitting as was customary at that time, women: Peter, the twelve, five
hundered people,lames, and Paul himself. The reader seems to be provided
here a list of witnesses to this core belief of the Christian faith, "He rose

again on the third day."

Barth, however, denies this normal reading of the passage, "as regards

this it must be emphasized that neither for Paul, nor for the tradition to
which we see him appealing here, was it a question of giving a so-called

resurrection narrative, a narrative of the historical fact of the resurrection of
jesus or even historical proof of the resurrection." In another place he writes
that verses 5-7 "have nothing whatsoever to do with supplying a proof" of
the resurrection. The seemingly most common way of reading these verses

is to read them as providing a refutation for those who claim that Christ has

not been resurrected. This obvious reading is supPortd by the way that
Paul immediately argues that if Christ has not been resurrected from the

dead then there is no resurrection and our faith is in vain. But Christ has

been resurrected. So our resurrection is assured.$

Barth, however, reverses the flow of the passage. "The whole meaning

of verses 12-28 is indeed this, that the historical fact of the resurrection of

Jesus stands or falls with the resurrection of the dead generally. What kind of
historical fact is that reality of which, or at any rate the percePtion of which,
is bound up in the most express mamer with the perception of a general

truth which, by its nature cannot emerge on the confines of all history on the

confines of death."3'g If there is no "general truth" about the resurrection of
human beings, then Christ's resurrection cannot have happened. Ignoring
the reality that Christ is fully human and fully God, Barth's move, again,

reduces the divine to the human, the etemal to the temPoral.

aBarth, The Epistle to the Ron,4ns,19s.
sKarl Barth, The Reslrrsction of thc Dead, ia s.H. J. Stenning (Eu8ene, OR: wiPf & Stock,

2003), originally published by Remming Reve[ in 1933.

sBarth, The Resurrection of the Dead, 131.
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By making the truth of Christ's resurrection dependent on a general claim
about a universal resurrection of all persons, Barth has covertly reduced the

status of Christ to that of a human person. He has also severely reduced the

value of the witnesses of verses 3-7. If the truth seemingly attested to by the

witnesses stands or falls on the existence of a general resurrection, then the

preaching of Christ's resurrection can never be the preaching of a historical
fact. Since we have no hard evidence of a general resurrection, and, by the

nature of the case, can have none until time ends, the profession of Christ's
resurrection must only be kerygma, a profession of fteilsgeschichte.e

AursrrrIcrrv

oBarth, The Resurrection of lhe Dead , 133

''On Bultmann, see Konrad Hammann, Rudolf Bullfiafi11: A Biography, trans. Devenish
Philip (London: Polebridge, 2013); David CongdorL Radoll Brltrnann: A Comqnion to His
Ileoioggr (Eugene, OR: Cascade Books,2016); John Macquarrie, The Scope of Demythologizing:
Bullnann anil His Critics (New York: Harper, 1966); John Macquarrie, .4 n Existmtialist Theology:
A Comprison of Heidegget anil Bultnafin (New york: Harper, 1955).

"Rudolf Bultmann, The Cospel of lohn, trans. G. R. B€asley-Munay (Philadelphia:
Westminster John Knox Press); Rudolf Bultmar.n, Theology of the Nelo lestarrerf, trans. Kendrick
Grobel (Waco, TX: Baylor University Prcss, 2nd ed., 20f7).

A contemporary of Barth who shared his worldview but stated it in a

much bolder fashion was the German Lutheran scholar, Rudolf Bultmann
(1,884-'1974). Bultmann was one of the most influential New Testament

scholars of the twentieth century Even scholars who disagreed with his

conclusions, could not ignore them. From his conclusions about the New
Testament flowed a radical theological statement that challenged every part
of traditional theology.4r

Unlike Harnack who only reiected the Gospel of John as having
anything to do with the historical Jesus, Bultmann dismissed all four
gospels. The gospels told later readers, he argued, what the early church
proclaimed about Jesus, not what actually happened. The gospels were
kerygma, not fact.{2

One example of what Bultmann means by this sort of kerygma is from
Luke 3:18-19. Here Jesus reads in the synagogue from Isaiah 61: "The spirit
of the Lord is on me because he has anointed me to preach good news to the
poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and to announce
the year of the Lord's favor."
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In Bultmann's view, Jesus here adapts the passage from Isaiah and

applies it to himself without any actual historical evidence to support

this connection. This, for him, is precisely what theologians today must

do. Theologians today must preach a renewed and modemized message

that persons today can accept. They must not engage in a futile search for

what the historical Jesus actually taught, not even the limited teaching that

Harnack and his allies allowed.
Kerygma becomes the core of Christianity because that is what the

gospels are. They are not a history. They are a proclamation of what the early

church believed about Jesus. The early church turned Jesus of Nazareth into

Christ, the second person of the Trinity. The Christian proclamation must,

therefore, be constantly renewed as the situations in which the Christian

faith must be preached are constantly changing. In this task theologians are

only following what the early church did.
If this is what theologians must always do then what is an adequate

statement of Christian theology today? Bultmann's well- known 1941 essay,

"New Testament and Mythology," is his most powerful statement of both

the need for a modern proclamation and what the core of any adequate

statement must be in the modern world.as

At the outset, Bultmann argues that the cosmology of the New

Testament must now be wholly rejected. "The cosmology of the New

Testament is essentially mythical in character. The world is viewed as a

three storied structure, with earth in the center, the heaven above, and the

underworld beneath." The earth is a battlefield between God and Satan.

Unlike Manichaeism though, God is certain to win. For the New Testament,

according to Bultmann, "the end will come very soon and will take the form

of a cosmic catastrophe . . . then the judge will come from heaven, the dead

will rise, the Iast judgment will take place, and men will enter into eternal

salvation or damnation."a' a5' 6

Part of what Bultmann claims are also mythological beliefs are; (1)

Chris(sposition as the etemal second person of the Trinity, (2) his incarnation,

(3) atoning sacrifice on the cross, and (4) the resurrection. These all must be

'This essay is available in Rudoll Bultmann, Neu Testarnenl and Mythology ond Other

l,tifirSs, trans. Schubert OSden (MinneaPolis, MN: Fortress Pless, 1984).

sButhlann, Nra, Tesfafirnt and Mythology and Olh$ Witi 8s,2.
sBultmann, Ne.r, Testammt and Mythology and Othet l hitings,3.
GBultmann, Na, Iesla fialt and Mytholory and Othet Vlritin$s,$.
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demythologized, that is, reinterpreted such that they do not conflict with
modernity, especially modern science. "For all of our thinking today is

shaped irrevocably by modem science."

About the core belief of historic Christianiry without which St. Paul says

our faith is in vain, Bultmann is blunt: "A historical fact which involves a

resurrection from thedead is utterly inconceivable." The resurrection is notan
event of history It is a "mythical event" whose "objective historicity" cannot

be established no matter how many witnesses are cited. There can never be

any such evidence because the event to which such evidence is supposed to
lend credence is literally "impossible. " At this point, Bultmann simply does

not consider the difference highlighted by St. Paul in First Corinthians 15:,14:

"It is sown a natural body. It is raised a spiritual body. If there is a natural
body, there is also a spiritual body." Whatever might be the difference stated

by St. Paul between the resurrection "body" and our normal physical bodies,

any idea of personal resurrection is dismissed by Bultmann.

An excellent example of what Bultmann's program of demythologizing
amounts to is his reinterpretation of St. Paul's discussion of the Holy
Spirit. Paul "regards the spirit as a mysterious entity dwelling in man and

guaranteeing his resurrection." Here, Bultmann give a succinct, reasonable

statement of Paul's teaching in Romans 11:8: "the one who raised Christ
from the dead will give life to your mortal bodies also, through his spirit
that dwells in you."

This idea of an "immaterial spirit" is impossible to accept in Bultmann's
post-Enlightenment world. Hence, it mustbe reinterpreted to make sense for
"modern man." For Bultmann, Paul "clearly means by spirit" the possibility
of a new life that is opened up by faith. "The spirit does not work like a

supematural force. Nor is it the permanent passion of the believer. It is the
possibility of a new life that must appropriated by a deliberate response."
The transcendental heart of the Christian teaching has been watered down
to a statement of psychology.lT

If the Christian kerygma cannot be what it has been for two millenia,
what, in his view, must it now become? Though Bultmann claimed that his
views could not be seen as merely those of his Marburg colleague Martin
Heidegger, this claim seriously understates the relationship between them.
Bultmann took over fundamental categories from Heidegger. In so doing he

seriously misinterprets Heidegger for his own purposes

{Eultmann, N.?u Teslarnefit and Mythology and Othet tNritings,z2.
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On Bultmann's view Christ cannot be what he has been understood

to be in Chdstianity, for example, the second person of the Trinity and the

incamate logos of the first chapter of the Gospel ofJohn. What then remains

when this "mythical" understanding is stripped away?

Above all, Heidegger's existentialist analysis of the ontological
structure of being would seem to be no more than a secularized

philosophical version of the New Testament view of human life. For

him, the chief characteristic of man's Being in history is anxiety. Man

exists in a permanent tension between the past and the future. At every

moment he is confronted with an alternative. Either he must immerse

himself in the concrete world of nature, and thus inevitably lose his

individuality, or he must abandon all security and commit himself

unreservedly to the future, and thus alone achieve his authentic Being.

Is that not exactly the New Testament understanding of human life?...

one should be startled that philosophy is saying the same thing as the

New Testament and saying it quite independently.s

What this passage demonstrates is deeP reliance on categories derived

from Heidegger. Though he adds a "moral" preference for "authenticity'
that is missing in Heidegger, the categories of authentic and inauthentic

are from Heidegger. Thus, Jesus, on this account becomes the pure

example of the "authentic person" who lives not for the present, but for

the always coming future. In a trenchant line he writes: "The very fact

that it is possible to produce a secularized version of the New Testament

conception of faith proves that there is nothing mysterious or suPernatural

about the Christian life."ae

In both Barth and Bultmann the fundamental claim is that Christian

theology must be reconstructed such that "modern man," that is, the

post-enlightenment world of "science," can accePt Christianity. Thus, the

distinction between ordinary history and "salvation history" is crucial to

this task.

Separatin8 the kerygma from the actual in a certain sense re-mythologizes

the Christian faith. It is not the ancient mythology about which Bultmann is

so passionate. But it is not the reality of actual flesh and blood history To use

{eBultmann, Ner., Iestanent and Mvthology and Other Wiitings,2G27
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a phrase widely employed in modem theology, the Jesus of history becomes

the Christ of mlth. Never the twain shall meet.

BrnNaxo LoNrnclN

sBemard Lonergan, Irsight: A Stud! ol Hu/nan Understanditg, vol.3 of the Collected Works
of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University of
Torcnto Press, 1992).

Bemard Lonergan does not seriously analyze modern Protestant theology
in any of his works. His references to any of the thinkers I have discussed or
their associates are few. All of the scattered references are generally negative

in tone. Some may be generously thought of as neutral. None are positive.
This follows from the fact that Lonergan does not accept the

Enlightenment premises of much of modern thought. Lonergan starts at

a different place than Aristotle or Aquinas, and he proceeds in a way that
modernity does not acknowledge. His masterpiece, Insigftf, develops a

natural theology out of the process of knowing when a knowing subject

comes to know.$
He starts with examples of a knowing subject coming to grasp a bit of

knowledge in a moment of "insight," for example, Archimedes running
naked through the streets of Syracuse shouting "eureka" after his insight
about the principle of displacement discovered in the baths. Other examples

follow from mathematics such as when a student has a fundamental insight
about how differential calculus works.

Thus, Lonergan starts where modernity starts, with the subject, the

knowing subiect who has an insight, Iike Archimedes or Newton's falling
apple. Lonergan does not start with objective truth coming to the person

who then becomes a knower, a sort of receptacle of truth. Rather, like
Aquinas, the knower plays an active role in knowing. The knower's insight
is an appropriation of truth in the process of coming to know. Before the
moment of insight the subiect experiences the obiect, understands the object,
and judges the obiect. Thus, the act of knowing is an insight of the knower
into the reality that comes to be known.

By starting with an insight that all admit is a grasp of truth that no one

doubts and then examples of mathematics that are undoubtedly truth, but
immaterial truth, Lonergan starts at a place that even the Enlightenment
cannot doubt. Grant this, and something further follows. First, truth is not
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in the subiect, truth comes to the subiect. Second, truth eists in an ambit
of truth. The principle of displacement does not exist in isolation. It is

necessarily connected to, for example, gravity. One math equation rests on a

network of other mathematical truths. Truth is all around us.

From understanding the process of the subiect coming to know, the

object, truth, has opened up to us. Is there any reason, except preiudice, to
believe that this same process cannot "reveal" truth in other realms such

as theology? Lonergan thinks not. For example, in the process of thinking
through and writing his magisterial work, Kant sought to know the truth of
the world around us, especially the cognitive world of our knowing. This
cognitive world is not just Kant's. If he is right, this cognitive world is the

world of every knower. Starting from the subiectivity of the knower, Kant
seeks a truth that is not just his alone, a truth that is independent of him and

every other knower. If this truth is a substantive truth, which he believes it
is, it is not an empirically verifiable truth. In a sense, Kant's process is much
like what Lonergan argues it must be. Yet the process undermines Kant's
skeptical claims about a knowledge of external reality.

Thus, we recognize the foundation of a deep critique of both Barth
and Bultmann and, by extension, modern Protestant theology as a whole.
In his most direct criticism, in Method in Theology, he writes: 'The resultant
historicism penetrated into biblical studies and there the resoundirg
reactions were the work of Barth and Bultmann. Both acknowledged the

importance of moral and religious conversion. In Barth this appeared in his

contention that, while the bible is to be read historically, it was also to be

read religiously . . . . In Bultmann, on the other hand, religious and moral
conversion is the existential response to the appeal or challenge of the

kerygma. But such a response is a subjective event and its obiectification
results in myth."sr

Later, in the same discussion, Lonergan says that Barth is a fideist, and

Bultmann a secularist in his biblical study. These descriptions are accurate.

Barth did hold that faith was different than knowledge. Faith was grounded
in the revelation of God in Christ. Though the historical veracity of the texts

which reveal Christ to us are open to serious doubt. Bultmann started with
a secularist, materialist worldview and antecedently held that if the New
Testament states as fact an event that contradicts this construct, the text, at

that point, cannot be relating an actual event.

5'Bernard lonergan, Method in Theology Cforcnto: University of Toronto Press, 2007), 318.
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Lonergan disagrees with any such limitation. To limit knowledge in
this way is to call into question the very idea of knowing. Unless we are

omniscient like God we cannot krow what the limits of the knowable are. To

place such limits is an act of faith every bit as much as much as any Christian
ever had.
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LONERGAN AND DEVELOPMENT
A SOURCE FOR PROTESTANTS?

Carl Trueman

Princeton Uniaersity

Princeton, Nao lersey

Fl rcrrur YEARS HAVE seen a resurgence of interest in the connec-

lJ,to.r between Reformed Protestantism and its historical heritage.

I\irtori.dty, the work of Richard A. Muller and others has estab-

lished a formidable body of scholarship which traces the development of
Reformed theology in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries against the

background of the theological and exegetical work of the patristic fathers

and of the medieval scholastics.' Theologically, the late John Webster reig-

nited interest in establishing the historical catholicity of Reformed thmlogy,

a project which has been taken up and developed by Reformed theologians,

Michael Allen and Scott Swain.' The result of both of these streams has been

a renaissance in understanding how the specific traditions of Reformed the-

ology connect to the wider patterns of Catholic theology. It is now clear that

much of the theology of the magisterial Reformation was rooted in the recep-

tion of Augustine, Aquinas" and others, and that both Roman Catholicism

and Protestantism share a significant number of theological commitments

and traditional sources for theological construction.

Against this background of renewed historical sensitivity in Reformed

theology, the famous statement of John Henry Newman in his An Essay on

the Deoelopment of Chlistian Doctrine Poses a challenge: "To be deep in history

is to cease to be Protestant." The question of history specifically doctrinal

history is a knotty one for both Catholics and Protestants but at least, as

rSee Richard A. }l]ulle\ Post-Rforflatiofi Wnned Dog,nttics,4 vols (Crand RaPids, MI:

Baker Academic, 2m3).

'zIvtichael Allen and Sco & R. Swaln, R4ofled Cntholicity: The Ptumise ol Retieoal lor Theology

and Bibtical Interyretotion (Grand RaPids, MI: Baker Academic, 2015)'

O 2017 Carl Trueman
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Newman's statement (written while still a Protestant), Catholics can point to
the magisterium of the church as providing an historical entity which guides
doctrinal development. Protestantism, through its assertion of a number
of aspects of its understanding of scripture - sufficiency, self-attestation,
perspicuity - would appear to make itself vulnerable either to an ahistorical
understanding of doctrine which is manifestly incorrect or to the problem of
criteria for judging legitimate developments over against illegitimate ones.

The question of doctrinal development for Protestants is not, as for
Catholics, a primarily ecclesiological one because Protestantism denies the

magisterial authority of the institutional church. Instead, the church has a
ministerial authority subiect to the Word. Therein lies a host of theological
assumptions and therein also lies the complexity of the issue of authoritative
doctrinal development in Protestantism.

Central toProtestant thought, ofcourse, are the concepts ofthe sufficiency
and clarity (or perspicuity) of scripture. Taken toSether, these mean that the

Bible is the ultimate norming norm of all theological statements; and that
the Bible speaks clearly on fundamental Christian doctrines such that a

magisterial teaching authority, such as that claimed by Rome, is unnecessary
The theoretical detachment of doctrine from institution might also be seen

as a detachment of doctrine from history and therefore as precluding any
notion of doctrinal development. Yet no reflective Protestant would claim
that such is the case: everyone knows, for example, that the word "Trinity" is
not scriptural but the result of subsequent church reflection on the teaching
of the Bible. This is a simple - obvious! - point but does raise the question
of how we might articulate that process by which such terms are developed
and deptoyed. Scriptural clarity and sufficienry would not in themselves
seem to offer an obvious answer

ScxrPrun,ql Prnsptcut]:y tN RrFonuATroN PRoTESTANTISM

While the Reformation was from the outset a protest against established
forms of authority, it was not until the Leipzig Disputation (1519) that
Luther became fully conscious of this. Church opposition to his protest
against indulgences and the sacramental implications of his emerging
theology of salvation represented implicit critiques of the church,s authoriry
but it was only when he asserted that the Council of Constance had erred
in its condemnation of Huss that the full implications of what he was doing
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became clear to him. If the pope can err and councils can err, what is left?

The answer is scripture.
It is one thing to assert the authority of scriPture, another thing to Parse

exactly what this means. For Luther, the authority for interpretation is no

longer the pope or the college of cardinals but the church as a whole as the

place where the Holy Spirit dwells. This is a point he makes in his 1520

treatise, An Appeal to the Cerman Nobilify. In so doing, he wants to avoid the

authoritarian claims of the Catholic hierarchy. Yet he also wishes to avoid

the radical subjectivism of the AnabaPtists and those who claim to be led

directly by the Spirit without reference to the Word. This problem became

particularly pressing in Wittenberg in late 1521 and early 1522 when Luther

was in hiding in the Wartburg Castle and his colleagues, Andreas Bodenstein

von Karlstadt and Konrad Zwilling, were leading the Reformation in a more

iconoclastic direction with the help of the Zwickau Prophets, three men who

claimed direct leading from the Spirit.
In 1522, Luther returns from the Wartburg and Karlstadt and his allies

are routed. From then on, Luther's thinking on scripture is driven both

by concerns about Roman claims and by fear of Anabaptist spiritualist

excess which tended to set the direct leading of the Holy Spirit over against

scripture as the source for authority. This reached it finest exposition in

his 1525 response to Erasmus, On the Bondage ol the l/fll. Famous for its

vigorous assertion of an anti-Pelagian understanding of the human will, it is

simultaneously an articulation of the doctrine of the perspicuity of scriPture.

In the face of Erasmus's assertion of the fundamental uncertainty of the

Bible on the issue of the will's bondage, and thus of the basic obscurity of

scripture, Luther asserts that scriPture was clear on the issue to any who

cared to look.
Luther argues that PersPicuity is to be understood in two ways First,

there is internal perspicuity which refers to the relationship of faith between

the individual and the content of scdPture. It is one thing to know that

Christ rose from the dead; it is quite another to know that he rose from the

dead for me and to trust him therefore for my salvation. This real, existential

understanding of scriPture is based uPon the action of the SPirit in oPening

the understanding. In this sense, the meaning of scripture is not clear to the

eyes of unbelief.

Luther also asserts that scripture has an external perspicuity This refers

to the fact that the words of scripture can be understood in a basic way
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by all. I may not have faith but I can understand from hearing the Bible
read and preached that, for example, the gospel writers make the claim that
Christ rose from the dead. I may choose to see that claim as false or I may fail
to see it as having any existential significance for me as an individual but I
can nonetheless understand what is being said.3

Of course, even as Luther writes against Erasmus, the Eucharistic con-
troversy with Huldrych Zwingli is beginning, with its focus on disagreement

over what the words 'This is my body'' mean. Further, Luther is aware that
some doctrines are more clearly taught than others, and so he qualifies per-

spicuity by pointing to such and conceding that less important ones might be
more obscure. Thus, from its very inception the doctrine of scriptural perspi-
cuity was both a necessary Protestant doctrine, in that it was foundational to
the critique of both Roman Catholicism and Radicalism, but also contentious
in that the actual results of the doctrine seemed to belie its claims.

Given this latter point, it is not surprising that the doctrine underwent
considerable elaboration and refinement in the later sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries as Protestantism both consolidated its theology and responded

to Roman Catholic polemics. One area was the development of the idea of
"fundamental articles" - those points of doctrine considered so vital to the
faith that Protestants needed to maintain their utter transparency in scripture.
The idea is clearly already there in Martin Luther, but it becomes a formal locus
of doctrine in later Protestant systems. While the number of fundamental
articles varied - and differed between Reformed and Lutherans, given the
need of the latter to maintain a distinctive view of the communication of
properties - they typically covered trinitarianism, Christology, and salvation
by grace through faith. This development was a clear acknowledgment that
the doctrine of perspicuity on its own was not enough to safeguard orthodoxy
but needed to be set within a wider structure.

The elaboration of this wider structure is usefully summarized in the
Synopsis Purioris Theologiae, a collection of theological disputations from
Leiden University in the early seventeenth century. Disputation 5 is entitled
"About the Perspicuity and the Interpretation of Holy Scripture."{

The Disputation starts by locating the doctrine as a corollary of the
doctrine of God. Because God is light, therefore the scriptures that proceed

3WA 1a,653.
{A modem critical edition of the tatin text, with parallel English hanslation, is Dolf Tevelde

Gd.), Synopis PuiorisTheologire Diqutations 1-23 (l,eiden: BriI, 2015), 12M9.
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from him must be the most pure truth and light.sThus, scriptureis objectively

clear because of its relationship to God, but this does not m€ans that it is
subjectively clear to individual Christians.6 The argument is reminiscent

of the medieval idea that God is the most knowable of beings because he

possesses the mostbeing, and yet this does not mean that individual humans

find him to be the most knowable in thetu personal experience. Thus, the

question of scripture's clarity is the question of how human beings relate to

scripture and its interpretation.
The Synopsis makes the same distinction that we found in Luther,

between the "natural man" who can interPret and understand much of
scripture based upon a simple grasp of the technicalities of language, and

the "spiritual man" who is able to discern scripture's meaning and apply it
personally because of the indwelling of the Holy Spirit.T Here, the Synopsis

notes that it disagre€s with the Roman Catholic Church by asserting that

scripture is so worded, and the Spirit works in such a manner, that individual
Christians are able to discern its basic meaning on matters essential to the

faith for themselves.s

Yet the Synopsis is also acutely aware of the restrictions that must be

placed on the doctrine of perspicuity. It acknowledges that even scripture

itself points to the fact it contains passages of obscurity (2 Peter 3:15-16).'

It asserts a necessary connection between Private interPretation and public

proclamation of the Word. The two things must be held togethet as Public
proclamation sharpens private interPretation.l0

This point is no doubt implicit in Luther's own position. Given that

he was writing at a time when most Christians would have been illiterate,

the primary access to the Word would have been through the reading of

the Bible in public and understanding would then have been guided by its

public proclamation. Yet this immediately qualifies scriphrral perspicuity

in fundamental ways. It connects the doctrine to the church, it connects

the doctrine to educational Practice, and it thereby connects the doctrine

to history For only ordained men can preach the Word, only the church

sSynopsis, 128.
6synopsis,130.

TSynopsb, 130.
sSynopsis,132.

esyflopsis, 732.
iosy opsis,136-38
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ordains men for the task, and such men need first to be kained. Perspicuity
is not as practically simple as it might first appear.lr

The training of Protestant pastors, and the general method by which
they exegeted scripture, also points to the fact that scriptural perspicuity
cannot stand in isolation as an axiom from which the formulation of theology
follows in a simple and direct fashion. Pastors were routinely trained in
the biblical languages; commentaries and sermons show extensive use of
the commentary tradition; and even the proof texts used in confessional
documents were not intended as isolated and self-evident demonstrations
of the doctrinal point behg made but functioned rather as markers directing
the reader to the exegetical tradition on the passage cited. Thus these did
not separate scripture from tradition but rather served to highlight the

connection between the two.r2

What this does, of course, is point to the fact that Protestant notions of the

scripture principle in thmry cannot in practice be conveniently disconnected

from traditions of exegesis and dogmatic formulation. The Reformers were

aware that they were not doing thmlogy in a vacuum and, indeed, did not
want to be original in their doctrinal proposals. The battle of the Reformation
was a battle between rival claimants to the true tradition and thus a battle
about the authorities by which the true tradition could be established.

This point about tradition does need to be qualified in one sense. The
idea of historical development does not appear to be one upon which the
Reformers - or their opponents, for that matter - dwelt at any length. In
fact, the polemics of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were typically
played out as simple recapitulations of earlier clashes and therefore as
comprehensible within standard polemical categories: Anti-Pelagians versus
Pelagians, Nicenes versus Arians and so forth. The dl.namics of doctrinal
development were not a topic of reflection.

In short, we might perhaps say that the reformers certainly did develop
doctrine but that they were not really aware that this was what they were
doing, and they offered no account as to how such developments might take
place. They had no concept of that in mind as they did so and definitety
did not want to commit the heinous sin (at least in the sixteenth century)

Iscriptural perspicuity, so important to protestantism, G not a doctrine which has received
significant elaboration and defense in necent years. One exception is Mark D. Thompson, A
Cleor and Present Wrd: The Clatity of Sctipfrle (Carol Stream, ILL: IVp Academic, 2006).

lzSee tuchard A. Muller and Rowtand S. Ward, Scripturc and Wrship: Biblical lnterprctation
and fhe Directory t'or t/\hrsrip (Phillipsbur& NJ: p&R,2cf,/7),70,72.
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The whole counsel of God conceming all things necessary for His own
glory, man's salvation, faith and life, is either expressly set down in
Scripture, or by good and necessary consequence may be deduced

from Scripture: unto which nothing at any time is to be added, whether

by new revelations of the Spirit, or traditions of men.

In short, doctrinal formulation is the result of express statements of scriPture

or legitimate inferences that can be drawn from such statements. The idea

that anyparticular doctrinal formulation or complex of doctrines might carry

with it its own logic and thus shape future theological discussion in terms

of its specific history was not one upon which the Reformers expended any

intellectual energy. Yet this "good and necessary consequence" principle
simply cannot give an adequate account of why Christian doctrine takes the

specific shape of Christian which it does.

NEWMAN AND THr Cg-n[rNcr or DEVELoPMENT

Much had changed for Christianity by the nineteenth century The intemal
challenge came from Christian liberalism which sought to reconstruct the

Christian faith on the basis of religious psychology rather than dogma.

Thus, religious self-consciousness became the central Point of interest.

Externally, various forces were bringing to the fore an increasing historical

consciousness and thus an incipient potential relativism and historicism

conceming dogmatic formulations. Hegel's philosophy placed the historical

process right at the center of metaphysics and even before Darwin, the work
of men such as Lamarck had helped establish the notion of some form of

evolution as a plausible account of biological develoPment over time.

The question, then, of the transcendent authority or stability of any given

moment or epoch of history was coming to the fore in a manner unknown at

the time of the Reformation.

of doctrinal originality. So they dialogued with the past and they desired to

read scripture in a manner informed by careful sifting of the exegetical and

doctrinal work of previous eras as well as their won. But this was not in a

manner which revealed a self-conscious understanding of the dynamics and

logic of doctrinal development. Rather, as the Westminster Confession of
Faith (1&7) states the matter in Chapter 1.6:
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It is in this context that the famous book by John Henry Newman, An

Essay on the Deoelopment of Christian Doctrine, becomes emblematic of the

theological age. Newman famously wrote the book as an Anglican but
published it as a Roman Catholic. As such, it represents his own account of
the inadequacy of Protestant notions of authority to account for doctrinal
developments - specifically, to account for how one can discern a legitimate

doctrinal development from an illegitimate one.

Even as a Protestant, Newman had an intense dislike of the Reformation

and inclined toward the study of patristic writers, especially those of the

fourth century Thus, as he wrote his essay, he was neither well disposed

toward seeing the Reformation as a legitirnate example of such, nor was he

particularly sympathetic toward the Protestant approach to theology as a

whole. Against this background, he presented his theory of development.

Central to any account of development is the question of legitimary:
How can one discern a legitimate development over against an illegitimate
one? Or, to put it another way, how does one avoid the situation where a

theory of development becomes merely a means of legitimating those

present positions of which one approves as opposed to those of which one

does not approve?

To guard against this temptation of subjectiviry Newman in his Essay

offers seven criteria for discerning a legitimate development: preservation of
its type; continuity of its principles; power of assimilation; logical sequence;

anticipation of its futurc; cons€rvative action upon its past; and chronic

vigort3 Each of these stands in relation to the others, and together they
offer a developmental model which requires robust consistency, both with
prior formulations, other doctrinal loci, and future conclusions. Thus one

might see the Nicene doctrine of the Trinity as consistent with earlier claims

regarding the unity of God, the simplicity of God, and the truth of Christ's
divinity, as well as pointing forward to the coherence of the Chalcedonian
Definition which safeguards the incarnation in the light of Nicaea. That the

creed has stood the test of time so vigorously is the final element which
indicates its authority.

Yet a few comments are in order First, throughout the discussion

Newman's imagination is clearly gripped by images and analogies drawn
from nature, of plants growing from seeds, of caterpillars turning into

'3rohn Henry Newman, An Essay on the DeDelopfient of Christian Do.frins (South Bend, IN
University of Notre Dame Press, 1989), 169-206.
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butterflies, and so on. Like so many analogies, we might note that these

are therefore both helpful and unhelpful in equal measure. Helpful, in that

they highlight the changing nature of dogmatic formulation over times;

unhelpful in that they too easily serve as a posteriori iustifications for
whatever development Newman wishes to argue is legitimate, however

strong the appearance to the contrary might be. Doctrine develops with a

forward impulse; analysis of that process is retrosPective and likely shaped

the doctrinal or ecclesiastical convictions of the one doing the analysis.

This goes to the second comment, a point raised by Scottish theologian

William Cururingham ir an early review of the Essay. Cunningham notes

that when it comes to doctrinal development, there is a need to make a

distinction between what he calls subjective and objective developments.

The former is the unfolding and elaboration by the church of that which has

already been revealed. Thus, the Westminster Confession, with its assertion

of the sufficienry of scripture and of true doctrine as that which is clearly

stated therein or drawn therefrom by good and necessary consequence, is

entirely consistent with the notion of obiective development.
The latter, however - subjective development - involves the continuing

addition of further revelation and not simply the elaboration of that which
is already there in scripture. Now, Newman's analogy of the development

of doctrine to that of a seed growing into a tree certainly implies that he is

building his model of development in terms of the subjective. But in actual

fact his acceptance of much Roman dogma arguably indicates that he is also

accepting the reality of the obrective. As Cunningham argues, Newman

really conflates the two by failing to make that fundamental distinction.ta

This is critical because the distinction really lies at the heart of the

difference between Protestantism and Catholicism on the point of develop-

ment and leads us to rephrase the obvious question about what constitutes

legitimate versus an illegitimate development: When is a development an

addition, and when is it merely an extraPolation or elaboration of an ear-

lier formula? Nicaea to Chalcedon is one thing. Original sin to Immaculate

Conception is quite another.

In his recent study of Vincent of Lerins, Thomas Guarino makes a

valiant attempt in the final chapter to demonstrate that Newman's view

of development is that of the subjective variety but he ultimately fails to

rrwilliam Cunningham,"Romanist Theory of DeveloPme\1," in Discussions or1 church

Principles: Popish, Erustion, and Prcsryerian (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1863), 3tZ, 55'
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convince. From a Protestant perspective, there is simply too much in Roman

dogma which stands at too great a distance from the biblical text and even

from earlier oral traditions to make the case compelling. The Immaculate
Conception may arise out of a context which seeks to develop and defend
a high Christology, but the connection it forges between Mary and Christ
is neither stated in scripture nor, to use Westminster language, derived
therefrom by good and necessary consequence - even if that is understood
in the broadest terms of the cumulative logical and semantic force of prior
doctrinal formulations. While Newman himself sought to argue otherwise
in an unpublished paper in 1868, it is clear that the most he is able to claim is

that the Immaculate Conception is merely consistent with Paul's teachingand
not a necessary dogmatic consequence ofhis teaching.r5 Arguably, the dogma
also fails a number of Newman's own criteria for legitimate development.
The only means of claiming it as legitimate is that it is a dogmatic decision

of the institutional church which does not contradict scriptr-rral teaching but
operates within a model allowing for the objective development of doctrine.
And that again becomes vulnerable to accusations that such a theory of
development becomes merely an a posteriori justification for whatever the

church decides.

Yet Newman's approach to development still raises that serious
question which Protestants must address - that of the nature of change in
dogmatic formulation over time. It is clear that scriptural perspicuity and

good and necessary consequence do not account for the precise shape of
Christian doctrine. For example, the specific language of substance, essence,

hypostasis, and subsistence is neither in scripture nor necessarily inferred
therefrom, though it may well help to explicate scriptural concepts. And
this language brings its own issues - semantic and so forth - into the field of
dogma which then need to be addressed.

As noted above, Protestant commitment to scriptural perspicuity and
sufficiency has always typically involved attention to the history of exegesis
and doctrinal formulation. In Luther perspicuity was specifically tied to the
public ministry of the Word and thus rooted in the kind of training which
a minister of the Word would receive, one that connected him clearly to
the past and to the church's history of doctrinal formulation. The lack of a
self-conscious concept of development did not mean that Protestants were

r5The paper is cited, quoted, and discussed by Ian Ker, Essay, xxiii-xxv
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not deeply involved in developing doctrinal formulations in terms of the

dynamics connected to ongoin8 discussion of theological formulas. But to

understand the dynamics of development would seem to be an aPProPriate

and helpful ambition.

r5Bemad t nergan, Mdhod i, Th€orosy (New York Herder and Herder, 1972); Benurd

Lonetgan, The l&y io Niceo: The D;alecticll Deoeloryenl of Tinitotian L'?olo8y, tmns Conn

O'Donovan (Philadelphia: Westminster Prcss, 1976).

17 Methad in Th@lo gy, 30120.
tsThe 1/*y to Nicet,1.
leThe Wy to Nicea,l-2
eThe W to Nicea.

LoNERCAN AND DEvELOPMENT

If Newman raises significant challenges for Protestants and perhaPs offers

more questions than answers, it is arguable that Lonergan offers an account

of development which might prove helpful to Protestant discussion of the

issues. Two works are important in this regard'. Method in Theology and. The

l/thy to Nicea.t6In Method in Theology,he devotes a short but siSnificant section

to the idea of doctrinal development, and in Tfte \thy to Nicea, he offersboth
a prolegomenon on development and then, by tracing the contours of anti-

Nicene discussions, provides an example of an application of his proposal.lT

Given his status as one of the most significant contributors to the discussion

of theological method in the latter part of the twentieth century and as

one who builds self-consciously on the legacy of Newman, it is worth as a

Protestant reflecting upon his contribution to this issue.

lnThe t/hy toNicea, Lonergan points to fourbasic aspects ofdevelopment:

objective, subjective, evaluative, and hermeneutical.'3 The obiective involves

the twofold difficulty of moving from biblical text to dogmatic statement.

There is both a transition of genres, from say gosPel narrative to doctrinal

proposition, and the isolation of a single doctrinal strand from a text which

may touch on numerous doctrines.le

The subjective aspect refers to what Lonergan calls "differentiated

consciousness," whereby the knowing subject focuses on the issue of the

truth of a statement. This consciousness is not instinctive but is developed

through a slow and intentional leaming process.2o

The evaluative aspect involves the differentiated consciousness passirg

judgment on dogmatic statements, and in such a manner that "the whole
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On this showing, Chalcedon mentions person and nature because it
is aware that people may ask whether divinity and humanity are one

and the same and, if not, how is it that the Son our Lord jesus Christ is

one and the same. To forestall this doubt the council speaks of person

and nature: the Son our Lord is person; divinity and humanity are two
natures.23

The point is simple: the church deploys language that allows for a clear
distinction to be made between Christ's humanity and divirity while also
emphasizing his unity in order to be able to express his single personhood
and his existence as both fully God and fully human.

Yet there is a further context, a metaphysical one, which allows for the
finetuning of the language and an understanding of said language which
makes it coherent. Referring to the work of Leontius of Byzantium and the
refinement of the notion of hypostasis, he comments:

About seven$r-five years after Chalcedon, Byzantine theologians
discovered that if Christ is one person with two natures then one of
the natures must be personless. There followed not a little discussion

'zlThe V&y to Nicea, G7 .
zThe t/&y to Nic@, 9-70.
BMethod in Theolow, W.
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tenor and direction of life" is affected. In short, the intellect makes a truth
judgment on doctrinal formulations which then makes a practical demand
upon the will.'zl

Finally, the hermeneutical aspect is that which sees God's word as true.

It is the truth of the word that binds together the orthodox in every age and

which provides the transcendent horizon by which the other three aspects

can be understood and regulated.2
In Method in Theology, Lonergan approaches the issue from a different,

though not incompatible, direction. Here his approach falls into two basic

parts. First, he discusses the development of doctrine considered in itself as

a historical phenomenon. Second, he discusses the development of doctrine
considered in terms of the wider epistemological frameworks for human
knowledge as these developed over time.

On the first, the example he uses is the Chalcedonian definition:
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of enhllpostasiq and anhypostasia, that is, of being a nature with and

without being a person.2a

While Protestants might perhaps want to try to argue that this came about

"by good and necessary consequence," and Newman would have seen it
as the organic development of a fully-fledged doctrinal structure from a

seed, Lonergan sees it more in terms of the increasing metaphysical self-

consciousness of the church and also of the need therefore to offer precise

terminological distinctions and to connect Christian doctrine systematically

to a wider set of metaphysical commitments - a Process he sees as reaching

its apex in the schoolmen of the High Middle Ages. Lonergan thus also

connects doctrinal development, particularly in the medieval period, to

widercultural developments in which theology was embedded and in which

it played such a constructive part.2s In this, Lonergan's approach seems

far more satisfactory than either that of Protestant "good and necessary

consequence" or that of Newman's natural Srowth analogies.

To this, Lonergan also adds a further and vital dimension to doctrinal

development by pointing to its dialectical nature. The logic of doctrinal

development is not a straightforward unfolding of the Bible's teaching

but often emerges in response to sPecific Positions set forth in a historical

context.I This is a simple historical fact but also crucial for how doctrine is

formulated. For example, the specific refinements of the meaning of terms

such as hyposfasis by the Cappadocian Fathers can only be understood when

set agahst the background of the multi-faceted christological struggles

of the 360s and 370s. Again, Protestant notions of good and necessary

consequence and Newman's natural analogies do not give sufficient place

to this dialectical aspect of develoPment.

What is therefore clear in Lonergan's approach is that he has a more

thoroughgoing awareness of the historical nature of doctrinal development'

It is therefore perhaps not surprising that his disossion in Method in Theology

is framed as a whole in terms of the historical transformation of human self-

understanding, culminating as he sees it in a turn to interiority which raises

a whole new set of questions for doctrinal development precisely because it
requires a recasting of old ontological and epistemological certainties.2T

'2lMethd in Theology , W
EMethod in Theology,30
xMethod in Theology, 319
3 Method in Theology , 3o5
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Historically, Lonergan sees the epistemological concerns and challenges

that arise during the late seventeenth century and following as decisive for
understanding doctrinal development.a In a manner which marks his ap-

proach off from both traditional Protestant approaches to the development
of doctrine and from Newman, Lonergan is morc acutely aware of the episte-

mological challenge. In this context, it is interesting that the Newman he cites

in his discussion of development is the Newman of A G rammar of Assent , not
that of the essay on development. The dogmatic development Newman of
the Essay is thus largely supplanted by the epistemological Newman.ts

This turn ultimately gives Lonergan's approach to doctrine, and thus to

the development of doctrine, a strong historicist bent. Thus:

[D]ogmas are statements. Statements have meaning only within their
contexts. Contexts are ongoing, and ongoing contexts are related

principally by derivation and by interaction. Truths can be revealed

in one culture and preached in another They may be revealed in the

styles and fashion of one differentiation of consciousness, defined

by the church in the style and fashion of another differentiation, and

understood by theologians in a third. What permanently is true,
is the meaning of the dogma in the context in which it was defined.

To ascertain that meaning there have to be delved the resources

of research, interpretation, history dialectic. To state that meaning

today one proceeds through foundations, doctrines, and systematics

to communications. Communications finally are to each class in each

culture and to each of the various differentiations of consciousness.r

The translation of the meaning of a dogma into the terms of a different time,

a different place, and a different culture are therefore set not so much by the
intrinsic nature of the dogma itself as by the context in which it originally
occurred and the new context in which it is to be restated. While Lonergan

states that the truth of a dogma does not change because it is a revealed

truth, he both allows for better and better understanding of the truth over
time and combines this with the contextualization and historicism of the
above quotation. That would seem to depend upon a radical separation of

a Method in Theolory, 31G17.
aMethod in Theologq, 316, 333.
e Method in Theolow, 32136.
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dogmatic form and truth content and thus make the latter itself a somewhat
historicized phenomenon, or at least inaccessible except in an impenetrably
historicized form. And this is where the church plays such a key role, as the
guardian and arbiter of the dogmatic deposit of the faith.3r

Lourxc-a.N: CoNcruorNc PxorrsreNr Rrrrrctlous

As noted above, there is much in Lonergan's approach to the development
of doctrine to which an orthodox Protestant can assent. While scriptural
clarity and sufficiency are principles at the heart of what separates

Protestants from Rome, in practice Protestantism has always engaged with
the church tradition, exegetical, credal, and doctrinal in its own confessional

formulations, ministerial pedagogy, and approach to the biblical text.

While historical consciousness and a true sense of doctrinal development
in orthodox Protestant circles has only emerged since the early nineteenth
century in practice it was always the case that theology was undertaken in
an implicitly historical manner. The key difference between the Reformers

and their Roman Catholic opponents was not that between biblicists and

those who had regard to tradition but rather between those who we might
in retrospect cast as believing only in subjective doctrinal development and

those who believed also in objective doctrinal development.
In these terms, Lonergan's discussions of the logical and metaphysical

contexts for development are helpful to Protestants, as is his noting of the

dialectical nature of development. Protestants can also affirm with gusto his

emphasis upon the truth of God's word as that which provides the universal
horizon for theological reflection across the ages.

Further, his nuanced approach offers an account which is entirely
plausible. Neither the Westminster Confession's statement on good and

necessary consequence, nor Newman's natural analogies, can really give

a fully adequate account of why doctrine develops the way it does. The

dialectical note, apart from anything else, is missing. In order, for example,

to understand the importance of the anhypostatic/enhypostatic distinction,
one has to understand the history of Christology. This is the same for other
dogmatic claims, such as dyothelitism. These developments are not simply
the result of the natural and inevitable unfolding of earlier doctrines but are

1'Melhod ifl Theolory, 327 , 329.
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also connected by way of antithesis to heretical Positions, many of which
might also have been positively connected to those same earlier doctrines.

Where orthodox Protestants might be concemed, however, is in the

historicist bent of his understanding of doctrine. particular as articulated in
Method in Theology. Orthodox Protestantism would certainly acknowledge

the impact of specific contexts on doctrinal formulation, but it would not

see the context as overwhelming the basic meaning either of scriPtural

revelation nor of the doctrine which takes its ultimate cue from the same.

While Lonergan does not go so far as to do that, his statements in Method

in Theology s.er'lr. rather vague on how such historicism miSht be regulated.

Protestantism would also not see the diversity of historical contexts as

requiring a thorough recasting of doctrine for every later shift in context.

Indeed, in order to do so, one would fust need to understand how to
identify and assess a change in context. On this, Lonergan is silent. Certainly,

Protestants must acknowledge that the debate about the Trinity in the fourth
century for example, was not simply a debate about approPriate terminology

but also a debate within a wider metaphysical culture which was necessary

to give the language its meaning and which was contested for precisely that

reason. Nevertheless, it would seem easier to learn the meaning of terms

such as essence, substance, and hypostasis by leaming about the original

context than to expend energy on trying to translate those terms into modern

equivalents, thereby risking a thoroughgoing loss of meaning.

There are obviously other points of contention between Rome and

Protestantism on the issue ofthe development ofdoctrine. Fist and foremost

is the question with which Newman wrestled: How does one identify
which developments are legitimate and which are not? That question

ultimately requires more reflection on authority and thus on ecclesiology

and on scriptural authority, opening myriad other matters, from canon to

hermeneutics. But, setting aside these wider matters, I would suggest that

for Protestants seeking to start rcflecting not so much upon the theory of
scriptural authority but upon the practical reality of doctrinal development,

Lonergan might prove an excellent place to start.


